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October 25, 1993

Memorandum

TO: Task Force Members

FROM: Assistant Project Leader, Klamath River FRO
Yreka, California

SUBJECT: Draft minutes of the October 5-6, 1993 meeting in Hoopa

Attached please find the minutes of your most recent get-together. The taped
recordings of the meeting were stolen from Beverly Wesemann s locked van while
in Hoopa, so recovery of comments, verbatim, is impossible. If you have
further questions, please let us know.

A parting note — thank you all for making my stay at KRFRO a positive one. I
enjoyed working with you on this restoration project, and wish you the best of
luck.

Doug Alcorn

Attachments



Klamath River Basin fisheries Task Force
Hoopa, California
October 5-6, 1993

10-05-93

Members present: Nat Bingham, Kent Bulfinch, Mitch Farro, Barbara Holder, Walt
Lara Jr. (with Ronnie Pierce), Rod Mclnnis, Mike Orcutt, Forrest Reynolds (for
Rich Elliott), Bob Rohde (for Leaf Hillman), Bill Shake, Tom Stokely, George
Thackeray, Keith Wilkinson

Absent: Don DeVol

Agenda items 1 & 2: Adoption of agenda and approval of minutes.

Agenda (Attachment 1) was adopted and minutes from the June, 1993 meeting were
approved.

Agenda item 3: Final Federal work plan for FY1994 -- clarification. Deferred
until later in the day.

Agenda item 4: California work plan for FY1994.

(Paul Hubbell): (Referred to a list of projects mailed to the Task Force at an
earlier date, Attachment 2) $227,000 will be used to fund 13 projects,
including habitat restoration, education, and fish protection projects. Six
of the projects are in the Klamath Basin — Kidder Creek School, habitat
restoration work on the Klamath and Six Rivers National Forests, Siskiyou
education district, CCC program, and the Yreka Screen Shop. Funds came from
the Salmon Stamp and Proposition 70 sources.

[Hubbell also described the ongoing fish restoration program in the Klamath by
CDFG staff. Biologists are examining fall angler harvest from the mouth of
the Klamath to Coon Creek. CDFG staff will also determine age and length
composition, and will recover all tagged fish. They will estimate the fall
chinook escapement upriver from Weitchpec. The natural stocks assessment work
will continue in scale analysis work, and the Department will continue year-
round investigations in the estuary, looking at seasonal patterns of juvenile
entry and use of the estuary. Staff will measure the physical and chemical
parameters of the estuary, by season.

(Reynolds): To add to the report, the screen shop tries to construct and put
two new screens on-line each year.

Agenda item 3: Final Federal work plan for FY1994 — clarification.

(Iverson): The Federal work plans for FY93 and FY94 (Attachments 3 & 4) were
distributed to Task Force members earlier in September. If you want to see
what became of the list of proposals approved in June, you need to look at
both work plans. Some '94 projects will be funded with '93 funds. The
$21,348 curriculum development project shown on the '94 work plan is the
amount available. If funds become available, that cost figure would increase
to the proposed amount.

Shake announced that Doug Alcorn is transferring to the USFWS office in
Washington D.C. He also thanked Mike Orcutt and the Hoopa Tribe for hosting
the meeting.



Agenda item 5: Report from upper basin ad hoc committee Chair.

(Thackeray): The big issue now is the recent establishment of the Ecosystem
Restoration Office in Klamath Falls. It will play a big part in the
restoration effort but is not intended to supplant this Task Force's efforts.
The mood and trend of the administration today is for ecosystem restoration,
not species specific. Hopefully this will help us in putting together a plan
that will be acceptable for all resource users in the Klamath Basin. The
committee has no recommendation on the upper basin amendment at this point.
With Doug's transfer, we're looking at months before we have a review document
that incorporates all of the public comment. I would ask Keith and Mike to
provide comments. •

(Wilkinson): One of the things determined was that we would use the same
comment evaluation process that we used on the first draft amendment. We will
incorporate the comments of the upper basin representatives and bring a
completed package with a do-pass recommendation. It's premature to estimate
what that will be at this point.

(Orcutt): I tried to help facilitate in what ever manner that I could. Some
of the meeting participants are frustrated with the progress. We all realize
that we need to come together to work something out. It may take longer than
we all envisioned but the product may be something we can all live with. One
thing we need to do is to set milestone dates for completion of the document.

(Shake): We have some of the upper basin folks on the committee. Would any of
you like to comment?

(John Crawford): Frustration describes most of our emotions. All upper basin
folks are concerned about the document. The new Ecosystem Restoration Office
(ERO) has provided a new player in this restoration program. It has led to
some confusion for us because we don't know who to work with. The water users
have provided written comments on the upper basin document. We feel it would
be more appropriate to accomplish restoration in the upper basin through the
ERO since they're looking at a budget possibly six times that of the Task
Force's budget. Clarification from Interior is needed to know who will take
the lead. If the Task Force knows of projects that will benefit fish in the
lower basin they should identify them to ERO staff. I think establishing
milestone dates for the upper basin document is a good idea. We need to be on
the same track.

(Elwood Miller) : I would reiterate that frustration. We've tried to make
headway with all users, but we're stalemated by what will be acceptable by the
Task Force. We need to know how we'll work with the Task Force and who will
take the lead. We've talked about the process of developing the upper basin
document by incorporating public comments, but we don't know what will be
acceptable by the Task Force. You must take all of the information provided
on the upper basin document, see how it fits into the amendment and then send
out a draft back to the public. I don't see anything being accomplished until
that happens. We've met with irrigators a few times and are spinning our
wheels. We need to know what the process will be.

(Shake): Doug, would you explain status of the ERO?

(Alcorn): The project leader has recently come on board and we've held a
couple of staff meetings. The office is staffed by representatives of Federal
agencies which include the Bureau of Reclamation, the Fish and Wildlife
Service, Bureau of Land Management, and the Forest Service, and the Klamath
Tribe might be involved via the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The first tier of
management and decision making will be with this group. The second tier of
decision making authority will be with representatives of local resource
users, local and state governments and their respective agencies. The third t



tier will include the public and interest groups. The focus is on restoration
of the upper basin, but this Task Force and downstream issues are represented
by KRFRO staff. The office will serve as a liaison between the public,
resource users, and the resource management agencies. Federal dollars will be
used to fund restoration projects, similar to the way this Task Force funds
restoration work. We've been informed that the FY1994 budget could exceed
$5.5 million. I suggested that ERO use the Task Force's long range plan for
guidance in selecting projects because the plan has already gone through the
NEPA process.

(Shake): We will hear a briefing on the ERO by Ron Garrett at 1:30 pm today.

Agenda item 6: Effect of the upper basin amendment document on FERC
relicensinq of Klamath River dams. (Randv Brown. USFWS)

(Brown): I appreciate the opportunity to address the Task Force regarding FERC
relicensing of the Klamath hydro projects, and the role the Task Force will
play. Our concern is with the upper basin amendment as it's currently
proposed. (Brown handed out attachment 5.) Many people don't have a good
feel for what the relicensing process involves. Relicensing is done by the
FERC, under authority of the Federal Power Act. (Brown read text froa the
handout.) FERC is more court-like in the way that they deal with the public
and the way agencies and public must deal with them. The process is very
formal. Relicensing now considers issues such as fish and wildlife resources
in addition to other resource values. Most of FERC staff is back in
Washington D.C., but there are regional offices in the West. Most of the
staff level employees are engineers. FERC will consider a single purpose plan
such as the Task Force's long range plan as a "comprehensive plan" which can
be submitted to the agency during the public comment period. The best
comprehensive plan is one that looks at all of the issues, however they've
also said they will look at single purpose plans and consider then in the
relicensing process. As the FERC regulations are now written, the owner of a
project must file a notice of intent with FERC between 5 and 5.5 years prior
to license expiration. A three-year period is used for developing the
comprehensive plan. Preconsultation can occur prior to the 5 year period.
During the consultation phase the project developer will consult with agencies
and the public telling them what the developer intends to do and what studies
will be conducted. Agencies will respond and say what they think needs to be
done. After preliminary studies are completed, the project developer will
submit a draft application for review. The final draft is based on comments
from agencies. FERC will then review the final document and go through the
NEPA process. After this they may, or may not, issue a license. Section 18
of Federal Power Act says that FERC shall require the licensee to
develop/operate/maintain fishways. Costs are to be born by the project
applicant. The Klamath hydroelectric project Notice of Intent will be
required around the year 2000. New licenses are issued for terms extending
for 30-50 years. The Link River dam is not part of the project but the power
houses on it are part of the hydropower project. There is ample discussion in
the Klamath Act for restoring the watershed and fish populations, all
addressed in your long range plan, and pertinent to the relicensing process.
This Task Force is providing direction for restoration of anadromous fish in
the basin and your involvement in the FERC process can be two-fold. First,
the long range plan would be viewed as a comprehensive plan for restoration.
Second, you may wish to provide comments to Pacific Power and Light Company
during the consultation process, during both stages of consultation. When
FERC develops an EIS on the application you should be prepared to comment.
The Ecological Services division of the USFWS is concerned that the upper
basin amendment does not support reintroduction of anadromous salmonids into
the upper basin. The Task Force should not, prior to the completion of the
relicensing process, preclude reintroduction of anadromous fishes into the
upper basin.



(Shake): Are project proponents required to do instream flow studies or are
agencies supposed to provide that information during the relicensing process?

(Brown): The instream flow needs information is needed and usually provided by
the applicant. I suppose they'll do it for the Klamath hydro project.

(Shake): Would they do it in upper and lower basin?

(Brown): Yes.

(Shake): However, that may not be for 7 or 8 years, right?

(Brown): If they follow the FERC requirements, they'll have to begin
collecting the information by the year 2000. However, I think they may start
these things sooner because of the complexity of the project. It would be
tough to complete this process in the 2-year formal time-line.

(Reynolds): Can some outside entity petition FERC to address specific problems
caused by hydro projects?

(Brown): Yes, there exists a re-open clause. FERC holds a hearing, but
entities must have all of the information at the outset. FERC used to allow
the applicant to defer consideration of fish and wildlife issues until after
the license was issued. This provided no incentive to deal with these issues.
Recently, FERC is not allowing deferment of these issues. In the Central
Valley Project some Sierra streams are under license consideration now.

(Bulfinch): When a project is operated by a private utility company, the
private agencies commit capital for this process early so it doesn t impact
their cash flow. So, PP&L would probably want to be involved with the process
earlier.

(Karro): Are you following the Pit River relicensing process? Are there
similarities that we can apply to this program?

(Brown): Yes, I'm the USFWS representative on that project. We are in the
second phase of consultation. The applicability might be to know how the
process occurs. It's a confusing process and is not easy to get involved.
It's a lot more formal than normal dealing with most government agencies.

(Wilkinson): Randy, would you offer your professional advice on how we would
address mitigation numbers, and shorten the cycle of how we would address
these issues? It appears that we can only appeal on the mitigation
requirements during the relicensing process. If the new license is for 30 or
50 years, can we build-in a shortened review of the mitigation requirements?

(Brown): You could state in your comments to FERC that the license could be
shortened from 50 to 30 years. 30 years is the shortest license period.

(Wilkinson): I'm concerned that 30 years is too long with respect to designing
mitigation requirements. It's apparent that it is a critical component of
enhancing fish populations.

(Reynolds): The definition of "enhancement" is variable, and FERC must know
what agencies mean by enhancement.

(Bulfinch): We must proceed with great care on whether we ask FERC to require
fish passage facilities because it could make void the requirement to operate
the mitigation hatchery.

(Mclnnis): I don't understand the significance of a statement on slide #12,
specifically the phrase "present baseline conditions." I'm at a loss.



(Brown): it has to do with defining terms such as mitigation, restoration, and
enhancement. For example, on the Pit River project, restoration was only
upstream from Shasta Dam to the Pit River #4 dam. Restoration was not
required farther upstream because the other upstream dams existed prior to
Shasta Dam. We made the case that it should cover pre-existing areas, and
FERC disagreed. They said it was to consider the conditions at present. With
respect to the projects on the Klamath River, anything done in excess of
maintaining what's on the ground right now would be considered enhancement.
The way recommendations are written they address mitigation, enhancement, and
restoration as a whole, but FERC decides these recommendations.

(Bulfinch): If we consider what's on the ground now, the stocks have been
extinct in the upper basin for more than 60 years. This seems to contradict
your recommendation.

(Brown): Perhaps it does. FERC will look at the comments to determine what
all resource users want from the basin resources. Restoration of anadromous
fish are specified in the Klamath and Trinity Acts, and would be considered by
FERC. Anadromous fish establishment is something being done in other systems
such as the Elwah River in Washington. I'm not suggesting that we introduce
fish in the upper basin, but that it should be considered as a possible
option, in my opinion, the position held by the upper basin amendment
precludes that option.

(Shake): OK, in summary, what would you recommend for this Task Force to do?
Is there something we can do now to get the process started?

(Brown): The upper basin amendment is the key, you need to see how it relates
to relicensing. I've not talked with Pacific Power and Light Company and
don't know if they want to open the process early. But as the lead group for
reintroduction of fishes, you might want to advocate that position to PP&L.

(Shake): Let's keep that thought for an action item, a letter to PP&L.
[Editor's note: literature on FERC licensing issues is available. Contact Mr.
Randy Brown for more information.]

Agenda item 7; Public comment.

(John Crawford): How is it appropriate for the FERC to consider the long range
plan as comprehensive? It clearly is a single purpose plan.

(Brown): I'm using FERC's definition. A comprehensive plan used to require
inclusion of all issues, but FERC now considers single purpose plans as
comprehensive.

(Felice Pace): One of the practical things the Task Force is involved with is
the instream flow study. The fact that that has been delayed is a concern of
my organization. We don't seem to be able to agree about who should do it or
what should be done. I'm concerned that we're not moving forward on that
issue. How is the Task Force going to move forward on this issue?

(Mary Taylor): Some of the dams were built during the World War Two effort.
It was the fish and wildlife agencies that opted for hatcheries. You ought to
consider that.

(Reynolds): When is the meeting scheduled to discuss the instream study?

(Iverson): 3-4 November in Redding.



Agenda item 8: Task Force discussion of upper basin amendment.

(Shake): Those that commented earlier this morning expressed frustration with
the process so far. An idea for discussion, it seems to me that we're down to
a few issues of disagreement. It seems like we need to have those differences
outlined and presented to the Task Force. These findings would look at
options and discuss the pros and cons. Rather than having KRFRO staff blend
the comments into the document, I suggest having them outline the issues and
differences, and discuss staff's findings in our winter meeting. We're not
really ready to take action at this meeting.

(Farro): The subcommittees met with the goal of interfacing the two plans.
Where does that stand?

(Shake): That's what we'll have staff put together, a synthesis of things.

Agenda item 9: Action - Task Force decision on how to proceed with the upper
basin amendment document. Set milestone dates?

*** Action ***

KRFRO staff will review comments received on the upper Hacin amendment
document; develop a findings on the unresolved issues and policy
recommendations; and send to Task Force members prior to the winter meeting.

(Thackeray): Will we also have the ERO input in the entire comment packet?

(Shake): Yes, we want them involved. I want to ensure John Crawford and
Elwood that we'll not do anything without your involvement. We'll seek
consensus.

(Iverson): You want us to look at each policy area where there are
disagreements, summarize the two differing opinions.

(Shake): Right.

(Felice Pace): Will that be available for public review?

(Shake): Yes.

Agenda item 10; Amendment of the Trinity River Fish and Wildlife Restoration
Act - Applicability to Klamath Restoration Program?

(Lane): We realized that the milestones established in the Trinity Act did not
allow enough time to complete the restoration project. We are now seeking an
extension of five years and $22 million. That report is in your packet
(Attachment 6). The report was prepared in March and circulated to private
and the public sector. It's now been circulated through interior. Recently
the Technical Coordinating Committee (TCC) has recommended an additional $13
million for the South Fork Trinity and Grass Valley Creek watersheds.
Regarding our three-year action plan, each year the staff prepares an action
plan, focusing on the current year. (Attachment 7). FY1994 is the most
recent. Allocation of funds totals about $6 million. One significant
difference (action item 3) is that we've been given the cease and desist order
by the North Coast Water Quality Control Board. There are $600,000 dollars
available to work in the South Fork, and other mainstem areas. In FY1993 we
built at least a dozen pilot construction projects (side channels and
feathered edges). A complaint was filed with the NCWQCB, culminating in a
cease and desist order. Water turbidity during construction exceeds the
control board's standards. There have also been complaints to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers on this work. Our regional 404 permit expires next spring.



We're welcoming a thorough review of these projects. I think people are now
ready to listen to each other and work out the best solutions.

(Stokely): I've handed out a clean up and abatement order issued by the
control board (Attachment 8).

(Shake): How is the Trinity River Task Force (TRTF) dealing with this?

(Stokely): During the September Task Force meeting Anna Sparks (North Coast
Hater Quality Control Board Chairperson) announced that a cease and desist
order was issued. The TRTF asked the TCC to reevaluate the budget over the
next two years to redistribute about $2 aillion funding that had been intended
for bank feathering and side channels. Two alternatives suggested were: 1)
leave the money in budget and just do something else with it, such as an
environmental impact report on this work, or 2) put more money into the South
Fork watershed. The issue is not resolved at this point. My position for
Trinity County is that these projects cannot proceed without completing an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on this work. Many of these projects
were performed under an Environmental Assessment (EA) completed by the USFWS.
The development of the EA had no public notice or appeal process allowed.
Considering how long it takes to do an EIS and that there are only 2 years
left in the program, it is complex. Not all agencies can agree on this issue.
I felt compelled after what I saw a couple weeks ago, to draft the report to
the supervisors (Attachment 8).

(Shake): So, they started out as pilot projects?

(Stokely): Yes, all of the bank feathering projects were constructed as pilot
projectss. The side channel construction projects are underway but not yet
completed. There will be a meeting this month to discuss all options.

(Reynolds): It was never clear to me that this project was to proceed full-
force. I thought it was a pilot project. On the Klamath River side, the
Department performed some of these things and we've been able to meet water
quality standards.

(Lane): We do have a programmatic EIS in draft which is being finalized at
this time. Pilot projects are being done under the EA. The Trinity River
projects are different than ones on the Klamath River. They are more
extensive, requiring more vegetation removal and more digging. It needs to be
pointed out that these projects were not implemented in a vacuum, agencies
were notified when permits were obtained (such as the CDFG 1603 permit).
Another issue of concern is why the restoration program is just now getting
underway with habitat restoration work as it nears the end of the authorized
time frame.

(Stokely): One of the reasons that this is rushed is that the Trinity Act
contains a clause that states no work could occur in the mainstem until
Buckhom Dam was completed. In my opinion that was a mistake. The intent of
the program is very good, they're trying to do what they believe is best.
Regarding the 1603 process, the Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) doesn't
feel they can enforce on federal land the provisions contained in Section 1603
of the Fish and Game Code. This is undermining the CDFG's ability to
prohibit turbidity from development and logging operations. Regarding the
EA/EIR being prepared, my memo suggested that it needed to be an EIS/EIR.

(Farro): Would the Secretary of Interior's flow studies on the Trinity and
Klamath Rivers impact the decisions of the bank feathering and side channel?
How helpful of a tool are the studies?



(Lane): The pilot projects are needed to evaluate how much flow is required to
maintain the channels and streambeds, and should be done before completion of
the instream flow studies.

(Stokely): One of the concerns about full implementation of these side
channels and bank feathering projects is that we don't know what the flows
will be and how the projects be maintained with varying flow regimes.

(Shake): I'd like an update on this issue at our winter Task Force meeting.

(Stokely): OK.

*** Action ***

KRFRO will place an update on the Trinity River bank feathering cease and
desist order on the Task Force's winter meeting agenda.

[Record keeper's note: due to numerous cancellations, some agenda items were
taken out of numerical sequence.]

Agenda item 15: Report on coho petition by Pacific Rivers Council.

(Felice Pace): The Pacific Rivers Council has been working on a petition for a
coast-wide status review for coho. We've discussed the need for status
reviews and action pursuant to the Endangered Species Act (ESA). This
petition has been prepared, but not filed, as a direct result of those
discussions. As a member of the CRMP the Klamath Forest Alliance wanted to
explain to the CRMP why we decided to join that review. We also want to ask
the Task Force to request of some of it's member groups and organizations, to
take some action on coho. The petition is being filed because the coho are in
trouble coast-wide. The CRMP asked Ron to present some information on what we
know about the status of coho. Ron quoted Moyle's work which states that in
the 1940's 1 million coho were estimated in California rivers, by 1990 less
than 5,000 wild coho exist. One of the problems is that we don't know much
about coho. Of the runs that have been surveyed in California, Moyle found
that 1/2 of runs are extinct. Coho appear to be moving toward extinction
coast-wide running south to north. The Humboldt AFS considers coho as a stock
of concern and at risk of extinction in the Klamath basin. The reasons why
Klamath Forest Alliance has decided to join the coho petition include the
status of the species in this State, and the failure of States to enforce
adequate forest practices on private lands. They've failed to address the
needs of fish and the aquatic ecosystem. The coho petition is needed to
provide motivation to States to get the job done. If the earlier timber
practice reform had succeeded you probably wouldn't be seeing this petition
now. I think the Task Force long range restoration program fails to
adequately address the needs of the coho in the Klamath basin. I would
qualify that by saying some of the general objectives are broad spectrum and
do address coho, but not the specific needs of the species. I studied
Snyder's 1931 document. Silver salmon were thought to migrate to rivers'
headwaters to spawn. In 1925, 225 salmon appeared at the Klamathon racks. In
1919 and 1920, there where 2,272 kings and 1,121 silvers surveyed near the
cannery at Requa. The actions we'd like the Task Force to consider for coho
are: 1) the Task Force should request CDFG and the U.S. Forest Service (USFS)
to develop programs or review existing programs on addressing specific needs
of Klamath River coho, 2) to develop information on the status of adult and
juvenile populations and 3) to develop conservation strategies for these
stocks. We d like them to be developed for possible adoption by National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). One of the things the NMFS will need to dp
is determine what is an Evolutionary Significant Unit (ESU). Moyle identifies
14 stocks in the Scott River basin and I doubt that NMFS will concur with
Moyle.
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(Farro): This petition for listing has been around for some time. IB it a
request for a review of status? Rod, how will NMFS consider this petition?

(Mclnnis): We now have a petition from Oregon Trout to list Oregon coho only.
We've been hearing about the petition for coast-wide listing but haven't
received it.

(Pace): The final petition has not been submitted.

(Mclnnis): As part of the review of the existing petition, there will be a
determination made on what constitutes an ESU. That may extend beyond the
Oregon coho.

(Reynolds): The Fish and Game Commission has unofficially accepted that coho
below San Francisco bay can be considered part of an ESU. My recommendation
is for the Commission to endorse a recovery plan for the fish that were
petitioned (Waddell, Scott, and Big creek populations). The CDFG will enter
an agreement with Santa Cruz County to work on recovery. We here rumors of
petitions from many organizations. Felice, does the Pacific Rivers Council
now have another one?

(Pace): I believe the petition from Audubon and Pacific Rivers Council will be
the same petition. It will be filed by many different groups, included the
American Fisheries Society.

(Holder): I'd like to ask Jack West to comment on our ability to act on this
recommendation regarding additional information on status and development of
conservation measures.

(West): I think it's possible for the Department and the USFS to gather
information on distribution but status is a tougher question to answer. That
is ultimately the Department's responsibility. We have fair abundance
information for juveniles in our forest areas. That's my understanding on
what Felice is requesting.

(Holder): Many of the conservation measures would potentially benefit coho as
well as other species.

(West): Yes. Most of the conservation measures are not species specific.
Things like erosion control and instream diversification are not always
species specific.

(Stokely): A group of farmers and fishermen met recently to discuss this
petition. It s gotten the attention of the industries. The group will put
together a group of biologists to deal with this issue of listing. They re
developing a plan to assess abundance of coho in California and they will ask
agencies to sign off on a survey protocol. In the long term, they're looking
at what actions can be done to improve habitat for coho. Most representatives
agreed that even if there are other factors impacting stocks, the best they
can do is improve habitat on their lands.

(Farro): That group is making progress and will meet next week. It's nice to
see private landowners coming to grips with this problem.

(Shake): What's the CDFG's position in terms of regulations for protection of
these stocks?

(Reynolds): There are probably more things we're doing for coho than we have
time for. One of the concerns that we have is there is a feeling that if
farmers and timber operators count fish in their creeks that will be the
estimate used to determine the status of the stocks. I doubt if that will be
the case. In large part California doesn't have an in-river fishery for coho.



The only fishable numbers in hatcheries are at Iron Gate, Trinity River and
the Noyo River hatcheries. In order to get away from polluting local stocks,
we quit transferring them long ago. The Department has done a lot of
restoration work in the Scott river system including shading fencing, etc.

(Pace): I maintain that if you look at the life history of coho, we haven't
addressed the needs. There are surveys for salmonids but these don't usually
focus on coho. Agencies don't have any plans that focus on the life history
needs of the species. If you don't address those needs, you'll not address
the species with general restoration work ongoing now. I also failed to
mention that, in our designation of "key" watersheds, have we thought about
coho in the Klamath River? I don't think so. If coho are listed, they will
need to have species specific strategies for recovery. I'd like to make my
request more specific. If the Task Force decides to pursue this, you should
ask the agencies to report on what has been done to restore, monitor, and
benefit the species. The Task Force might then consider this at a future
meeting, making recommendations.

(Holder): With the addition of new biologists, we can do it by next meeting.

(Reynolds): I don't think it's appropriate to commit to this request until
NMFS gets a petition. It's not appropriate for the Task Force to generate
additional work load for agencies already overloaded.

[Shake asked for comments from the audience, received none.]

(Mclnnis): Regarding coho management in the ocean, over the past three years
the Pacific Fishery Management Council•(PFMC) has reduced the coho harvest
rate south of Cape Falcon in Oregon. The PFMC has an amendment to their plan
that will reduce the coastal coho harvest rate to approximately 25% below Cape
Falcon which includes California. There are things being done in the ocean
too.

(Farro): A group working in Humboldt County, specifically Freshwater Creek,
brought in fish from Prairie Creek Hatchery, opened new access and developed
instream structures. Surveys indicate that the system is very well seeded
with coho. It's now gone to a more comprehensive plan by Pacific Lumber to
develop a watershed plan.

(Reynolds): That project was funded by CDFG almost entirely. We've funded
monitoring, restoration, etc. Pacific Lumber Company was a latecomer. There
are things being done, but more should be done.

(Shake): Is there any action needed by the Task Force? [No suggestions.
Adjourn for lunch.]

Agenda item 11: An ecosystem approach to conserving biodiversity in the
Klamath Basin.

(Steve Lewis): On behalf of the ERO we're pleased to be here and be a part of
the meeting. We look forward to working with you.

(Ron Garrett) : I'm with the Klamath Basin Ecosystem Restoration Office. The
ERO is a major initiative to implement ecosystem management in the basin,
based on the concept of partnership. Ecosystem management is now thought to
be the way to go by the USFWS. There are some differences between the Task
Force and the ERO office. The Task Force's focus is principally in the lower
basin, and ERO will focus on the entire basin. The Task Force has been
mandated into its existence, and the ERO is established in response to the
emergency situations. We have a list of mandates that require the USFWS to be
involved in the basin. To consider ecosystem functions rather than only
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anadromous fish restoration, the Task Force effort would have to be broadened
in scope. This would require rewriting the authorizing legislation.
Regarding working together there is a need to assess what the ramifications
would be. [Garrett made a more detailed slide presentation of the role of the
ERO and the concept of ecosystem management.]

(Lewis): Ron gave a good overview, we're a new program and getting our feet on
the ground. We're not created by mandate, but because the Federal Government
felt they wanted to do business in a new way. The Bureau of Reclamation came
forward and said let's get together, the USFWS agreed. We've picked up
support from BLM, USFS, the water users protective association, the Klamath
Tribe, and others. The concept of this office is that it is being built on
partnerships. We're focused on restoration of the form and function of the
ecosystem, and eventually delisting the endangered suckers. We'd also like to
develop an ecosystem that is more elastic; one that can withstand
environmental challenges such as the recent drought. Restoration is not
trying to get the ecosystem back to pre-1850 conditions. We're looking into
what can be done to protect resources and resource users. This office is
formed by cooperation between agencies and groups, and is not creating more
government positions. Staff are coming from existing offices. We're the same
government working toward partnerships.

(Buifinch): The team approach seems to be good, but who's the quarterback?

(Lewis): I'm responsible for performance of the office, but the quarterback is
the public and parent agencies. All the partners will also have a say and the
third level of involvement would be from the public. The office is called the
"Klamath Basin Ecosystem Restoration Office" which encompasses the entire
basin, and is a cooperative effort from all players. No particular agency
will call the shots. It's not a unilateral approach where one person or
agency is in charge. We'll all have an opportunity to see that this goes
forward.

(Reynolds): Specifically, how will the office measure its own success? What
will be the product of the office?

(Lewis): There will be a couple of products. If we're successful in getting
the $5 million funding for FY1994 we'll fund on-the-ground projects. The
second product is to develop long term planning documents. Third this office
is not set up in a permanent way but is set for four years. If it doesn't
perform, then agencies directors may remove it.

(Shake): Another issue that came up earlier this morning, the Task Force was
interested in how this office would relate to the Task Force. Let me
characterize how I think how it should work. The ERO would use the Task
Force's long range plan as a part of the information in looking at the needs
of the ecosystem. As you begin to look at issues this group or the staff
office could provide another communication link. The USFWS-fisheries would
also have a team member in your group who really understands the needs of the
fish and wildlife. It's a new way of trying to do business and may be the
wave of the future. Vice President Gore is trying to reinvent government,
actively practicing outreach with other cooperators and public. Any other
comments?

(Lewis): One of the things of concern to people is that the Federal government
is implementing another study. The work that the Task Force has done, we
don't need to reinvent strategies for recovery of anadromous fishes, there
also exists a sucker recovery plan, and a plan by the water users. These can
drive where we go in the future. If you look at planning, we already know a
lot about what's happening in the upper and lower basin. The plans existing
can be integrated. The $5 million is on a short time frame. It's '94 money
but must be obligated and spent this year. We may be able to do some things
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in the lower basin. We'd like to work with a representative or with Ron
Iverson's staff for identifying projects down here. The Shasta River
irrigation delivery system is a notable problem that we can work on if we
don't interfere with your program. If we take the money we'd like to work
with you on identifying projects. If we can fund good projects we'd like to
work with you on it.

(Shake): I agree that you should work with Ron Iverson's office to identify
projects in the lower basin. We already have a list of ranked projects that
can be used. I also suggest that you involve the budget committee in this
process.

(Lewis): We'll fast track this, if you're agreeable, to work with Ron and your
budget committee to develop some ideas.

(Shake): The Task Force would also want a chance to comment on the list of
projects to be funded.

(Thackeray): We'd appreciate involving the upper basin ad hoc committee in
this process.

(Reynolds): You mentioned the issues on the Shasta River. The Shasta Valley
CRMP and others have discussed these as well. You may want to work through
the Task Force and the CRMP on that.

(Lewis): The $5 million is to put displaced workers back to work. We need
projects already approved through the NEPA process. And, while we say the $5
million is not definite we do have $400,000 available through the National
Fish and Wildlife foundation for on the ground work. I would also point out
that there are other funds available, and with your help we'll be able to do
some good things.

(Shake): I suggest that we convene a meeting of the budget subcommittee to
look at the FY1994 work plan and identify priority projects. They need to do
this soon. Ron will set up the meeting.

*** Action ***

The Budget Subcommittee will meet to review the FY1994 ranked list of
projects, identifying those that would be suitable for funding consideration
by the ERO.

Agenda item 9: Task Force decision on the upper basin amendment (continued).

(Holder): We've left some unfinished business. Regarding the upper basin plan
and KRFRO's analysis of the issues -- we need to establish milestone dates so
we're ready to take action.

(Shake): One of the parts of my assignment to Ron was to summarize the issues
by our winter meeting, and to insure that the ERO was involved in the process.

(Lewis): We are staffed, and can be reached at the Bureau of Reclamation's
phone number (503) 883-6935. You can call us and we'll get things started.

(Shake): I suggest that we discuss KRFRO's findings in our winter meeting,
then at the following one we should be prepared to make a decision on the
upper basin document. I think it's only fair to make a decision on the
document meeting after next.

(Farro): Question for the ad hoc committee. Are things far enough along that
things can be put together in short order?
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(Shake): The work group has gotten about as far as they can, and we've asked
staff to develop a briefing on the comments.

(Reynolds): It's the Department's position that this upper basin amendment is
so much different than what was originally developed that we must have an
opportunity to study and comment on it before we can endorse it.

(Shake): The document that Ron prepares will describe where we are on the
upper basin amendment, and the decision on the amendment would be at the
following meeting.

(Buifinch): If this amendment is rewritten substantially to come into
agreement, will the legal procedure be for public commenting again before
adoption?

(Shake): Hy experience is that you incorporate comments and adopt it.

(Iverson): What you're describing Kent is a never ending spiral. Forrest
suggests that it will be so different from the original draft that the EA
won t apply.

(Wilkinson): I suggest that the product produced by KRFRO will be as final as
possible.

(Holder): I think that this gets at the question of can we outline what our
procedural steps are and when we'll take then. I suggested having an outline
of comments but also an outline of the steps needed and when milestones are
set, to let people know what to expect.

Agenda item 14; Presentation of Pine Creek restoration bv Hoopa Vallev Tribe.

(Bob Franklin): There is substantial timber harvest on the reservation each
year which requires much planning and review. We're incorporating no-cut
buffer zones and other measures to protect the aquatic ecosystem. We are also
forced to deal with past timber harvest practices which continue impacting the
system. We have old roads that are still contributing sediment. Our work in
Pine Creek is to monitor juvenile fish populations as well as sediment yield.
We trap juvenile outmigrants and verify numbers with dive surveys.

(Ken Norton): (Norton gave a slide presentation on the Pine Creek Watershed.)
The Pine Creek watershed is reflective of other watersheds on the reservation.
We chose 10 monitoring sites and we're monitoring gravel conditions in these
spawning areas. We've chosen representative areas throughout the stream. One
tool we have is to monitor bedload movement by a transect profile program to
monitor movement through time. Pine Creek has had multiple entries for timber
harvest. It has an extensive road system, we're seeing timber management that
took timber from riparian areas. Culvert placement is also impacting fish
habitat. Not only the timber harvesters, the tribal members are concerned
about loss of fish habitat.

(West): Does the Hoopa Tribe have protection regulations?

a: Yes, we're also constrained by the NZPA process.

(Farro): Does the Hoopa timber harvest program have an independent review
process to prevent negating restoration monies being spent in the Pine Creek
watershed? What's the planning process?

(Norton): We are in a constant flux of dealing between departments within the
tribal government.
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(Orcutt): Some of the photographs shown were taken in the 1960"s. Prior to
that the BIA was managing timber harvest. We have improved harvest
requirements which include increased buffer strips, proper sized culverts, and
we re addressing some of the problems identified in our 1990 watershed survey
which was funded by this Task Force. Timber management is moving toward
protecting the watershed.

(West): The practices shown in the photo, are they historic?

(Orcutt): Some were.

(Norton): This presentation was to show that damage has occurred and that
we're trying to make improvements.

(Stokely): I assume the fisheries department identifies specific areas needing
special protection. Who is responsible for making sure these protective
measures are enforced?

(Orcutt): Interdepartmentally we perform on the ground inspections after
timber harvests to see what worked and what didn t'.

Agenda item 25: Presentation of Bureau of Land Management Fisheries Program.

(Jim Decker): I'm out of the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Sacramento
State office. Throughout the State of California, BLM is using an ecosystem
approach for fisheries habitat management and is using ecosystem health as a
measure of restoration work. We also want to keep everyone involved. (Decker
gave a slide presentation of recent habitat restoration work in other
watersheds in California.) On BLM lands we have problems similar to all other
places — roads, fire, timber harvest, and others. One of BLM's goals with
ecosystem management is to ensure there are plenty of young and adult fish,
wetland species, and to educate the public. We're also developing a
restoration plan for Grass Valley Creek. There is no quick fix for this
watershed. Revegetation is key.

Meeting Adjourned for the day.

10-06-93

Reconvene meeting, review assignments.

(Shake): Nat was to convene the budget subcommittee to identify projects for
submittal to ERO for funding consideration.

(Bingham): We'll try to schedule a future meeting date while here today.

Agenda item 20: Annual program accomplishment report.

(Alcorn): This year's report marks the third annual report on Task Force
accomplishments. For three years now we have described the status of the
restoration program using the long range plan as a measuring stick. Our
report two years ago involved analyzing each policy objective and a brief
description of what was being done to accomplish them. The first report
covered the time period from FY1989 (the first year of project funding)
through FY1992, with 1992 projects yet to be implemented. Last year's report
which was distributed to the public in early 1993, was broken into three
sections: I) a synopsis of accomplishments, by restoration category, II) a
synopsis of recommendations made by all cooperators from FY1989 through
FY1992, and III) a literature review of long-term environmental parameter
monitoring techniques and existing data sets. The draft report before you
today, once again, analyzes policy objectives contained in the plan. Now,
after three years of looking at the long range plan objectives, we have found
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that many objectives have not been addressed, nor are there specific attempts
to achieve these objectives. Our recommendation is to assign staff, a
committee, or the TWG to look closely at the objectives that have not been
addressed, to develop a findings for Task Force consideration. (Alcorn showed
overhead displays of each policy objective that has not been addressed for
three years.)

[The Task Force discussed staff's recommendations and determined that further
analysis by subcommittee would be necessary before completion of the report.]

(Holder): I suggest that KRFRO or the TWG review this list of objectives that
have been identified by staff, and develop a recommendation for achieving then
for our consideration.

(Shake): The items identified by staff are the objectives that have not been
addressed adequately. The question is how should we analyze this information.

(Rohde): Objective 7.3 indicates that subcommittees will be assigned to each
section of the long range plan to evaluate accomplishments. We (the TWG) do
not want to do it.

(Shake): How about volunteers? Hearing none, Barbara will chair the
subcommittee, KRFRO staff will assist her, and get someone else to help. I
think it's important to look at these things that have been identified.

Agenda item 21: Status of the long term needs list.

(Alcorn): We were assigned the task of compiling a list of projects
recommended by each member on the Task Force, that could be considered when
windfall funding is available. This list was to be forwarded to the TWG for
review and development of a final list for Task Force endorsement. So far,
we've only received a response from one Task Force member — CDFG. We will
forward this list of projects to Bob Rohde for TWG consideration.

(Harvey Reading): The Siskiyou RCD submitted 5 proposals which were funded by
CDFG in one blanket grant. The Department requests that the Task Force
consider these projects as a non-federal funds match.

*** Motion ***

(Bingham): I move that these proposals be accepted as a non-federal match.

(Wilkinson): Not prepared to discuss, I'm trying to find it

Motion carried. (Oregon representative abstained.)

(Iverson): We've gotten one response on the long term restoration needs list,
so before we send things to the TWG, are we going to get anything else?

(Holder): The USFS will get something to you.

(Shake): I encourage other Task Force members to get a response to KRFRO in
one week.

Public Comment:

(Felice Pace): In the report there were a number of things that I have some
comment on that need clarification. Regarding water allotments and water
rights there are water rights held by the USFS and the CDFG also has water
allotments rights that exists that have been enforced, specifically relating
to reasonable use. The appropriate place for these actions would be with the
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CRMPs. Doug also said in his report that mining workshops have not occurred,
but the salmon river CRMP has put on a mining workshop. Regarding the CRMP
process, there are some things that the Task Force and member agencies can do
but shouldn't rely on the CRMP to do. I'm worried that agencies dump things
on the CRMP. The Salmon River Restoration Council won't advocate more
regulation on mining, nor will the Scott Valley CRMP promote watermaster
service because it will cost them money. The Task Force is justified in
relying on these kinds of efforts but can't rely solely on CRMPs.
Regarding the money that we anticipate coming down from the ERO, we heard that
it will have a fast track in creating jobs, similar to Clinton's stimulus
package. What's the relationship between the ranked list and the decisions to
be made by the budget subcommittee?

(Bingham): it would seem reasonable that the subcommittee would work off of
the ranked list to a point where technical acceptability falls off. The
judgement call might be on that list. There are other tasks that might be
added in.

Agenda item 27: Report on TWG activities.

(Rohde): I'm on the agenda to describe my progress on CIS and key watershed
work. We were directed in July to investigate the impact of hatchery fish on
wild populations. I provided a written report to you (Attachment 9). (Rohde
read the report). It's not that we recommend that the Task Force take on this
particular area we were directed to investigate. In order to do this, I felt
we needed more expertise. This is a list of things needed to be done, but
will need lots of money, and it's up to the Task Force to determine the
importance of this issue. There may be components of it, say, in the
literature review, that could help bring us up to speed without investing lots
of resources. This is for the Task Force to decide. From our perspective our
efforts were to respond to your directive. We don't anticipate spending
additional TWG time to go beyond this point until directed by the Task Force.
We also noted some topics that need evaluation as well: genetic mixing,
productivity throughout the system, juvenile location, carrying capacity, etc.
There was no mitigation for spring chinook or sockeye salmon as a result of
construction of dams.

At the last Task Force meeting, Forrest Reynolds indicated that he wanted his
CIS specialist to participate. Mr. Viesze and others were invited. Since the
last Task Force meeting the chair has sent a letter to the director of the
National Ecology Research Center (NERC) in Fort Collins, Colorado. The chair
suggested that we table my immediate use of $16,000 to give time for
developing a CIS proposal later. I mentioned in my earlier research that
we're working on CIS capabilities. I felt that NERC night help us because
they have a large facility with over 150 scientists and a full blown CIS lab
and remote sensing capability. They had worked on large projects such as the
upper Mississippi, Columbia, and Trinity Rivers. NERC attended our meeting.
Each of the CIS specialists gave a briefing on what they were working on.
Viesze is working on 1/100k scale Environmental Protection Agency's reach file
system for the entire state of California, including the Klamath River basin
from the Oregon border. Tex Lee from U.C. Davis is working to help water
users in Tule Lake to resolve some of their problems. He was interested to
work with us. Jan Dirksen of Kier Associates is working on a database for the
Shasta River.

Duane Asherin updated us on the National Biological Survey (NBS). They
want to work with us as they move into the new NBS agency. They want to work
out a relationship with the Task Force in assisting us in developing a CIS.
Duane recommended that the Task Force should send a letter to the Secretary of
Interior requesting assistance from the NBS. Asherin said that the Secretary
of Interior has placed $500,000 for the Klamath-Trinity system. Duane
suggested that we draft a letter indicating we would like assistance from the
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NBS, specifically identifying the coordination effort with NERC and a
fisheries center in Seattle. They're working on the Columbia River projects
which are applicable to our situation here. So if money is appropriated by
Congress the new deputy and director of NBS will be alerted that these are the
entities that would be appropriate to work with. Then the TWG and Duane
indicated that it would be appropriate to identify specific types of projects
we would like assistance for. The TWG will have a meeting Oct 26 to look
closer at specific projects and funding assistance the TWG would like access
to. It was the consensus of group that specific funds should be identified
for a coordinated information system. The system should be readily available
for restoration planning. Our hands are tied now, no immediate access to
information to make educated decisions on priority needs. Like the literature
review in the yearling release assignment, we need to initiate a way to get
information to make effective decisions. We're taking on greater
responsibility to identify needs, but we have no resources. Specific funds
need to be targeted for this CIS system. I have a draft letter to Interior,
and copies have been handed out to you. (Rohde read the letter.

Earlier this year the TWG directed me to come up with a CIS hydrologic
layer for the Klamath Basin. I was asked to identify information for that
layer, i.e. watershed inventory, fish population status, etc. I began to
identify what information existed. Paul Veisze recommends the 1/100,000 scale
EPA Reach File System. I think a useful scale is 1/24,000. The USFS
presently has a GIS layer at 1/625,000 scale for sections of the Klaaath
National Forest. This map is a good example of where we want to go for the
whole basin. The next step is to tie these areas where this type of
information exists, via database, for use by the TWG. We can have KNF staff
educate us on this map, and begin to identify specific areas needing immediate
work. The California Department of Forestry (CDF), in response to changes in
the California Forest Practice Act, has put on contract the development of GIS
for California that identifies watersheds. Outside of federal agency
jurisdiction we could turn to CDF to access their layer of watersheds. We
could then begin to develop an additional layer for the Shasta and Scott and
other rivers. I haven't developed a specific proposal yet, but am making
headway. I haven't spent any money yet. I feel like we're developing and
identifying ways in which Task Force and non-Task Force members can coordinate
efforts, which was an original goal of the Klamath Act. We will reach a point
where we may need specific funds available to develop a basin wide map. NERC
has offered to make us maps with their existing resources. I prefer to wait
to meet again with the TWG before I'm obligated to develop a proposal to bring
back to the Task Force.

(Holder): President Clinton's plan for the Northwest has a detailed GIS and
can be factored into your deliberations.

(Rohde): I would like to complete the presentation, I was also asked to look
into key watersheds. The TWG identified critical watersheds. The second day
of our meeting I gave a slide presentation showing visual representation of
what the entire basin looks like, except for the area above upper Klaaath
Lake. I invited the CRMP coordinators to give us their added perspective. We
spent the whole day talking. By 5:30 pm, I decided to table the discussion of
key watersheds. As mentioned, we need access to detailed information to go
beyond where we are now.

(Wilkinson): I would like to keep the hatchery interaction issue alive. My
original question was "is it reasonable to think that early releases have
impacted wild stocks?" We have some information indicating there might be
some impact. Was our data available to you?

(Rohde): Not at the time.
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(Wilkinson) : I would like the TWG to continue working on this item and report
at our next meeting.

(Joe Polos): Our office has conducted juvenile monitoring on the Klamath River
since 1988. We collected information on things such as timing of hatchery
releases.

(Shake): But you've not had a chance to analyze the data?

(Polos): It's almost done.

(Shake): I think Keith's idea is good to keep this as an assignment to the
TWG.

(Reynolds): I agree with Bob Rohde that the task we've given the TWG are
becoming excessive for their limited resources. I can see keeping that as an
issue, but I suspect that we'll find that they need substantially more
information to make good recommendations.

(Bulfinch): I agree with Keith to keep this study open. The focus is more on
hatchery operation. One problem that we're aware of at Iron Gate Hatchery is
that, instead of releasing fish to mimic their natural timing, they must be
released when water conditions allow their survival. We should invite PP&L to
the table and help them help us define and stabilize the problems.

(Bingham): Bob, you've identified three tasks that you feel need to be
accomplished. Did you think about dollar amounts or who might do these
things?

(Rohde): We thought that would be a topic at our next meeting. We need to
meet soon to prioritize what our needs are. We want to see some restoration
efforts happening, and don't feel we have financial resources to get them
done. This subject is likely to be part of that discussion, how much money is
needed, funding sources, etc.

(Bingham) : I would like to work with you to coordinate your needs with the
committee identifying tasks for the ERO funding. I'll defer to the Chair
whether we can hold off long enough.

(Shake): Steve Lewis, how much time do we have to get this list of projects
back to you?

(Lewis): We're putting projects together this week. Reclamation will go back
to D.C. in October to present their needs. I understand that these are to be
on-the-ground projects.

(Bingham): some of the things recommended are field investigations, would that
fit into the parameters?

(Lewis): We still consider surveys if they can be done by displaced timber
workers. If it's giving our people more work it may not fit.

(Bingham): Maybe you can meet with us.

(Lewis): Ok.

(Reynolds): Regarding funding, would projects done by the CCCs a youth
employment organization, would they qualify?

(Lewis): We're looking at putting people to work. Sounds like it would fit.
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(Shake): Let's take care of the TWG recommendations -- what to do with
hatchery evaluation. Keith suggested continuing their work with the USFWS
office in Arcata. I suggest we ask them to continue, getting update next
meeting.

(Pierce): If all we'll do is get information from Arcata and report on it, why
can't we just get a report from the USFWS directly to the Task Force?

(Shake): That's one of three items the TWG identified. The other parts are
needing development, more specifics.

(Rohde): It's only one part of one piece.

[Consensus to have TWG continue their work.]

(Shake): Regarding CIS, we like the letter let's go ahead and prepare it for
signature. There were some follow up things you were going to do, so continue
on. The final one, key watersheds, you'll address at your next meeting,
right?

(Rohde): Yes.

*** Motion ***

(Bulfinch): I move that we invite Pacific Power and Electric Company to
participate in the TWG meeting on hatchery/wild interaction, to provide
information on the operation options of Iron Gate Hatchery.

Motion carried.

Next meeting scheduled for January 18-19, 1994 in Eureka, followed by April
19-20, 1994 in Brookings, Oregon.

Public comment:

Jim Welter: At the October 26th TWG meeting I will volunteer to give a
presentation on flows and escapement, and mitigation.

(Shake): Fine, plan on attending the meeting,
subcommittee convene after joint session.

Nat suggested the budget

Meeting adjourned.

Others Present:
Doug Alcorn
Randy Brown
Chip Bruss
John Crawford
Bob Davis
Jim Decker
Bob Franklin
Ron Garrett
Paul Hubbell
Ron Iverson
Dorothy Kandra
Chuck Lane
Steve Lewis
Elwood Miller
Kenny Norton
Felice Pace
Joe Polos
Mike Rode

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
Klamath Basin Water Users Protective Assoc
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation - Klamath Proj.
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
Hoopa Valley Tribe
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
CDFG
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Klamath Tribe
Hoopa Valley Tribe
Klamath Forest Alliance
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
CDFG
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Hike Ryan U.S. Bureau of Reclamation - Klamath Proj.
Mary Taylor
Beverly Wesseman U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Jack West U.S. Forest Service - Klamath Nat. Forest
Jim Welter KMZ Fisheries Coalition
Dave Zepponi Klamath Basin Water Users Protective Assoc

(Also attended by members of the Klamath Management Council.)
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ATTACHMENT 1

FINAL AGENDA *~+~ .».
FOR THE MEETING OF THE

KLAMATH RIVER BASIN FISHERIES TASK FORCE
OCTOBER 5-6, 1993, HOOPA, CALIFORNIA

Oct S. 1993:

8:00 am Convene meeting; opening remarks, introductions.

1. Discussion/adoption of agenda.

2. Correction/approval of minutes from June, 1993 meeting.

8:15 3. Final work plan for FY1994 - clarification. (Iverson)

8:30 4. State of California work plan for FY1994. (Reynolds)

8:45 5. Report from upper basin ad hoc committee Chair. (Thackeray)

9:15 Break

9:30 6. Effect of the upper basin amendment document on FERC relicensing of Klamath
River dams. (Randy Brown - USFWS)

10:00 7. Public comment.

10:15 8. Task Force discussion of upper basin amendment.

10:45 9. Action: Task Force decision on how to proceed with the upper basin amendment
document. Set milestone dates?

12:00 Lunch

1:00 10. Amendment of the Trinity River Fish and Wildlife Restoration Act - Applicability to
Klamath Restoration Program? (Chuck Lane - USFWS)

1:30 11. An ecosystem approach to conserving biodiversity in the Klamath Basin. (Ron
Garrett - USFWS)

2:00 Break

2:15 12. Public comment

2:45 13. Oregon Natural Resources Council perspective on upper Klamath basin issues,
[to be rescheduled]

3:15 14. Presentation of Pine Creek restoration by Hoopa Valley Tribe. (Kautsky - HVT)

3:45 15. Report on coho petition by Pacific Rivers Council. (Pace - KFA)

4:00 16. Public comment

4:30 17. Action: Task Force decision on recommendation by Klamath Forest Alliance
regarding the coho petition by Pacific Rivers Council.

5:00 18. Review assignments, adjourn for the day.

5:30 19. Road tour of Pine Creek watershed. {Hoopa Valley Tribal Fisheries Department)
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Oct 6. 1993:

8:00 Convene meeting.

8:05 20. Annual program accomplishment report. (Alcorn)

8:30 21. Status of the long term needs list. (Alcorn)

8:45 22. Task Force discussion of staff recommendations.

9:15 23. Public comment.

9:30 24. Action: Task Force assignments to staff, Technical Work Group, or commitlees to
focus on specific policies/objectives.

10:00 Break

10:15 25. Presentation of Bureau of Land Management Fisheries Program. (Jim Decker •
Bureau of Land Management)

10:45 26. Presentation of Salmon River spring Chinook genetics analysis (Dr. Ken Jones)

11:15 27. Report on TWG activities (CIS development, progress on developing a
recommendation for "key* watersheds in the Klamath Basin. (Rohde)

11:45 28. - Review assignments
- Identify future agenda items
- Set date tor spring (if necessary) or summer meeting.

Adjourn meeting.

12:00 Lunch

1:00 29. Convene joint session with Ktamath Fishery Management Council - introductions,
cordialities

1:15 30. Welcome by the Hoopa Tribal Chair.

1:20 31. New developments in the DOI - Klamath/Trintty Task Force headed by Betsy Reike
(Shake)

1:30 32. Activity updates (Shake and Mclsaac)

2:15 Break

2:30 33. Report on Four Chairs meeting (Shake and Mclsaac)

2:45 34. Definition and discussion of advisory committee roles:

a. discuss overlap of long range plans
b. Identify any areas of conflict
c. resolve areas of conflict
d. discuss May 10 letter from KFMC to Secretaries of Interior and Commerce

4:00 35. Public comment

4:30 Adjourn meeting. f



ATTACHMENT 2

REPORT OF PLANNED
FEDERAL FY 1994 ACTIVITIES

OF THE
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME'S

KLAMATH-TRINITY PROGRAM1''

BACKGROUND

The Klamath-Trinity Program (KTP) is a unit within the
California Department of Fish and Game's, Inland Fisheries
Division. The KTP was established in the early 1970's. Its
continuing mission is to generate information on population
sizes, harvests and life histories of Klamath River basin
salmon and steelhead stocks needed to manage these resources
and the fisheries operating on them.

The KTP is made up of five field research projects, plus
a sixth, administrative project. It is staffed by 21
permanent, full-time professional and technical personnel,
plus (in State FY 1993-94) 28.0 person-years of temporary
help. Permanent personnel are variously headquartered in
Arcata (7), Weaverville (7), Yreka (3) and Sacramento (4).

While information generated by the KTP serves the
Klamath River Fisheries Task Force in achieving many, if not
most, of the goals stated in the January, 1991, "Long Range
Plan for the Klamath River Basin Conservation Area
Restoration Program", data produced appear to most directly
address three of the Objectives. These are:

Objective 4: Strive to protect the genetic
diversity of anadromous fishes in the Klamath River
Basin;

Objective 5.A: Iron Gate Hatchery and Trinity River
Hatchery should be operated to produce salmon and
steelhead to mitigate for the losses of habitat
above their dams and at the same time strive to
reduce impacts on native fish; and,

Objective 5.B: Small-scale rearing programs should
be temporary measures, primarily for the purpose of
accelerating the rebuilding of locally adapted
native salmon and steelhead populations and
operated to maintain the genetic integrity of such
populations. Ideally, small scale rearing programs
should be operated in conjunction with habitat
restoration projects.

17 Prepared by Paul M. Hubbell, California Department of
Fish and Game, Inland Fisheries Division. Presented to the
Klamath River Fisheries Task Force at its October 5-6, 1993,
meeting at the Neighborhood Facilities Building, Hoopa,
California.
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PLANNED FEDERAL FY 1994 ACTIVITIES, BY PROJECT

The following is a summary of major activities currently
planned for execution by KTP projects during Federal FY 1994
(October 1, 1993 - September 30, 1994):

Klamath River Project

0 Determine the size of the fall 1993 angler catch of
returning Chinook and coho salmon and steelhead in the
Klamath River, from its mouth to the falls at Coon Creek
(River Mile 34).

0 Determine, by species, the age, length and marked fish
compositions of that catch.

0 Determine the fall 1993 angler harvest of returning fall
chinook salmon, and the age, size and mark compositions
of the catch in the balance of the Klamath River system
above the falls at Coon Creek (excluding the Trinity
River basin).

0 Determine the size, timing, distribution, and length,
age and mark compositions of fall chinook salmon spawner
escapements in the Klamath River system upstream of
Weitchpec (excluding the Trinity River basin) in fall
1993.

0 Mark (adipose [Ad] fin clip plus coded-wire tag [CWT])
representative groups of 1993 brood year (BY) fingerling
and yearling chinook salmon produced at Iron Gate
Hatchery (IGH) prior to their release, as part of
continuing evaluations of the contributions to the
fisheries and spawning escapements made by IGH.

0 Determine the mark/tag compositions of chinook salmon
spawners returning to IGH in fall 1993, as part of
continuing evaluations of the contributions to the
fisheries and spawning escapements made by IGH-produced
chinook salmon.

Trinity River Project

0 Determine the size, timing, distribution, and length,
age and mark compositions of 1993 chinook and coho
salmon and steelhead runs in the Trinity River basin.

. ° Determine the 1993-94 season angler harvest of adult
chinook and coho salmon and steelhead in the Trinity
River basin.

0 Mark (Ad+CWT) representative groups of 1993 BY
fingerling and yearling chinook salmon and BY 1992
yearling* coho salmon produced at Trinity River Hatchery
(TRH) prior to their release, as part of continuing
evaluations of the contributions-' to the fisheries and
spawner escapements made by TRH-produced salmon.

-2-



0 Determine the length, age and mark/tag compositions of
chinook and coho salmon spawners returning to TRH in
fall 1993, as part of continuing evaluations of the
contributions to the fisheries and spawning escapements
made by TRH-produced salmon.

Trinity Fisheries Investigations Project

0 Determine, through a system of spawning ground surveys,
the 1993 distributions of naturally spawning chinook and
coho salmon in the main stem Trinity River and its
tributaries upstream of and including the North Fork
Trinity River, and determine the size and sex
composition, incidence of marked/tagged individuals and
incidence of pre-spawn mortalities among spawners in the
survey area.

0 Capture, mark (Ad+CWT) and release, in spring 1994,
representative groups of naturally produced 1993 BY
chinook salmon fry/fingerlings in the main stem Trinity
River, for use in subsequent determinations of their
survival and contributions, as adults, to the ocean and
river fisheries and spawning escapements.

0 Fin clip all 1992 and 1993 BY steelhead produced at TRH
and scheduled for spring 1994 release, as part of
continuing evaluations of the contributions to the
fisheries and spawner escapements made by TRH-produced
steelhead.

South Fork Trinity River Project

0 Determine the size, composition, distribution and timing
of the 1994 adult spring chinook salmon run in the South
Fork Trinity River (SFTR) basin.

0 Determine the angler harvest of spring chinook salmon in
the SFTR basin during the 1993-94 season.

0 Continue investigations directed at determining the life
history patterns of spring chinook salmon produced in
the SFTR basin.

Natural Stocks Assessment Project

0 Determine the size, composition, distribution and timing
of 1993-94 season adult steelhead runs in the SFTR
basin.

0 Determining the angler harvest, during the 1993-94
season, of adult steelhead in the SFTR basin.

0 Continue investigations directed at determining the life
history patterns of steelhead produced in the SFTR
basin.

-3-



1 Continue investigations directed at describing seasonal
use patterns by juvenile steelhead of various habitat
types within selected SFTR tributaries, and defining
relationships between habitat parameters and seasonal
variations in juvenile steelhead standing crops in these
areas.

5 Continue, in Federal FY 1994, ongoing investigations
directed at defining, on the basis of scales analysis,
the age and size compositions of naturally spawning
chinook salmon returning to selected Klamath River
tributaries, and the size and age at ocean entry, and
other juvenile life history characteristics of the
returning spawners.

0 Continue investigations directed at determining the
contributions to the fisheries and spawning escapements
made by naturally produced chinook salmon captured,
marked (Ad+CWT) and released in selected Klamath River
tributaries (excluding the Trinity River basin).

0 Continue investigations directed at determining scale
pattern characteristics best suited for distinguishing
between natural and hatchery salinonid stocks in the
Klamath-Trinity basin.

0 Continue year-round investigations directed at:
Determining the use of the Klamath River Estuary by
juvenile salmonids, including seasonal patterns of
entry, abundance, residency, growth/ food abundances and
preferences, and sizes at and times of ocean entry;
describing, by season, general water quality parameters
in the estuary; quantifying and ranking, by relative use
by juvenile salmonids, various habitat types occurring
within the estuary.

0 Continue investigations directed at quantitatively
describing salmonid spawning habitat, and assessing
juvenile summer pool rearing habitat, in selected areas
of the Klamath River basin.

Research Planning/Supervision Project

0 Continue to provide, in Federal FY 1994, required
supervision and administrative oversight to Klamath-
Trinity Program research projects, and necessary intra-
and inter-agency coordination of program activities.

0 Continue, in Federal FY 1994, to provide technical and
editorial support to the research projects, as needed,
to insure that results of the various investigations are
made available to managers and scientists of the
California Department of Fish and Game and other
interested parties. f
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I'ouc No.
09/14/93

1993/94 FUhery Restoration Grant Proposals
Submitted to Inland Fisheries Division

for the Klamath River Basin
that Received Funding Approval by the Dept. of Fish and Game

CDFG USFWS
Prop. ProJ.
Numb. Nunb.

Contractor Stream Project Title Project Description
Ftridlr.j Amotjnt
Source Approved

E-05 Kldder Creek Outdoor School Kldder Creek Kldder Creek Restoration
Etna Elementary School Project

31 MR-02 USFS Klemath National
Forest, Happy Camp R.D.

Indian Elk Creeks Indian I Elk Creek Riparian
Habitat Restoration »\

Continue to Implement a restoration project S/S
Including a tree planting prograa on Kldder
Creek and educate students and our adult
community of habitat requirements end the
economic and cultural Importance of our
salmon population.

Provide conifer I deciduous cover w i t h i n the Ufa
riparian management lones that may have a
greater chance of surviving a targe flood
events.

2500

15268

32 IIR-iai USFS Klamath Natl Forest,
Salmon River R.D.

Kanaka Crapo Salmon River Sub-Basins
Little NF Riparian Planting Protect

Plant riparian species In areas along a
r*iri>er of different stream that support
chlnook t steelhead. The riparian planting
w i l l eventually provide shede and cover and
w i l l Increased bank etablIllation.

UCB 16)00

34 HR-19 USFS Klamth Natl Forest.
Salmon River R.D.

46 HR-26 Slsklyou Resource
Conservation Diet.

SF Salmon River SF Backwater Pool W/Cover
Structure

Scott River Scott River Streanbank
Protection-Walter Hansen Ranch

Increase winter rearing and post-emergency
habitat for Juvenile steelhead and Chinook
fry In the SF Salmon River.

Install large rock riprap, fence erea to
restrict livestock access to riparian zone,
and plant trees and shrubs to provide both
reduced sediment from streambank erosion and
develop riparian vegetation for stream
shading.

P-70

P-70

26)0



Page No.
09/U/V3

1993/94 Fishery Restoration Grant Proposals
Submitted to Inland Fisheries Division

for the Klaoath River Basin
that Received Funding Approval by the Dept. of Fish and Q«

core USFWS
Prop. Pro). Contractor Streets Project Title Project Description

fundlnq

Source

Anoint

Approved

47 HR-27 Siskiyou Resource
Conservation Diet.

Scott River Scott River Streanbank
Protection-Nark Hurl (sum

Install large rock riprap, fence ares to
restrict livestock access to riparian zone
and plant trees and shrubs to provide both
reduced eedlmnt fro* streanbank erosion and
develop rfparfan vegetation for stream
shading.

P-70

48 MR-28

HK-29

50 118-30

SI skiyou Resource
Conservation Dial.

Scott River

SI skiyou Resource
Conservation Dlst.

Scott River

SI skiyou Resource
Conservation Diet.

Scott River

Scott River Streambank
Protectlon-Rancho Dal Sol

Scott River Streanbank
Protection - Black Ranch

Scott River Btreembank
Proteo.-Pastures of Heaven
Ranch

Install large rock riprap, fence ere« to P-70
restrict livestock sccesi to riparian zone,
and plant trees and shrubs to provide both
reduced aedlMent from Streambank erosion and
develop riparian vegetation for streets
shading.

Install large rock riprap, fence ares to P-70

restrict livestock acceas to riparian loot,
and plant trees and shrifce to provide both
reduced sedlsMnt fro* streanfcank erosion and
develop riparian vegetation for atreea

shading.

Install large rock riprap, fence are* to P-70
restrict livestock access to rlparfen zone,
and pient trees end shrubs to provide both
reduced sediment from streaobank erosion end
dsvslop riparian vegetation for streaai



Page Ho.
09/14/93

CDFG USFWS
Prop. Pro). Contractor

). NunJ>.

1993/94 Fishery Restoration Grant Proposals

Submitted to Inland Fisheries Division

for the Klamath River Basin
that Received Funding Approval by the Dept. of Fish and Game

Stream Project Title Project Description

Fundir.3
Source

AmcwrU
Approved

51 FP-13 SUM you Resource
Conservation Dlst.

52 IP-11 l)«|)t. of Find mid flnme

Sugar t French Student Built Fish Screens on
Creeks Scott River Tributaries

EF Scott River llayden Diversion Ditch Screen

Students from Etna Nigh School w i l l research, UCB
design, fabricate, Install Monitor and
maintain two fish screens on Sugar Creek and
one on French Creek both tributaries to Scott
River.

Screen existing open agrlcuttura/atockwatar P-70
dlverelon ditch to prevent the lots of
Juvenile end adult etealheed and Juvenile
chlnook I coho aalmon.

10527

2562

53 FP-lt Dept. of Flah end Game

54 FP-09 Dept. of Fish end Game

Etna Creek Etna Creek Diversion Screen

Grlder Creek Orlder Creek Diversion Screen

110 HR-03 USFS Six River National Red Cap Creek
Forest, Orleans R.D.

111 HR-OA USFS Six Rivera National Bluff Creek

Forest, Orleans R.D.

Red Cep Creek Inetrean Habitat
Enhancement

Bluff Creek-Dragon Area

Instrea* Habitat Enhancement

Screen en ex let Ing open UCB
agrlculture/etockweter dlverelon ditch to
prevent the toes of Juvenile end adult
steelheed.

Screen an existing open P-70
egrlculture/stockwater diversion ditch to
prevent the loss of Juvenile end adult
steelhead and chlnook eelmon.

Increase quality and quantity of Initres* UCB
habitat for fall run chlnook ealann end
summer i winter run ateelhead in Red Cap
Creek, Klastath Basin.

Increase the quality and quantity of Instrean UCB
habitat for fait run chinook selann and
summer and winter run ateelhead In Bluff

Creek, Ktamath Basin.

2562

2562

2*, 100

18700



l« Mn.

1993/94 Fishery Restoration Grant Proposal•
Subnltted to Inland Fisheries Division

for the Klamth River Basin
that Received Funding Approval by the Dept. of Fish and Oa

CDFG USFUS
Prop. ProJ.
Hunij. Numb.

Contractor Stream Project Title Project Description
Funding

Source

Amoott

Approved

137 HR-01 CCC Calif. Conservation
Corps, Del Norte Center

U9

151

HR-U Dept. of Fish and Game,
Yreka Fish Habitat Shop

SI skiyou Resource
Conservation District

Tectah Creek Tectah Creek Salmon I
Steelhead Habitat Restoration
ProJ

Temporary Help for the Yreka
Fish Habitat Improvement Sh

Scott River Scott River Streambank
Protection

Design t construct Instream structures at 12 WCB
sites In the tower 2 •lie* of Tectah Creek by
placing rootwads, logs t large woody debris
to create scour pools, deepen existing pools,
provide pool and edgewater cover and high
water refuge habitat.

Provide additional manpower time to the Yreka P-70
Fish Habitat Improvement Shop.

Proposals 46-50 are grouped together here In P-70

1 record to show the amount approved by the
S/S Committee was for these 5 projects,
although actual slte(s) are to be determined

by DFQ I SRCO. Actual work may not Include
all sites as listed In proposals.

<80<9

31118

50000

Total
226898



Page No.
09/27/93

CDFG USFWS
Prop. Proj. Contractor and Project Title
Numb. Numb.

1993/94 Fishery Rsstorsticr, Grant Propose
Submitted to Inland Fisheries Division

for the Klemath River Basin
that Did Not Receive Funding Approval

Stream Why Project Was Not Funded Project Description
Amount

Requested

33 E-03 USFS Klamath Natl Forest Salmon River Mid-Klamath
R.D. Tributaries
Klamath Basin Fisheries Seminars

39 FP-16 BloSystems Analysis, Inc. Scott River
Egg Survival of Fall-Run Chinook Salmon Salmon River
in Klamath Basin

55 FR-OS Art Frazier Hammel Creek
» Hammel Creek Hatching/Rearing Project

(no funding available)

Reject-Study sent to KRTF

(no funding available)

56 FR-06 Robert Will
Little North Fork Chinook
Hatching/Rearing Project

Little NF of NF (no funding available)
Salmon R.

63 E-07 Salmontd Restoration Federation N/A
1994 Calif. Salmon. Steelhead ft Trout
Restoration Confer

(no funding available-rec'd
$3,000 Fed.)

Conduct 5 public information/education
seminars to discuss Klamath River Basin fish
species, habitat requirements & life history.
A portable cold water aquarium would be used
to enhance the discussion.

Quantify Chinook salmon egg survival in two
tributaries of the Klamath River.

Boost production of fall chinook through
bio-enhancement, within the Salmon River
sub-basin particularly in tributaries where
fall chinook numbers appear depressed or far
below the stream's known carrying capacity.

Boost production of native fall chinook
through bioenhancement within the NF Salnon
River sub-basin particularly in North Fork
Salmon River tributaries where fall chinook
numbers appear depressed or far below the
stream's known carrying capacity.

Improve the effectiveness of salmon,
steelhead and trout fisheries restoration
contractors.

H03

52532

12032

26885

5000

136 FR-01 CCC Calif. Conservation Corps, Del Norte Hunter AhPah
Center Terwer etal
Lower Klamath Salmonid Rescue Project

(no funding available) Rescue naturally produced juvenile salnonids
fro* reaches of lower Klamath tributaries
experiencing seasonal loss of surface flows
and transport to suitable, under-seeded
habitat within the same watershed. No fish
rearing w i l l take place.

26112



Page No.
09/27/93

COFG USFWS
Prop. Pro],
Numb. Numb.

Contractor and Project Title

1993/94 Fishery Restoration Grant Proposals
Submitted to Inland Fisheries Division

for the Kismeth River Basin
that Did Not Receive Funding Approval

Stream Why Project Wat Not Funded Project Description
Amount

Requested

Total
123964
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*
St.ata of California

E M O R A N D U M

TO : Forrest Reynolds

From: Department of Fish and Game

R«8ourc«8

Data 3 September 1993

subject: Request for Klamath River Task rorce Project
Information .

Per your request, I contacted Ron Dotson to get a list of Yreka
. Fish Habitat Improvement Shop projects funded for FY 1993/1994
with money administered through the Klamath River Task Force.
The following is a list of those projects:

Dg'.script ion /Location
Gravel placement in
Bogus Creek j^

Grider Cr Diversion
Screen JY

Hayden Ditch Screen
(Scott Valley) I/

emp Help (Mark Elfgren)
Yreka Screen Shop !_/

Etna Ditch Screen 2/

Source
Prop 70

Prop 70

Prop 70

Prop 70

Proo 53

Amount
Labor
Only

$2,562

$2,562

$31,118

Pro. No

54

52

149

'Pending Approval**

I hope this will be helpful. Please let me know if you have any
qxiestions.

Mark' Pisano,
Associate Fishery Biologist
Klamath River Project

cc Paul Hubbell, IFD

_!/ This item is included in the accompanying list of projects that were approved
for funding by the California Department of Fish and Game.

2/ The Department has submitted this project to the Wildlife Conservation Board for
funding. The Board, as of October 5, 1993, has not yet acted. If the Board
does not approve the project, the Steelhead Catch - Restoration Card Subcommittee
has said that they will recommend Steelhead Card funding for it.
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ATTACHMENT 3

LOCATION

KLAHATH MSHEKY RP.8TOHATION PHUUKAM
WUMK PLAN. FISCAL VKAR

f i l e* : fedvp.dbf. f«dwp»3.<jry .

PROJECT DCSCfllPTION

. fr«

COST COMMBHT

• CATEOO*V: Education
I- 2 USPS Six River* Mr. Orleaaa

Diet
Loomr KlajMtb oajboaala Public fl*herle* education through

nonoonsamptlv* enjovswnt.
2750 Project objective: Provide educational

experience* which enhance understanding,
stewardship and noncon*u»pt1ve use of our locwl
flan resource*.
Finding*: None reported yet.
Agroeoent hi*lory: A«Tea**nt tlfntd S/91/93.

C J C a l i f 3*1. StM • Trt Re*t. Kl«Mtb «••!•
Pml.

I • Pl*h«ria* Poce* - Paula Yoon KloMith Ba*la

T • PUherla* Pocu* P*ul« Voon Hlaaath Baaln

I1th Annual Coaference.

Portable Inforvatlon diaplny for
apper Klaawth ntarihed.

KluMth River Field Trip

£ - 1 0 Or**t •ortbcr* Corporation Shaata River aiibbaitn Saloon Education Coaaninlty
Morkahop

C - l l S tak lyou Be«o«rce Conacrvatlo* Scott River eubba*!*
D l « t

Saloon 8doo«llon Cooomnity
Workshop

£ 12 USTWS River PRO Middle KloMth •ubbatln Saloon Education CoooHinlty
Vorkahop

C- l l Moofta V a l l e y TrltM Klnaatb Baaln/Hoopa Saloon Education fnooninlty
Workshop

3000 Agr«*«*ol hUtory: Conference held March 18-21 .
IV93. Final report rncaived and Invoice paid.

a30O Projact objective*: Develop an InfonMtlonal
display on the upper Klaauith River In order to:
1) clearly explain the goal* and objeotlvwo of
the Klaoath Keatoratlon Program to the generaJ
public. 2) ahow how these goal* and objectives
are being oet with appropriate photograph* . and
3) tnornaie the public* a und«r*tandlng of th«
restoration progra*).
Contract history: Order for service* ha* been
son l to contractor.

500 Talk force approved at ateetlng on 6/16/93.
Order for Service* Issued and trip held
7/6-10/U3. Invoice received and paid.

2SOO Agreement history: Aaendnent to oxlatlnff
aere«o«nt slgiMd 9/3/93. Hork«hop planned for
Fall 1903.

29OO See ooMteala for project 93-B-13.
Aereaarent history: Aotendawnt to PV93 agre>«Beiit
signed 9/2/V3. Workshop planned for Fall l»»i» .

0 See coaxieot* for project 83-E-13.
Agreement history: Proposed aoead«ent to
existing *greeo«nt with the Karuk Tribe w«e
declined.

25OO Project objectives: Inoreaae the public'*
understanding of the valua of anadrooou* fisli
and guln local support for agency and tribal
rest orot. Ion efforts by holding coaamnlty
workahopa. LRP policy 6.2.d and 6.2.g
Finding*: None reported yet.
Agreement hjstory: Aowudoent to existing PVV2
agremient with the Moppa Valley Tribe Is being
processed. Workshop planned for Fall



KLAMATM KISHEMV KF,
KfcUtHAL WOHK PLAN.

PttOJECT COOPCRATO* LOCATION

files: fvdwp dbf.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

'.î ^̂ klON I'hfMjhAM

'eWPWJ.yry. fedwp.yry. redwpW3.fr>

COST COMMENT

t-14 usrws ith Klver PRO

8 15 USJW Klaaath River FRO

Lower Klaavata nubbasln Seleoo education couunlty

Baaiiwlde Klaaath SyapoaluB)

Subtotal ••

• CATHXMV: Pisa Protection
PT 3 Middle Klaaath gublMiln T««por>ry h«Jp for Vr«ka Screen

Shop.

f1> « U!WS CA/MV Health Canter MalMte* Klawth KJver Haallh «nd ptiyalolocy
of hatchery and natural
out* 1 grating chloook.

ff S Coaatal California PKO NalMtea KlaMth River Monitoring of Klaaath Klver
yearling Juvenllo calatonld
uutvlgratlon.

0 See cOMkenla for »3-K-13.
Agreeaent hlatory: Propoaed aawndaient to
exlallng agreement with NCI DC w«a declined.

4000 Project objective: Infona the public about the
value of anadroaioua flah and g*ln local Hupport
for th" reatoratloo proeraji by holding an
educational foru» and festival.
Plndlnga: Hone reported yet.
Acreeivent hlatory: Aawndatant to FV92 •KfettMcnt
• 1th Hoop* Tribe la being proceeeed to partially
fund the RlaMth Sy»po»lu» with FY»3 fund*.
A»endaienta to PYV3 a£ree*ente with Slakiyou RCU .
Great Northern, and Klwath Forest Alliance nr«f
being proceaaed to provide travel expenwo* for
reapitctlve reprenentatlvea to attend trto

26IOO

31118 Agreeatnt hlclory: Temporary ••ployee on •tuff
Final Report due 2-94.

14000 Saaplea collected and being proceaaed in lul>.
Final report due 2-15-04.

OOOO Big Bar trap laat operated on a/11/03. Many
n«h (300-4OO) per day trapped July 19. By
of July. nuBbera dropped to 20-3O per day. By
early Augual, enoeaalve alirae load readar«cl trial'
Inoperable. Mill not be deployed again. Cntcli
of juvenile green aturgeon haa ahown graduaJ
Increase over the year*. Plnal Report due 4-O4.

IT- 6 US*VS Coaatal Callforola PRO Rlaaath Baa In

rp- 7 usnrs Coastal Callforala PRO Nalaatca KlaaatK River

Age ooapoaltloa/acale aoalytla of
Klaaath Klver fall chlnook run •
1992.

Vail chlaook spawolnf eacapeaent
survey.

7350 Project co>i>lete.
Findings: The Ittt»2 KlaMtta River fall oilJnook
run constated of 12.0«3 jacka (33.3*). 7.240
3 yenr-olds (18.0*). 17.708 4-yeor-oldai <4S.S%)
and «83 5-year-old* (2.5*). No »-year-old
Chinook were Identified fro« the 1092 «coJ*»
COBposit Ion.

15228 No activity In June '93. Project field work to
occur Pall 1993.
Agreement hlttory: Plnal report due 3-94.



UV/OW/HJ

PROJECT CUOPKRATO* LOCATION

KUANATH flSHRKV KCS1OKAiION PMIM.HAM
FEDERAL WORK CLAN. KISCAL YtAN IUW3

film: fedMp.dbf. f«>d«|>93 . qry. fudnpOa . fra

PROJECT DESCRIPTION COST COMMENT

PP 13 USPS P9M B>M.,ch
Station

•tatal

•• CATtQOMV: Pick fteatoratloa
•M- 3 Orlea*a Rod and Cut Club

PR 6 KIDC

Malastea Klaaath River Asm e*d growth of Klaaata Mlvar
greea •turgaon.

HCIDC

Swbtoial ••

r KlaMth eubfcaala Orlvaa* c

L«*wr Kl«**th

RlMMth

fl«h

Yurok R*««rvation l«t« run fall
ok 1 nook rear! DC profrmm.

Mlddl* Klaattlh ohlnook rearing
pond and bromtatonk weir
constrnctlon/oparatloo.

•340 A«remMtnt hiatory: A«rB*aant alined a/a3/W3.
No effort In June. Information on dlak.
cooperator Mill develop croMth curvea in July.

85036

12474 A*re«M>nt hiatory: Acre«*eat alined 1/10/03.
Approntaiately 6.00O flan on hand. Cooporator
held a vulunleer party to ooMplete fencJnK
enclosure.

188873 Afreoejent hiatory: A«ree*ent alined 7/12/93.
Cooporator applied coded Mir* taxi to 3O.38fl
fish in July, and Moved tlttm to Hunter C revk.
Heleaaed 16. JOB coded wire taiued. fingerJl Jn<
Chinook into High Prairie Creek ID July.

16O333 A|reea«nt hiatory: Acrecwent a lined 7/12/93.
Approximately 25,000 fish on feed at Camp Cr««K .
Tagged In •id-SepteBbcr. Co«plet«d renovation

of Ce«p Cr««k f a c i l i t y . M«lr construction In
process.

320483

CATIOuar Habitat Protection
P 2 USPS KJvMtli national For««t Nladle Klaoath tubbadn Cvarca Moody Dcbrla Survey of

Nld-KlaMth trlbutarlBi.

HP-IS MPS Rla*ata National Foreat Salaon Rlvar aabbaaln Crapo Cra«k WIN Inventory

«>•-15 Karuh Trlb* of California

•• Subtotal ••

•• CATEOOftV: Habitat Restoration
& 33 Great Mortbcrn Corporatlotk

Malaslaa RlaMth River Nater teaiperature •ooltorlnc of
ttxt Klaaath River aalnateB at
aeveo locations.

Shasta River subbasln Parker riparian fence

4800 Agretiswnt hi "lory: AgreesMnt signed 8/3O/93.
Started on tributaries to Indian Creek and othnr
sMillnr tributaries to be surveyed by
• Id-August. Most survey data already stored In
r.itmpulnr.

10000 Agreement history: Agreement signed 8/3O/03.
Vield work Initiated In June.

12740 Agrveaent history: Modification to 1902
agreement signed 2/16/92. Equipment deployed in
June. Plrwl report due 8/95. KRFRO ordered
throe eddltlonel oater temperature aonltorlng
units for use in this project.

33540

418S6 Agreement history: Agreement signed 3/1/O3.



KLANATH PIKHKRV jĵ ^̂ kTIUN PKUUKAM
FEDERAL M>NK PLA^^^KAL YEAR IBtt.l

fi le*: redwp.tlbf. nH^t»3.qry. f adwp0J.fr*

•f«OJECT COOPEJATO* LOCATION PROJECT DESCRIPTION COST CO**fi*T

construction. Modification signed Vt/3/03 to fund Project
94-HP-O* (Granada Irrigation Diatrlct Puldo Plow
PDject) with PY»3 aoniBB. The $400 for X*>«
project la Included in tba n«*> project total .
Pence line flagged. Soaw areaa are difficult to
fence because of steep topography. Coord Inntoi-
Mai tine for landowner's approval of fence
location. Hill correspond with OKnar* by end ol
Auguat. Panolnc project to be conpletvd by

B» 38 OSM KlaMth Matlooal Fore.t Salaoa «lvar aabttaalo Blc Plat .lid* atabll Ixatlon 72«O Agreea»nt hlatory: Aereaawot alcnad »/3O/O3.

Kip-rap and slid* excavatloo complete. Project
dona-scaled. No parking lot resurface MorK .
Coat reduced by t«023.

m-M USTS Kla*atb Natlooal Poraat Sal BOH River awbbasln Native »eed collection - Salaon 4B44 Agreeawnt hlitory: Aeremant a 1 pied 8/3O/O3 .

Klver Oralnace. Moat seed collection to occur In fall '93.

•• Subtotal ••

53600

•• CATtOOJtV: Procraa Coordination

PC- 1 Slaklfoa RCO Scott Ulvar aubbaain Scott Valley Coordinated Heauurce 52414 Project objectlvea: 1) to foatar devalopaiwnt of.
Manafeawnt Plan. and Implementation of. Naterabed reatoratlon and

education project*. 2) to support the Scott
Hlver Haterahed CUMP prooeaa by providing
funding for staffing and ad»lnlatratlwe needs .
(Applies to LRP policies 3.7. 7.9)
Findings: None reported yet.
Agre«s»ent hlatory: Agreement aigned 3/»3 .
TaaKa undenwy. Modification signed 0/2/93 to
Increase funding by (28,260 to fund Project
94-PC-02 (Phase II of Scott Valley CHMP) with
FY93 funda. Thla aatount la Included In the new
project total.

PC- 2 USnrS Klaaata Klver PRO Klaawta Baaln Technical/operational support for 0 Agreeswnt hlatory: FYV3 awney daobllgated for
watershed-based restoration other work; project wil l be funded with FYO4
planning. funds.

PC- 3 K I Math Poraat AJllaace - SJtCC Salaw* Rlvar subbaaln Develop and lapleajent Salaon River 29500 Project objective: Develop Sal BOO River
Coawualty Restoration Program. Coawunlty Cooperative Resource Restoration

Prograai Plan/a and iaplemotnt ahort terai
restoration swaaurea by training volunteera to
do restoration work In the Salaxm River
sub -has In Meets LHP policy 3. 1. ("...solicit
the support of citizens. Mold training •eratitlotin
on r«at oral Ion techniques. Encourage th«
forakallon of local restoration groups to "adopt



l /W; O K / V J

KI.AMATN KIStltKV RESTORATION
KKUtHAL WUKK PLAN, FISCAL VT.AK 11*93

file*: fedwp.dbf. fedwp93.qry. tr<t*t>VJ. trm

P*OJF.CT COWtHATUK LOCATIOH PROJECT DESCRIPTION COST
IHMBfM

sub-basins and becoaie advocates for
f isheries . .")
Findings: None reporlod yet.
Agre«a«nt history: Agreement cloned 5/4*3.
Tasks are underway. Modification being
processed to increase project total by 919,025
froB FY93 fund* to iBplevent PV04 Phase) I J
(04-PC-01), and this is refleoted in tr»« above
project total.

PC- 5 Oreai Northern Corporatloa Snasts River aubbasin Shasta River CRMP PUld Projects 0 Meaaber fencing project: Boat fence corners are
Coordinator. installed, survey of property line oo>pl*»te -

off on buildloc fence until property
agrens. £aston fencing project: fend riff

mod planting cosipleted July *93. Kloclc r«nclo»j
project: negotiations taking place - n«M owner
involved.
AgreeiMat. history: Modification signed 9/02. c<»
fund 1U93 proposal tilth 1992 Monies.

PC 9 USPVS Klaaatb River KNO KlMsatb Sasla Loflstlcal support for advisory 300088 Combined with PA-1. which vas to Bd«lnl*t«r

ooealttees, coord, of restoration contracts and cooperative agreeatents to
scllvlllvs. inpleaent restoration program.

•• Soblutal ••

471962
••• Total •••

1000000



09/09/93

PVOJaXT COOPtRATOR

ATTACHMENT 4

LOCATION

KI.AMATM KlUHEftV RESTORATION PKUUHAN
FEDERAL WORK PLAN. KISCAL YSAft 1»94

f l l e a : redvp.dbf. fedwpM.ory. f«idwp«4.fr>

DCSCRIPTION COST COMMENT

• CATIOMV: Education
•-«• raala Toon (Piafcerleo Eureka

Project
tohool Klmmath River

g-*4 glmmath Poreet Allli River Adopt-a-etroari at
education program

aaardahip and

I-IM Diane HlfflM th BMlB Mlv«r Bducatloocl
K-3.

Kli

far

1094 Callforal* MlMni
loa oonfereno«

•• Subtotal ••

•• CATBQOVY: Plah protection

PP-IO osnts CA/MV Plah Health Center Middle Klmmath aubbaaln Health and phyalology evaluation
of hatchery yearling oh1nook
emlgranta

rr 19 USPWS Coaatal California PRO Klaaath Baa In Age conpoaltlon of the 1993
KlanatJ River fall Chinook run

13AS Offer a high auboo) claaa to atudenta who hwvtt
been extensively Introduced to and studying trt«
KlaMith Salmon laaoo, and *too are ready to
receive training In producing a quality
presentation to take to other high ecbooJ
atudenta.
Agreement blatory: Approved at 8/l«/93 TV
meeting.

44*0 Educate student* in grades 1-8 on ImporCmmoej &
Intricacy of aquatic eooeyetema and vatorahaxl
prooeesee. Porge partnership la stewardship aitld
education between reatoratlon council, Fork* tit
Salmon School, Poreat Service, CA Oept. of PjMlt
* flame, other Independent specialists A tlta>
Salmon River community.
Agreeaent hlatory: Approved at 9/19/99 TF
•eeting.

21348 Develop curriculum and field activities for
grades K-3.
Agreement blatory: Author lied funding In PTO4
by TP at 6/10/93 meeting.

3000 Approved at 6/16/93 TP meeting. Order for
Services to be drafted after 10/1/93.

3O093

10OOO Building on the pathogen prevalence atudy of
salmonld (molts conducted in PY92, thio m>t.udy
•1,1:
A) Document the Incidence and intenaity of
pathogen Infection
B) Monitor Immune defanae characterUUo» of
hatchery chlnook
C) Correlate physiological and non-specific
Immune defense mMsureaeota with health «st_atu»
prior to hatchery release, collection mite and
tlae. Infection, and environmental condition*
(fjo.t, temperature).

7850 Deteralnatlon of the age composition of the
Klamatb River fall Chinook ran In 1M3 for UK«
In the management of thla stock.

hlatory: Funded by TP at 6716/03



Ov/M/M

XLANATM MSHKRV Rt

reoutAL MOM PLAN.
I'RUUKAM

VBAR 1994

PROJBCT COUPUUTO* LOCATION

files: fedwp.dbf. ted»p»4.qry. fed»pv4.frai

PROJECT DeSCMIPTION COST

Meting.

Seatetal ••

•• CATMOBV: Flea RaetoratU
PR-OZ axrioc

rm-04 KIOC HIM)* HlMMtk

y«rok r«««rvatloa l«te ran fall
Chinook •oc«l«r*t«d •Cooklag
procru

Nld-Kl*Mtk ekiaook r«*rla« pood

176SO

IBW1B Ke«tor« fl«h «tocJi«.
Acr««a«»t history: Approved by TP «t a/ 16/83

Mstor* tb« )ooaUy adaptod fall chlnooK in
•elect trltwc«rl«« of the KlaMitb Rlwr .
A(r««««at blctory: Approved by TV at 6/16/S3
•••tine-

M870J

•• CATVOORV: Bafeltet Protection
V O» Brest Bortbern Corporal I< ta River Oren«da irritation district 0 AMl»t the Grenada Irrlcatlon Dlatrlot with

coata •••ool«t«d vltb pulaa flow project.
Acreeonnt history; Approved by Tf at A/14/03

funded with PYv3 extnlea.

-)0 DSPWS Kl
ReXoratlo*

tk Hatlooal Poreat Middle Klaatath snbbaaln florae Creek Raatoratlon Project

l* T\il« Upaer KlaMta auboasln TMlana Paraa «llll«e«on River
riparian restoration

28787 To stablJlte roadbed and •treaabank eroaloo
which le cootrlbutlnc Mgli loads of aedlmeat
Into the Horse Creek drainage. Tbeae area* of
high sedlaeot delivery are adversely affect Ins
egg and fry survivaJ and reducing Che
aval lability of refuglua and rearing h«bitat.
Aereeaeot history: Approved at oVl«/»3 TF
steetlng.

21MO laprove water quality tbroach restoration of
riparian. esMrgent and a<(aatje vegetation A
reduction of soil erosion. Restore amlproteot
spawning, rearing * feeding habitat for flail
suectes in rh« Klaawth natersbed. Proatote
public understandlnir of the Inportanoe of and
aeed for a healthy watershed, snd the
restoration and preservation of productive fieh
habitat.
Agroeaent history: Approved by TF «t 0/1A/V3
moating, but to be held ID abeyance until Upp«r
basin Aawrutaent Is approved.



o*/oe/*s

nrajicr LOCATION

XLANATN PISNRRV KEgTORATlOM PWOGftAM
PKMRAL WORK PLAM. FISCAL Y8AR I9«4

f i le . : redwp.dbf. fedMpM.qry.

oesoiiPTioN COST COWUNT

-II usrs Kleaatb Katloaal Poreet *ala«a River eubbaain (or the
MooU CrMk-M UadtUd*

-S3 Rleaatb tercet All IMC* Selaoa River aubbaala tare country laadacape coamuajty
partnership project (riparian

3* Slafclyo*.
Dl*t

Ra*earc* Coaaervetloe, Seott River aabbealn

si*kir«« KO Seott

Croat •ertkera Corporatloo ta River

8tookiMt«r f*««lblllty study for
Soott V«ll«y IrrlcatloM ditch

Seott RIvor riparian
•tatJoa

Rlpmrlaa plantlai evaluation

2«M1 Prepare a d«al«D package and MEPA 4oeiHa«n% for
tlM tlabl Illation of a largo I and* lido that
throatono anadroao** flahorloo habitat amd M
quality lo tho lowir ft •!!•• of tbo teliaon
Rlvor.
A«r«e*ent blatory: Approved at 6/1O/93 TV

MM Educate. Involve and oaaloally train local
ena»iinlty roaldeat* and tho private landown«ra
•Ithln the bar* country laodaoap* to IdftitClfy,
prioritize, and restore oritloal rlpariotn
oooayate** on both public and tholr own private
land*.
AcroeaoDt hlatory: Approved at o/ie/93 TK
•eating.

7UO Cooduct a atudy on the Scott Valley Irrigation
dltcb to determine faaaiblllty of provldlrnr
•tocknater froai well* rather than divert «d
•urface water.

nt hlatory: Approved at 4/16/A3 TP
l ing.

12117 Oeaonatrate the feaalbillty of re-oetabl lalklnc a
riparian foreat within the fenoed. riparian aconu
of the Scott River in Scott Valley.
Agreement t,t»tory: Approved at 6/16/93 Tf

31816 Improve aucoea* rate of riparian plantinvei aloue
the Shaata River.
Agreement hlatoryt Approved at 6/16/93 TF

m 37 Creat •ortbera Corporatloa

Subtotal

•• CATVOORY: Procraa CoordiM
PC-OI KlaMlb Pareet Alliance

Saaata River ewbtwela Generic riparian fencing 09929 Construct approxlMtely 3 all** of cattla
exclu*lon fence, plant exolualon area* to
accelerate riparian recovery.
Agreement history: Approved at 8/16/93 TF
•eating.

197385

Salaoa River •ebbeda Salaoa River
prograa

»lty reatoration 0 Through a cooperative planning and iaiplamontIne
effort, eiyssis. Isvelvs s«d tr«l«



OS/08/BJ

KLANATH FISHERY BES
PEDEMAL WORK PLAN.

fHUJtCT
• UMMJI

LOCATION

file*: fedwp.dbf,

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PHOUKAN
EAR t»94

. qry . redni>94 . fra

COST COPMCNT

M>«bcr« to Ident i fy , protect, and to reacore
Saloon 81v«r aub-baaln.

hlatory: Approved «t 6/14/93 TV
Funded with PY93

rc-oi

rc-oj uanrs «l«r PM

ScotI River aubbaeln

Klaaatb

Scott River Matarahed Coordinated
Kasouroa Hut*c«**Bt Plaa

0 To continue the positive work started by
Soott Valley CRMP to raatoro and aalntaln
healthy and productive itateraKed.
Ajtre««ent history: Approved «t 6/18/93 TK
•eetlng. PV94 project funded with PYB9 Mo

Tcchalc«l/4>o«ratl<»al support for
Mt«r«>Md-b«Md r«»toratlon
planning

GIS

PC 04 USPMS RltMth R l « « r PRO

• Subtotal **

••• Tot«J •••

Klaaatb laaln

1OOOO Technical Work Group tiaa determined that a\
•ap la needed. Bob Rohde Mill develop <i • <
of *ork. Originally planned for FY 93. project
waa delayed and !• to be funded in PY 04 .
Agreement hlatory: Approved at «/16/»3 TK
•eetlng.

Provide etaff aupport for program 4O6OOO Fund* USPNS aupport coata. and coata of KleutaLh
coordination and wtelnlatratlon Taak Force. KlaaAth Council, and technical

teaae.

421000

10OOOOO



ATTACHMENT 5

Under the authority of the Federal Power Act, as
amended by the Electric Consumers Protection Act,
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
has the responsibility of issuing licenses for non-
federal hydroelectric power plants.



Role of the FERC in Relicensing

The Federal Power Act (FPA) provides the FERC with the exclusive
authority to license nonfederal water power projects on navigable
waterways and federal lands. The FERC issues licenses for up to 50
years for constructing, operating, and maintaining nonfederal hydro-
power projects. Upon expiration of a license, the federal government
can take over the project (with equitable compensation), or the FERC
can issue a new license to either the existing licensee or a new licen-
see.

The FERC is headed by a five-person commission whose members
are appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. The
Commission is supported by a staff that includes the Office of
Hydropower Licensing (OHL). It is the OHL staff that reviews and
processes license applications and makes recommendations to the
Commission on hydropower licensing matters.

Several important principles are established by the FPA that apply
equally to both the issuance of original licenses and to relicensing.

• In deciding whether to issue a license, the FERC gives equal
consideration to a full range of purposes related to the potential
value of a stream or river. Among these purposes are:

- hydroelectric development;
- energy conservation;
- fish and wildlife resources, including their spawning grounds

and habitat; N

- recreational opportunities;
- other aspects of environmental quality;
- irrigation;
- flood control; and
- water supply.



t
Role of the FERC in Relicensing (continued)

The FERC must be satisfied that the project to be licensed is
adapted as well as possible to a comprehensive plan for developing
the waterway. In making this judgment, the FERC considers com-
prehensive plans prepared by federal and state entities and the rec-
ommendations of federal and state resource agencies, the public,
and Indian tribes affected by the proposed project

To adequately protect, mitigate for damage to, and enhance fish
and wildlife, along with their habitats, each license includes a set
of terms and conditions. These fish and wildlife conditions, along
with conditions relating to other environmental resources and engi
neering issues, are determined through the FERC's independent
analysis on the basis of federal and state fish and wildlife agency
recommendations and input from the applicant, affected Indian
tribes, and the public.

In cases where the proposed project is located on a federal reserva-
tion, the federal agency responsible for managing that land can es-
tablish mandatory terms and conditions to protect the reservation.
Additionally, the Department of Commerce is authorized by the
Federal Power Act to prescribe fishways at projects licensed

After a license is issued, the FERC monitors the licensee's compli-
ance with the license conditions throughout the term of the license.



FERC Considerations in the Relicensing Decision

Several specific considerations guide the FERC's evaluation of
whether a project is best adapted:

• the extent to which the project is consistent with all qualifying
comprehensive water resource plans;

To qualify as a "comprehensive plan," a plan must:

- be a comprehensive study of one or more of the beneficial uses
of a waterway or waterways;

- include a description of the standards, data, and methodologies
used;

- be prepared either by an agency established by federal law with
authority to prepare such a plan or by a state agency authorized
to conduct such planning; and

- be filed with the FERC.

If a federal, state, or regional plan does not qualify as a compre-
hensive plan, the FERC will still consider it in its licensing
decision, as it considers all relevant studies and recommendations.
The weight accorded any plan or recommendation depends on the
quality and extent of documentation that supports it and the number
of public uses considered.



FERC Considerations in the Relicensing Decision

For a project to receive a new license, the FERC must judge that the
project licensed will be best adapted to a comprehensive plan for the
waterway that takes into account the following:

• potential benefits to interstate or foreign commerce;

• utilization of the site's hydroelectric potential;

• adequate protection, mitigation, and enhancement of fish and
wildlife (including their spawning grounds and habitat); and

• other beneficial public uses, including energy conservation,
irrigation, flood control, water supply, recreational opportunities,
and other aspects of environmental quality.

In weighing the relative importance of these various components of a
comprehensive plan for a waterway, the FERC is required by law to
give equal consideration to both developmental and nondevelopmental
values. Equal consideration does not mean treating all potential
purposes equally or requiring that an equal amount of money be
spent on each resource value, but it does mean that all values must be
given the same level of reflection and thorough evaluation in
determining that the project licensed is best adapted. In balancing
developmental and nondevelopmental objectives, the FERC will
consider the relative value of the existing power generation, flood
control, and other potential developmental objectives in relation to
present and future needs for improved water quality, recreation, fish,
wildlife, and other aspects of environmental quality.



FIGURE 1

Key Schedule Milestones
Standard Relicensing Scenario
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Relicensing Process Overview

DECISION TO FILE
AND

INITIAL ACTIONS

FIGURE 2
Major Steps In the Relicensing Process

FIRST STAGE
CONSULTATION

STUDY
EXECUTION
AND DRAFT

APPLICATION
PREPARATION

COMPLETION
OF

SECOND STAGE
CONSULTATION

APPLICATION
FlUNO
AND

ACCEPTANCE
BY FERC

APPLICATION
PROCESSING

AND NEPA
COMPLIANCE

ACTIONS

-SjSiB
LICENSE IS8UANC8
AND MONTTORINO

OF TERMS t
CONDITIONS



©

FEDERAL POWER ACT
(16 U.S.C. 791-828c)

SECTION 18:

"THE COMMISSION SHALL REQUIRE THE CONSTRUCTION,
MAINTENANCE, AND OPERATION BY A LICENSEE AT ITS
OWN EXPENSE OF...SUCH FISHWAYS AS MAY BE
PRESCRIBED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR OR
THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE, AS APPROPRIATE."



FEDERAL POWER ACT
(16 U.S.C. 791-828C)

SECTION 10(A)(1):

"...THE PROJECT ADOPTED...SHALL BE SUCH AS IN THE
JUDGMENT OF THE COMMISSION WILL BE BEST ADAPTED
TO A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR IMPROVING OR
DEVELOPING A WATERWAY...FOR THE ADEQUATE
PROTECTION, MITIGATION AND ENHANCEMENT OF FISH
AND WILDLIFE (INCLUDING RELATED SPAWNING GROUNDS
AND HABITAT)..."



FEDERAL POWER ACT
(16 U.S.C. 791-828c)

SECTION 10(A)(2):

"IN ORDER TO ASSURE THAT THE PROJECT ADOPTED WILL
BE BEST ADAPTED TO THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
DESCRIBED...THE COMMISSION SHALL CONSIDER...

(A) THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PROJECT IS CONSISTENT
WITH A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN...FOR IMPROVING,
DEVELOPING, OR CONSERVING A WATERWAY OR WATERWAYS
AFFECTED BY THE PROJECT THAT IS PREPARED BY...

d) AN AGENCY ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO FEDERAL LAW
THAT HAS THE AUTHORITY TO PREPARE SUCH A PLAN..."



FEDERAL POWER ACT
(16 U.S.C. 791-828c)

SECTION 10(j)(l):

"...IN ORDER TO ADEQUATELY AND EQUITABLY PROTECT,
MITIGATE DAMAGES TO, AND ENHANCE, FISH AND
WILDLIFE ...AFFECTED BY THE DEVELOPMENT,
OPERATION, AND MANAGEMENT OF, THE PROJECT, EACH
LICENSE ISSUED UNDER THIS PART SHALL INCLUDE
CONDITIONS FOR SUCH PROTECTION, MITIGATION, AND
ENHANCEMENT...SUCH CONDITIONS SHALL BE BASED ON
RECOMMENDATIONS RECEIVED FROM THE NATIONAL MARINE
FISHERIES SERVICE, THE UNITED STATES FISH AND
WILDLIFE SERVICE, AND STATE FISH AND WILDLIFE
AGENCIES."

t



KLAMATH RIVER HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT
FERC PROJECT NO. 2082

LICENSE EXPIRATION: FEBRUARY 28, 2006

NOI DUE BETWEEN 8/28/2000 AND 2/28/2001

PRE-FILING CONSULTATION MAY OCCUR SOONER

NEW LICENSES ARE ISSUED FOR TERMS EXTENDING FROM 30
TO 50 YEARS

RELICENSING PROVIDES THE OPPORTUNITY TO REASSESS AND
MITIGATE THE FISH AND WILDLIFE IMPACTS OF A PROJECT
THAT MAY HAVE BEEN IN OPERATION FOR 50 YEARS, OR
MORE

FERC BASELINE CONDITIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF
DETERMINING THE EFFECTS OF A PROJECT UPON FISH AND
WILDLIFE RESOURCES ARE THOSE THAT EXIST AT THE
PRESENT



!•'

KLAMATH RIVER HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT
FERC PROJECT NO. 2082

FACILITY RM DAM HT. HYD. CAP. MW
(DATE) (FT) (CFS)

LINK RIVER 254 22
(1917)

EAST SIDE 1290 0.8
(1924)
WEST SIDE 200 3.2
(1908)

KENO 233 ? N/A N/A
(1914)

J.C. BOYLE 225 38 2530 82.0
(1958)

COPCO NO. 1 199 126 3200 26.5
(1918)

COPCO NO. 2 198 43 3350 30.0
(1925)

FALL CREEK 196 4 ? 2.2
(1909)

IRON GATE 190 173 1700 20.0
(1962)

t
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KLAMATH RIVER BASIN ACT

16 U.S.C. 460-466

SECTION 2(e)(l):

"THE SECRETARY SHALL, IN CONSULTATION WITH THE
TASK FORCE... FORMULATE, ESTABLISH, AND IMPLEMENT
A 20-YEAR PROGRAM TO RESTORE THE ANADROMOUS FISH
POPULATIONS OF THE AREA TO OPTIMUM LEVELS AND TO
MAINTAIN SUCH LEVELS.

(2) IN CARRYING OUT THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
PROGRAM, THE SECRETARY, IN COOPERATION WITH THE
TASK FORCE...SHALL...

(B) TAKE SUCH ACTIONS AS ARE NECESSARY TO...

d) IMPROVE AND RESTORE AREA HABITATS, AND TO
PROMOTE ACCESS TO BLOCKED AREA HABITATS, TO
SUPPORT INCREASED RUN SIZES;

(n) REHABILITATE PROBLEM WATERSHEDS IN THE AREA
TO REDUCE NEGATIVE IMPACTS ON FISH AND FISH
HABITATS;

(v) IMPROVE UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM MIGRATION BY
REMOVAL OF OBSTACLES TO FISH PASSAGE AND THE
PROVISION OF FACILITIES FOR AVOIDING OBSTACLES."



KLAMATH RIVER BASIN LONG RANGE PLAN

Policies for Water and Power Projects

Objective 2.E. Protect salmon and steelhead habitat from harmful effects of
water and power projects In the KJamath Basin.

2.E.1. Support the evaluation of existing large water storage projects in the basin to
determine their effect on Omiting factors for anadromous fish production, including the
following:

a. Reevaluate (from the 1966 study) the currently available spawning and rearing
habitat located above Iron Gate Dam, where needed.

b. Monitor water quality, including water temperatures, above, within, and below
the Copco and Iron Gate reservoirs, for a five year period to determine the
effects of water storage and powerplant operations on downstream habitat
conditions.

c. Evaluate the instream flow needs, using state-of-the-art methods, of each
salmon and steelhead run and life stage affected by flows released from Iron
Gate Dam.

d. Examine the impact of Lake Shastina on Shasta River's water quality problems.

2.E.2. Identify and implement methods to rectify habitat problems identified in #1
above, including the following:

a. Access above Iron Gate and Copco Dams to the Upper KJamath Basin.
b. Water quality above and below Iron Gate Dam.
c. Instream flow and habitat below Iron Gate Dam.
d. Water quality and flow from Lake Shastina.

2.E.3. Promote adequate fish protection requirements in the reficensing conditions for
the Iron Gate Hydroelectric Project and other power projects by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission.

2.E.4. Advocate inclusion and enforcement of effective conditions for salmonid habitat
protection on small and large hydroelectric projects and other water storage projects.

2.E.5. Oppose further large water storage projects until habitat problems caused by
existing projects are rectified, and proof is available that any proposed project will not
contribute to habitat problems.

2.E.6. Oppose the additional exportation (through water marketing or other means) of
water from the Wamath River or Trinity River Basins, which is necessary to restore and
protect anadromous fish populations.

2.E.7. Require water flows adequate to achieve optimal productivity of the basin.

2.E.8. Seek the establishment of law that mandates minimum streamflow standards.

2.E.9. Advocate improved streamflow releases from the Trinity River Project which will
better mimic the natural or pre-dam streamflow patterns.



ROLE OF KLAMATH RIVER BASIN FISHERIES TASK FORCE IN
RELICENSING OF KLAMATH RIVER HYDRO PROJECT:

DIRECTION FOR RESTORATION OF ANADROMOUS FISH IN
BASIN

-LONG RANGE PLAN, SUBMITTED TO FERC AS
"COMPREHENSIVE PLAN"

PROVIDE COMMENTS TO PACIFIC POWER AND FERC
REGARDING ACTIONS TO PROTECT, MITIGATE AND
ENHANCE ANADROMOUS FISHERIES AFFECTED BY
KLAMATH RIVER PROJECT BASED ON LONG RANGE PLAN

- FIRST STAGE CONSULTATION, CONCERNS AND
STUDIES

- COMMENTS REGARDING LICENSE APPLICATION,
MEASURES PROPOSED BY APPLICANT

- COMMENTS TO FERC REGARDING EIS



ROLE OF RELICENSING KLAMATH RIVER HYDROELECTRIC
PROJECT IN THE RESTORATION OF ANADROMOUS FISH IN THE
KLAMATH RIVER BASIN

INTRODUCTION OF ANADROMOUS SALMONIDS INTO
UPPER BASIN
-FISH PASSAGE
-WATER QUALITY
-HABITAT RESTORATION
-MINIMUM FLOWS

MAINSTEM HABITAT IMPROVEMENT BELOW IRON GATE
-MINIMUM FLOWS
-WATER QUALITY

THE ACHEIVEMENT OF THESE GOALS SHOULD BE EXPLORED
CONSIDERING A RANGE OF STRUCTURAL AND/OR OPERATIONAL
MEASURES

FWS IS CONCERNED THAT THE PROPOSED UPPER BASIN
AMENDMENT WOULD COMPROMISE POTENTIAL PRE-LICENSING
STUDIES AND RESTORATION OPTIONS DURING THE
RELICENSING PROCEEDING



Federal Power Act
(16 U.S.C. 791-828c; Chapter 285. June 10.
1920; 41 Stat. 1063) as amended by-

Chapter 129. March 3. 1921; 41 Stat. 1353.
Chapter 572. June 23. 1930; 46 Stat. 799
Chapter 687. August 26, 1935; 49 Stat 803.
Chapter 782. October 28,1949; 63 Stat. 954
P.L 247. October 3L 1951; 65 Stat 701.
P.L 87-647. September 7.1S62: 76 Stat 447.
P.L 9&617. November 9.1978; 92 Stat. 3117.
P.L 96-294. June 30. 1980; 94 Stat 611.
P.L 97-375. Decembef 21. 1982: 96 Stat.

1819.
P.L 99-495. October 16.1986; 100 Stat 1243.
These public laws appear in Chapter 12 of the

U.S. Code, Federal Regulation and Develop-
ment of Power. Subchapier I. Regulation of the
Development of Water Power and Resources.
The original statute was enacted in 1920. Many
of the subsequent amendments have not in-
volved resource issues; however, [he 1935 and
1986 amendments added new requirements to
incorporate fish and wildlife concerns in licens-
ing, relicensing, and exemption procedures.

The original Federal Power Act provides for
cooperation between the Federal Energy Regula-
tory Commission (Commission) and other
Federal agencies, including resource agencies, in
licensing and relicensing power projects. The
President is required to appoint the five com-
missioners with the advice and consent of the
Senate 06 U.S.C. 792). The President is also
authorized, at the request of the Commission. '
to detail engineers from die Departments of
Agriculture or Interior for field work Q6 U.S.C
793).

"Navigable waters" (for which the Commis-
sion has jurisdiction under the Commerce
Qause) are defined to include "streams or other
bodies of water over which Congress has juris- "
diction to regulate commerce among foreign
nations and among the States" 06 U.S.C 796).
The Commission is authorized to issue licenses
to construct, operate and maintain dams, water
conduits, reservoirs, and transmission lines to
improve navigation and to develop power from
any streams or other bodies of water over which
it has jurisdiction 06 U5.C. 797(e)).

The term "reservation" lands is defined to
include national forests, Indian lands, and any
other lands "acquired and held for public pur-

poses" not including national monuments or
national parks 06 U.S.C. 796(2)). This defini-
tion, accordingly, includes national wildlife
refuge lands as a "reservation." Any license
application for a project within a "reservation"
requires an affirmative finding by the Commis-
sion thai the project win not be inconsistent
with the purpose for which the land was ac-
quired or created. In addition, the license is to
contain conditions deemed necessary by the
Federal department which has jurisdiction to
protect the resources Q6 U.S.C. 797(e)). Sec-
tion 797(a) further prohibits any permit, li-
cense, lease or dam authorization within a
national park or national monument without
the specific authority of Congress.

In deciding whether to issue a license, the
Commission is required to give "equal consider-
anon" to the following purposes: power and
development; energy conservation; protection,
mitigation of damage to, and enhancement of,
fish and wildlife (including spawning grounds
and habitat); protection of recreational opportu-
nities, and preservation of other aspects of
environmental quality Q6 U.S.C 797(0).

The time frame for licenses can not exceed 50
years 06 U.S.C. 799). The Commission is
authorized to grant preference to applications
by States or municipalities when issuing pre-
liminary permits or original licenses 06 U.S.C.
800). The project selected must be the project
which is best adapted to a comprehensive plan
for improving or developing a waterway for
several public benefits, including benefits for
the "adequate protection, mitigation and en-
hancement of fish and wildlife" 06 U.S.C.
803(a)). In making this determination, the
Commission is required to consider the recom-
mendations from various sources, including fish
and wildlife recommendations of affected Indian
tribes 06 U.S.C 803(a)(2)«)).

The 1986 amendments to the Federal Power
Act. entitled the Electric Consumers Protection
Act. mandated several fish and wildlife provi-
sions. Each license is to include conditions to
protect, mitigate and enhance fish and wildlife
affected by the project. These conditions are to
be based on recommendations received pursu-
ant to the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
from the Rsh and Wildlife Service, the National
Marine Fisheries Service, and State fish and
wildlife agencies Q6 U.S.C. 803Q)0)). The
Commission is empowered to resolve any
instances in which such recommendations are
viewed as inconsistent while according "due
weight to the recommendations, expertise, and

staruiory responsibilities" of the resource
cies.

In addition, the Commission is mandated to
make two findings if the recommendations are
not adopted in whole or in part 06 U.S.C.
803Q)(2)). These include: Q) a finding that
adoption of the recommendations would be
inconsistent with die purposes and require-
ments of this subchaptei 06 U.S.C
803Q)(2)(A)); and Q) a finding that the condi-
tions selected by rhe Commission satisfy die
requirement to adequately and equitably pro-
tect, mitigate damages to, and enhance fish and
wildlife 06 U.5.C 803(pG)(B)).

As pan of the relicensing process, die Com-
mission is required to issue a public notice
indicating whether the existing licensee intends
to file a new license. Notification is also re-
quired for the Fish and Wildlife Service, die
National Marine Fisheries Service, and the
appropriate State fish and wildlife agency 06
U.S.C. 808(b)0)). Each application for a new
license must be filed with the Commission 24
mondis in advance of die expiration of die
existing license. In addition, each applicant is
required to consult with die fish and wildlife
agencies and conduct appropriate studies with
such agencies 06 U.S.C 808(c)Q)). —

The Commission is also required to
the construction, maintenance, and ope
fish passage facilities as are prescribed by
Secretary of Commerce or the Secretary of di<
Interior 06 U.S.C 811).

The Commission is authorized to grant ;•
exemptions from licensing to any project for ;
which die capacity does not exceed 15 mega- ;
watts provided that die project is located on
non-Federal lands and it uses a manmade con- j
duit. In conjunction widi issuing this exemp-
tion, the Commission is required to incorporate
terms and conditions recommended by the
resource agencies to prevent loss of, or damages
to. the resources. In addition, the Commission
is to establish fees for the licensing exemption
which reimburse the resource agencies for die
"reasonable costs" of conducting studies. Mon-
ies are to be transferred to the agencies and are
to remain available until expended for the
studies 06 U5.C 823). Lasdy, the Commission
is required to monitor and investigate compli-
ance with each license, permit or exemption [16
U.S.C823(b)]. -

9
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CONTACTS

The Hydroelectric Project Relicensing Handbook is prepared by the
Planning and Support Branch of the Division of Project Review,
Office of Hydropower Licensing.

Questions and comments concerning the content of this handbook
may be directed to Ronald McKitrick, (202) 357-0783.

This handbook is available from the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC). Information about purchasing this or other
FERC reports may be obtained by calling the FERC Reference and
Information Services Branch on (202) 357-8118 or by writing to
FERC, Reference and Information Services Branch, Hearing Room A,
825 North Capitol Street, NE, Washington, DC 20426.

The following FERC publications may be of interest:

Application Procedures for Hydropower Licenses, License Amend-
ments, Exemptions and Preliminary Permits (Handbook for original
applications)

Engineering Guidelines for the Evaluation of Hydropower Projects
(Referenced on page 19 of the Relicensing Handbook)

Other publications of interest include:

Hydroelectric Relicensing Regulations Under the Federal Power Act;
Final Rule (Title 18 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 4 and
16)

Hydroelectric Relicensing Regulations Under the Federal Power Act;
Order on Rehearing (Title 18 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 16)
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PREFACE

At its January 7, 1993 meeting, the Trinity River Basin Task Force considered
this report and provided the following guidelines: 1) Funding for the South Fork
should be included; 2) the report should recommend a 5 year extension and $21.9
million additional funding; 3) the §2.4 million cap on Operation and Maintenance
(OS.M) funding should be eliminated; 4) O&M funding should continue after the
program ends; and 5) In-kind services should be accepted from cost-sharing
partners. Upon further examination, it has been determined that simply amending
the authorizing legislation would provide for all five guidelines if Congress
enacted the following:

Draft Bill Language: The Trinity River Basin Fish and Wildlife
Restoration Act, Public Law 98-541, is hereby amended to permit
completion of the management program as follows: Section 4, (a) (1)
is amended to change the date "October 1, 1995" to "October 1, 2000"
and to increase authorized funding by $22,000,000. Section 4, (a)
(2) is amended by striking "$2,400,000 for each of the fiscal years
in the ten-year period beginning on October 1, 1985" and replaced
by, "funds necessary to perpetuate and maintain fish and wildlife
habitat improvements." Section 4, (b) (1) is amended by striking
"to the Treasury of the United States" and adding to the end of this
subsection, "The Secretary is authorized to accept in-kind services
as payment for obligations incurred under this subsection."

The purpose of this report is to provide a detailed reference to any entity
wishing to pursue an extension of this program.

ii



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The fish and wildlife resources of the Trinity River Basin experienced a
severe decline in the early 1960's resulting from construction and operation
of the Trinity River Diversion of the Central Valley Project (CVP); harmful
land use practices that caused accelerated soil erosion, floods, fires, and
overharvest of some anadromous fish stocks. The Trinity River Restoration
Program, presently being implemented by the Secretary of the Interior assisted
by a 14-member Task Force, was implemented in 1986, to restore these fish and
wildlife resources. Major program goals included modernization of the Trinity
River Fiah Hatchery, reduction of stream sediment loading, increasing fish and
wildlife habitat, and improving harvest management to protect natural fish.
Particular emphasis was directed towards restoring natural populations of
salmon and steelhead to approximate pre-1960 levels. The enabling
legislation, Public Law 98-541, provides authorization and funding until
September 30, 1995.

The purpose of this report is to facilitate the authorization of funding
needed to extend the implementation phase of the program for 5 years to
September 30, 2000. The program could not be fully completed with available
funding on schedule because of the unanticipated use of about $14 million to
construct Buckhorn Debris Dam; longer than expected time to finish
construction of the dam - a requirement for the initiation of fish habitat
'restoration in the mainstem Trinity River; six years of drought that hurt the
fishery and prevented adequate evaluation of various kinds of fish habitat
measures; unexpected delays resulting from complex technical problems and
preparing cost-effective project designs; and accommodating regulatory
compliance requirements.

Table S-l summarizes expected accomplishments and expenditures, remaining
work, and estimated additional funding needed to fully implement the
restoration program.

By September 30, 1995, major program accomplishments would include:
Implementation of a county-wide education program; construction of Buckhorn
Sediment Control Dam; purchase and restoration of a major portion of Grass
Valley Creek watershed, and several in-streara sediment collection pools;
modernization of the Trinity River Fish Hatchery; completion of about one-half
of the potential mainstem fish habitat improvement projects; completion of
approximately one-third to one-half of the identified cost-effective watershed
stabilization projects on river tributaries; completion of planning and
partial project implementation to restore the fishery of the South Fork
Trinity River; implementation of several off-hatchery interim artificial fish
propagation projects; development and partial implementation of a wildlife
program; and development and implementation of an extensive fish population
monitoring program. Total construction funding would be approximately $60
million. Of this total, $15 million consists of a pending additional
authorization for use under Action 2 to purchase and restore Grass Valley
Creek watershed lands.

The additional work needed to complete the restoration effort from October 1,
1995 through September 30, 1998 would consist of: Construction of additional



le b I . S«'Miiii>iiry <>l 1 unity Riv^r I tsJi ,uul um Construction Accoinplishnioiis. l-uidic Needs, and Funding Uoxu in millions of Jo

^^^ ACriONS

1) Institutional Organization

2) Gnat Valley Creek Sedimenl
Com ml

3) Mainslein Rchnhilililion and
Maintenance

4) Tributary Rehabilitation and
Maintenance

5) Sediment Control Tributary
Watersheds

A

^^^^PFork Trinity River Fish
^^Vand Watershed

7) Modcrni7.alion of Trinity
River Fish Hatchery

X) Use of Artificial Propagation
Below Lewiston

9) Wildlife Management Program

10) Monitor Anadromous Fish

1 1) Stream and Land Use
Evaluations

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AS OF v-JO-95

• Program Administration. Coordination
and EvoUmtion

- liii|>lciiiciil Education Program
- Implement County Grant Program

- Duckhorn Dam
- Two Sediment Collection Pools
- Land Purchase
- Restoration Work Completed

- Curb Fish Habitat Decline
- Approximately 60 Projects (50% of
total) Completed

- Plans and Environmental Compliance
Completed

- Curb Fish Habitat Decline
- Approximately 30 miles of Stream
Treated

- Pin us Completed

- Trend of Watershed Degradation
Curbed

-•28 Watersheds Inventoried
- Completion of about 55% Cost-
Effective Sites

- Planning Completed
- Inventories Completed
- Curb Trend of Watershed Degradation
- Partial Implementation of Projects
Mostly on Public Lands

- Upgrading Work Completed
- Operating Procedures Reviewed and
Modified as Appropriate

- Implementation of Four PrujecU
- Evaluate Projects

"- Surveys and Plans Completed
- Partial Implementation of Projects

- Development and Implementation of
Monitoring Program

- Recommendations for Management
Improvements

TOTALS

SPENDING
AS OF
9-30-95

1

37.0"

4.7

4.4

4.4

3.4

3.5

0.8

1.6

0.1

O.I4

60.0

ADDITIONAL WORK NEEDED
10-1-95 THROUGH 9-30-98

- Continued Program
Administration and Coordination
Education Program
County Grant Program

- Additional Sedintenl Collection Pool
- Completion of Land Purchase
- Two-thirds Restoration Work
- Evaluation of Results

- Complete Remaining 50% of Projects
- Evaluate Results

- Additional 190 miles of Stream Treated
- Results Evaluated

- Implement Remaining 43 % CosI-
EITcetive Projects

- Evaluate Results

- Continued Project Implementation on
Public and Private Lands

- Biocnhanceinenl
- Evaluate Results

- Continue Evaluation of Operating
Procedures

- Implement Two Additional Projects
- Evaluate All Projects

- Complete Implementation of Projects
- Monitor Some Results

- Continue Monitoring Program
- Evaluate Restoration Success

- Not Applicable

ADOmONAL
FUNDING
NEEDED

10-1-95
THROUGH

9-30-91

1

1.5

3.0

6.1

3.0

4.0

0.7

0.9

2.7

»

4

21.9

1 Costs Distributed Proportionally to Other Actions.
1 Includes $15 million from Pending Additional Authorization.
5 Funding Provided by Bureau of Reclamation as Part of Operation of Central Valley Project.
4 Incorporated into Other Action Items.



OVERVIEW

HEED

The Trinity River, located in Trinity and Humboldt Counties and the Hoopa
Valley Reservation in northwestern California, historically was one of the
most productive salmon and steelhead rivers in the State (Figure 1). However,
its productivity has been greatly diminished by a combination of dam
construction, water diversion, sedimentation from watershed disturbance caused
mainly by road building and logging, and periodic over-fishing. These factors
resulted in a reduction in fish populations of as much as 90 percent during
the 1960's and 1970's. In addition, construction of the Trinity Division of
the CVP eliminated over 100 miles of habitat from use by salmon and steelhead,
inundated about 20,000 acres of wildlife habitat and altered downstream flows
and riparian habitat. Salmon and steelhead populations and habitat still
remain below desirable levels.

BACKGROUND

In 1974, six State and Federal agencies formed the Trinity River Basin Fish
and Wildlife Task Force (Task Force) to develop an action plan and seek
required funding. During this same period, the demise of the fishery
stimulated a substantial amount of public concern that resulted in political
pressure to restore the river's fish and wildlife resources. Studies by the
Task Force agencies along with pressure from Indian Tribes and the public, led
to a decision by the Secretary of the Interior in 1981 to increase annual
fishery releases at Lewiston Dam from 120,000 to 340,000 acre-feet, with
reductions to 220,000 acre-feet in dry years and 140,000 acre-feet in
critically dry years. Also in 1981, a 12-year Flow Evaluation Program was
authorized to be carried out by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service).
That effort began in 1984, and is designed to evaluate fish habitat at various
flows, develop a recommended flow regimen, and evaluate restoration measures.
Public Law 102-575 provides at least 340,000 acre-feet of water for fisheries
in all years until a permanent flow decision is made following completion of
the flow evaluation in 1996.

In the late 1970's, the Task Force concluded that one small watershed — Grass
Valley Creek — was responsible for the bulk of the sediment that was
destroying fish habitat in the most productive sections of the Trinity River.
This conclusion led to the passage of Public Law 96-335 in 1980, that
authorized and partially funded construction of Buckhorn Dam and several
sediment collection pools on Grass Valley Creek as a sediment control system.

In May 1982, the Task Force completed the Trinity River Basin Fish and
Wildlife Management Program that identified 11 actions aimed at restoring fish
and wildlife habitat. The action plan was embodied in legislation in 1984
when Congress passed Public Law 98-541, the Trinity River Basin Fish and
Wildlife Restoration Act (Act). There was broad bipartisan congressional,
state, local, Indian and public support for the program.

t



Tribe would have an active co-management role.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Long-term OfiM of key fish habitat features will be funded through Reclamation
through its CVP OSM program. The O&M program will aleo include monitoring of
fish habitat and fish populations to ascertain the effectiveness of the
restoration program. The level of funding for the long-term O&M program is
currently capped at $2.4 million per year. The cap would be removed to permit
additional funding to clean out the sediment catchment pools in Crass Valley
Creek and maintain the habitat improvements described in this report.

FUNDING ANALYSIS

The primary reasons additional time and funding are needed are:

1. Funding provided in Public Law 96-335 for construction of Buckhorn Dam
proved inadequate. As a result about $14 million originally intended
for other restoration actions was used to complete the dam.

2. Public Law 98-541 precluded restoration actions in the mainstem Trinity
River below Grass Valley Creek until Buckhorn Oam was completed.
However, the dam was not completed until 1991. This delayed progress
and less than expected work in this important segment of the river has
been accomplished.

3. Public Law 98-541 authorized $2.4 million annually for operation,
maintenance, and monitoring beginning in FY year 1985 and ending in
1995. Funds provided for these purposes from 1985 through 1991 averaged
less than half the authorized amounts. Maximum O&M needs did not occur
until the middle program years. At least $10.4 million of authorized
operation, maintenance, and monitoring money will remain unexpended at
the end of the program in 1995.

4. The prolonged drought over the last 6 years prevented the release of
adequate flows, thereby delaying the proper evaluation of the
effectiveness of various habitat improvement measures and precluded
efficient determination of the most effective habitat types. The
drought also contributed to the decline of fish populations.

5. Inadequate consideration was given to either costs or time involved in
preparing environmental impact reports and other regulatory compliance
that are required for restoration actions particularly on the mainstem.

6. The technical complexity of meeting the fishery and wildlife restoration
objectives was not fully known at the time the legislation was enacted.
Unanticipated technical problems have increased the amount of assessment
and pilot evaluation work required prior to embarking on large-scale
habitat construction and watershed stabilization. A major finding of a
1990-91 review of the Flow Evaluation and Restoration Programs by the
Department of the Interior was that the most credible method of
planning, designing, implementing and evaluating restoration measures on



TABLE I. TRINITY RIVER RESTORATION PROGRAM FUNDING ANALYSIS

Trinity River Restoration Program

ACTION

1. Overhead and General Support Activities
Includes Public Information, Participation,
and Education

2. Control of Gross Valf-v Creek
Sediment Load

3. Rehabilitate and Maintain the Main
Trinity River Below Lewislon

4. Rehabilitate and Maintain
Tributaries Below Lewiston

S. Rehabilitate and Maintain
Watersheds Below Lcwision

6. Rehabilitate and Maintain South Fork
Trinity River and Watershed

7. Modernization of Trinity River
Fish Hatchery Facilities

8. Use of Artificial Propagation
Techniques Below Lewiston

9. Wildlife Management Program

10. Monitor Anadromous Fish
Stocks and Fisheries

1 1 . Stream and Land Use
Evaluations?

Additional Authorization

TOTALS

Cufiilrut'iion
Funding Authorized By

PL 98-541

Initial
Authorization

Amounts
From 1982

Report

Indexed to
1995

Program Construction
Expenditures to the End
ofFY-9l{Ocl.l. 1985

Through Sept. JO, 1991)

Estimated Remaining
Construction Funds

Authorized by PU 98-541
As indicated in Action Plan

for Fiscal Years
1992-1995

Estimated Construction
Funds Needed to Complete

the Program
(Oct. 1, 1995 Through

Sept. 30. 1998)

Costs for this action have been distributed to the other actions.

0.01'

10.4

5.2

6.2

3.1

3.1

1.6

0.6

2.6

0.2

33.0

0.0

14.7

7.3

8.8

4.4

3.0T

2.2

0.7

3.6

0.3

15.0!'

60.0

19.5'

2.2

2.4-

2.0

2.2

3.0

0.3

0.4

O.I

O.I

32.2

17.511

"

2.0

2.4

1.2

0.5

0.5

1.2

0.0-"

0.0

27.8

1.5

3.0

6.1

3.0

4.0

0.7

0.9

2.7

O.Cf

0.0

21.9

00 1 Coils of Bucknom Dam and Sand Dredging were to be funded through PL 96-335. No com were identified in PL 98-541 for this Action.
V Somt of thoia eoili ware fundtd by PL 96-3)5, S.3 million CAR; 1.6 million O&M.
V $3,000,000 celling approved by lh« Trinity River Task Force.
it This Action Item has been incorporated into other Action Items.

Approximately 9.0 million of OAM funds will have been spent for fish monitoring,
oniloring of fish stocks will be funded under the Bureau of Reclamation O&M p

'ending at of September 1992.
Includes the $15 million pending additional authorization.



COMPLIANCE WITH THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (NEPA)

This Final Environmental Impact Statement (INT/FES 83-53) for the program was
filed with the Environmental Protection Agency, October 29, 1983. That
document was programmatic describing impacts in general terms and committing
tha Secretary of the Interior and the Task Force to consider subsequent
environmental compliance as the details of implementation became known. An
environmental impact statement (INT/FES 86-22) for Grass Valley Creek Debris
Dam, a key sediment control feature of the program, was filed August 18, 1986.

•

ATI environmental assessment/environmental impact report is currently being
prepared for the fish habitat improvement plan on the mainstem Trinity River.
The environmental impact report will satisfy requirements of the California
Environmental Quality Act. The mainstem plan involves constructing aide-
channels, feathered banks, pools, and riffles. Also, the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) completed an environmental impact statement on the Redding
Resource Area Management Plan in 1992. This plan includes land acquisition by
BLM and restoration of damaged lands in the Grass Valley Creek watershed and
will complement the role of Buckhorn Dam in reducing the transport of sediment
into the mainstem. Site specific pre-impleraentation Federal and State
environmental reviews have been carried out for the projects completed to
date.

The program extension would facilitate carrying out actions.already identified
and environmentally evaluated in the 1983 environmental statement and
subsequent efforts described above. Should there be additional environmental
concerns, unforeseen at this time, then additional Federal and State
environmental compliance would be carried out.



ACTION 1
INSTITUTIONAL ORGANIZATION

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this action is to provide the continued organizational
structure necessary to coordinate, implement, and evaluate the restoration
program. These activities are critical to ensure integrated and coordinated
action that is cost-effective. Development of an educational program and the
Trinity County Grant Program are included under this action.

DESCRIPTION

The Field Office, established in 1986, is the main clearinghouse for technical
and administrative business. This office is staffed by Reclamation and.
Service personnel having expertise in contracting, engineering, construction,
program administration, watershed management, and fish and wildlife
management. This action is devoted not only to program administration and
coordination, but also to implementation and evaluation. Restoration
activities are coordinated through this office in consultation with a 14-
member Task Force which is represented by a Technical Coordinating Committee
(TCC). The Field Office documents progress annually in reports that are used
to prioritize future efforts. Detailed budgets are prepared for current
Federal fiscal years and more general budgets for two subsequent years. Work
is either carried out by the Field Office or under contract or agreement with
various public and private entities. The contracts and agreements are
administered by the Field Office. The Field Office also serves as a focal
point for public involvement and education. In 1989 and 1990, the Field
Office carried out a mid-program review to assess progress and achieve
consensus on which actions have the greatest potential to improve the
anadromous fishery resource. Results from the review were used to identify
priority work to be completed by the end of FY 95. In addition, the review
indicated that all necessary restoration work could not be accomplished
because of insufficient time and funds.

EXPECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY SEPTEMBER 30, 1995

The Field Office in cooperation with the Task Force will have facilitated
development of specific action plans and partial completion of tasks as
described under the various Program Actions. The decline of Trinity River
salmon and steelhead habitat experienced during the 1960's-1980's will have
been curbed and restoration partially accomplished.

A three-year agreement with the Trinity County Office of Education, that was
executed in 1990 to develop and implement an environmental curriculum for
grades kindergarten through 12, will have been completed with funding of
approximately $300,000.

The Trinity County Grant Program started in 1989 to allow for projects from
the private sector, will have resulted in important additions to the overall
program at an expenditure of about $500,000. These benefits will include
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ACTION 2
CONTROL GRASS VALLEY CREEK SEDIMENT LOAD

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this action are:
1. Reduce the amount of decomposed granitic sand entering the Trinity

River.

2. Collect and remove sediment already deposited in Grass Valley Creek.

3. Prevent additional material from entering Grass Valley Creek by
stabilizing actual and potential erosion sites.

4. Improve Grass Valley Creek as a fishery.

DESCRIPTION

Available information indicates that one of the major causes of anadromous
fish declines in the mainstem Trinity River is degradation of spawning,
reairing, and holding pool habitat from sedimentation with granitic sand from
the Grass Valley Creek watershed. Reduction of sediment loading from this
sovirce is a top restoration program priority. Within the Grass Valley Creek
watershed there are about 16,000 acres of highly erodible decomposed granitic
lands.

The current approach to sediment control is to trap and store sand behind
Buckhorn Dam and collect transported sand in pools near the mouth of Grass
Valley Creek that are periodically dredged. In addition, soil stabilization
activities are being conducted throughout the basin to reduce erosion and
sedimentation. The importance of this action was recognized in 1980 with the
enactment of Public Law 96-335 that authorized construction and partial
funding of Buckhorn Dam and the collection pools but provided no money for
ground restoration measures.

Without implementation of an effective sediment reduction program on Grass
Valley Creek, additional large releases of reservoir water on the mainstem
Trinity River would likely be required to continually flush material
downstream to provide and maintain adequate fish habitat.

EXPECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY SEPTEMBER 30, 1995

Buckhorn Dam
Construction was authorized in 1980 and completed in 1990. The
dedication was held May 16, 1991. The reservoir has a storage capacity
of 1.8 million cubic yards of soil and an expected life of about 40
years given average runoff conditions. Because of its location the dam
captures sediment from 27 percent of the watershed. Public Law 96-335
provided $5.3 million for construction and $1.6 million for operation
and maintenance. The total cost of the dam was approximately $20
million.

12



planting of trees, shrubs, and grasses. In addition, extensive non-point
sheet and rill erosion areas would be treated. The acquired land would be
transferred to BLM for inclusion in its resource management plan for the
Redding Resource Area. A management plan emphasizing sediment would bo
developed in cooperation with involved agencies and interested publics. In
conjunction with the treatment measures, a public education program would be
implemented to heighten public awareness of the erosion caused by off-road
vehicle and other land use.

ADDITIONAL WORK REMAINING

Buckhorn Dam
During the first few years, some minor construction and maintenance-work
may be needed. Long-term maintenance will be carried out by
Reclamation.

Sand Dredging
Additional sediment collection pools may be constructed to keep sediment
from entering the Trinity River until land treatment measures become
fully effective. However, given limited funding, major effort would be
applied to keeping soils on the ground through watershed stabilization
measures. Existing ponds will be dredged whenever they become 25 to 50
percent full. Dependence on the collection ponds should decrease as
land treatment measures take effect.

Watershed Restoration
Since the bulk of the land restoration measures would be implemented
under the existing program, authorization efforts would focus on phasing
out the watershed stabilization effort, completing large-scale plantings
of trees and shrubs, and implementing procedures to evaluate the
effectiveness of the overall sediment control program.

Concurrent with acquisition and restoration, the Task Force would
continue to encourage responsible government agencies to fully apply
land management regulations on the acreage in the watershed that would
not be acquired.

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR WORK REMAINING

Watershed Stabilization Phase Out, Large scale
Plantings and Implementation of Evaluation Program =» SI.5 million

TOTAL * SI.5 million

BENEFITS

Reduction of sediment loading of Grass Valley Creek and the Trinity River
would result in improved fish habitat in both streams. Spawning, rearing, and
holding areas would be more productive thereby increasing anadromous fish
populations. Improved land management practices would also result in
increased benefits to wildlife and a longer useful life for Buckhorn Dam and
Reservoir.

14
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ACTION 3
REHABILITATE THE MAXNSTEM

TRINITY RIVER BELOW LEWISTON DAM

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this action La to reshape the mainstea channel to increase
anadromous fish habitat to support population* of saloon and steelhead
approximating historical levels of higher abundance.

DESCRIPTION

Since completion of the Trinity Division of the CVP in 1963, flows below *
Lewiaton Dam have been inadequate to maintain the habitat for sustained high
level production of salmon and steelhead. Lack of high volume flushing.flows
accompanied by increased sediment loading has gradually resulted in
elimination of historic high quality spawning riffles, rearing areas, and
holding pools. Encroachment of riparian vegetation has intensified the
problem by solidifying the sediment deposits that have accumulated along the
river banks into steep barms. As a result, most of the historic fish
production capability has been lost particularly above the North Fork.

The mainstera channel restoration program consists of expanding the quantity
and quality of those habitat factors determined to be limiting fish
production. Available data indicate that lack of rearing habitat for juvenile
salmonids is the most crucial habitat limiting factor at this time. Program
emphasis is on developing this type of habitat. Bowever, the program also
includes development of important spawning and holding (pool) habitat. The
preferred approach is to utilize flows to the greatest possible extent.
Channel modification will enhance the value of the flows eventually determined
to be made available for fishery purposes. Periodic maintenance of the
habitat will be required to ensure continued effectiveness.

Removing sand and other fine sediment deposits from the section of river from
Lewiston Dam to the North Fork is also a high priority. This sand has
smothered spawning riffles and rearing areas and filled pools. Two approaches
designed to reduce sedimentation are being evaluated - high volume flushing
flows emulating spring runoff and removal by dredging. Use of "flushing"
flows has yet to be fully evaluated. Dredging small volumes of sediments from
pools appears practical but large-scale application would be expensive. It's
likely a combination of all three methods will be needed to establish and
maintain the required habitat.

Until Buckhorn Dam was completed in 1991, the Task Force was precluded from
performing habitat work downstream from the mouth of Grass Valley Creek.
Although a substantial amount of work has been done in the 5 miles between
Lewiston Dam and Grass Valley Creek, considerable work remains to be done on
the 32 miles further downstream. The concept is to evaluate each type of
potential habitat development as to effectiveness and capacity to function at
a variety of flows. After each potential measure has been evaluated, an
*optimum large-scale level of the various types will be constructed. Most of
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ACTION 4
REHABILITATE TRIBUTARY FISHERIES

BELOW LEWISTON DAM

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this action is to restore degraded habitat conditions and
depressed anadromoua fish populations in mainatam tributaries, other than the
South Fork, below Lewiston Dam.

DESCRIPTION

Habitat conditions in most tributaries of the Trinity River have significantly
deteriorated due to fires, floods, formation of migration barriers, timber
harvest, road construction, diversions, mining and other watershed uses.
These factors have resulted in substantial increases in sedimentation, erosion
of stream banks, loss of riparian cover, and other conditions that have led to
reduced fish production.

Corrective measures based on extensive habitat and biological surveys include:
barrier removal for fish passage, sediment control, construction of holding
and rearing areas, screening water diversions, revegetation of streambanks,
and construction of spawning areas. Periodic maintenance of rehabilitated
areas will be required to ensure continued effectiveness.

This action is closely related to Action 5 - Rehabilitate Watersheds Below
Lewiston Dam and failure to accomplish Action 5 could seriously reduce the
benefits of the habitat improvements. Therefore, implementation of Actions 4
and 5 are being closely coordinated. Methods vary due to the site-specific
needs. The tributary streams are the major producers of natural steelhead but
also contribute to the production of salmon. The larger North Fork and New
River are the primary refuges for the Basin's dwindling natural stocks.

EXPECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY SEPTEMBER 30, 1995

The past decline of fishery habitat will have been curbed. Habitat and
biological assessments will have been carried out on approximately 250 miles
of 35 tributary streams. These assessments in conjunction with the watershed
inventories completed under Action 5 will have been used to prepare specific
project designs having a high potential for longevity and utilization by fish.
Habitat improvement projects will have been completed on about 30 miles of
streams representing about 1.5 percent of the estimated habitat improvement
potential. Project success will be gauged by fish population and habitat
monitoring in approximately 7 index streams. Most of the habitat work will
have been on Federally managed lands and the Service and BLM provided
substantial planning input.

ADDITIONAL WORK REMAINING

From October 1995 through September 2000, habitat improvement projects would
be carried out on approximately 190 miles of 35 streams. More effort will be

17
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ACTION 5
REHABILITATE TRIBUTARY WATERSHEDS

BELOW LEWISTON DAM

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this action is to reduce sediment loading of tributary
streams, other than the South Fork and Grass Valley Creek, in order to
decrease the amount of sediment transported into the mainstem Trinity River
and to improve the fish habitat of these streams.

DESCRIPTION

Tributary watersheds within the Trinity River Basin are characterized by
typically steep terrain covered with coniferous forest, much of which is
available for commercial timber harvesting. Heavy logging has occurred in
many areas during the .past four decades. Watershed disturbance from timber
harvest activities, road construction, mining, floods, and fires has resulted
in a substantial increase in soil erosion and sediment yield to streams. This
increase in sediment yield has degraded fish habitat both in the mainstem
Trinity River and tributaries.

The approach to achieving watershed stabilization is to conduct assessments to
identify actual and potential erosion sites, develop cost-effective
(cost/cubic yards) soil stabilization projects, and implement projects in an
efficient manner. Tributaries above the North Fork have higher priority than
lower streams because the upper section of the mainstem is the most seriously
degraded and has less flow for channel flushing purposes. Few of these
watersheds consist of decomposed granite and much is government owned. No
purchase of land is anticipated.

EXPECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY SEPTEMBER 30, 1995

The trend of watershed degradation will have been curbed. Approximately 28
watersheds will have been surveyed to locate, describe, and rank existing and
potential erosion areas on the basis of sediment yield and cost-effectiveness.
Projects will have been completed in all 28 watersheds at an approximate cost
of $2.1 million. These projects include road repairs, stabilization of
landslides, removal of unneeded roads, and revegetation of denuded areas.
Emphasis was placed on preventing the occurrence of new erosion sites as well
as rehabilitation. The above work would represent about 55 percent of the
available cost-effective projects.

ADDITIONAL WORK REMAINING

From October 1995 through September 1998, the additional 45 percent of the
soil stabilization projects would be implemented. Numbers of treated sites
per watershed will range from 5 to more than 100. Total treatment costs per
watershed could range from $10,000 to $600,000.
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ACTION.6
REHABILITATE THE SOUTH FORK
TRINITY RIVER AND WATERSHED

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this action are to:
1. Facilitate restoration and/or maintenance of the South Fork mainstem and

tributaries that contain anadromoua fish habitat by reducing sediment
loading through a program of watershed stabilization that treat* actual
and potential erosion sites.

2. Curb the decline of natural salmon and steelhead population! by
implementing an extensive program of in-stream habitat improvement
measures.

3. Improve fish habitat conditions in the lower Trinity and Xlamath Rivers
as well as the estuary by reducing sediment loading.

DESCRIPTION

The South Fork is the largest free flowing wild river in California with over
90 stream miles. The river-basin comprises approximately 1/3 of the total
Trinity River Basin. Historically, the watershed .produced salmon and
steelhead populations such that in 1980 the lower 56 mile segment was
classified as a Wild and Scenic River. The South Fork was included in the
restoration program because of its great potential to contribute to increased
fish production which would help to offset some of the losses on the mainstem.

A combination of factors has resulted in a serious degradation of fish habitat
and a corresponding decline in fish production. Fires, water diversions, past'
logging, road building on private and public lands, and floods have interacted
to reduce habitat quality and quantity. Downstream and ocean commercial,
sport, and net fish have also impacted stocks to an unknown amount. Some
concerned groups have recommended that the summer steelhead and spring run
Chinook be considered for listing under the Threatened and Endangered Species
Act.

In 196.4, a storm caused a tremendous amount of damage to the lower 1/3 of the
basin filling pools, covering spawning riffles, and generally destroying
riparian habitat. Flood impacts to the upper 2/3 of the basin were not as
severe because much of this area had not been logged and otherwise developed.
In the nearly 30 years since the storm occurred, most of the areas lightly
impacted by it have recovered. The lower 1/3 of the river is still subject to
pulses of sediment from adjacent landslides, channel-stored sediment, and
damaged tributaries. This situation will likely persist for the next 20
years.

The California Department of Water Resources (DWR) (1991) estimates that the
South Fork contributes over 2.5 million cubic yards of sediment each year to
the lower mainstem Trinity River. This figure is equal to or greater than the
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onaultant to suggest restoration-oriented activities for the South Fork
atershed. This effort is expected to facilitate cooperation among the
involved public agencies and private sector. An important aspect of the
consultant's report is to provide a mechanism for restoration and stewardship
on private land.

The Forest Service will continue to use timber sale receipts to fund watershed
and fisheries improvement projects as a regular management practice.
Additional funding will continue to be sought throughout the Forest Services'
budget process and special programs. Cooperative funding will continue to be
sought from the private landowners through development of coordinated resource
management plans. It is unlikely, however, that much work will have been
completed on private land by the end of the program in 1995.

ADDITIONAL WORK REMAINING

By tha end of FY 95, enough planning and field work will have been
accomplished to have halted the degradation of fish habitat on public lands
and made significant strides towards a recovery. Some of the needed
prevention and restoration measures will be in place on public lands and
nominal progress made on private lands. Remaining work would involve
continued implementation of watershed stabilization, sediment prevention, and
fish habitat improvement projects on a large-scale. The initial focus of the
work would be on the 2/3 of the basin that is in relatively good condition.
Efforts would be expanded to carry out cost-effective (cost per cubic yard)
projects on private lands under cooperative ventures. Measures to achieve
increased fish utilization of improved habitat would also be implemented.

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR WORK REMAINING

Improvement of Fish Habitat, Watersheds,
and Bioenhancement of Natural Stocks » $ 4.0 million

BENEFITS

Completion of all proposed activities would produce good to excellent stream
habitat throughout the Basin. This would result in the increased production
of salmon and steelhead on a long-term basis. The expected reduction in
sediment loading would also decrease the habitat degradation occurring in the
lower-Trinity River, Klamath River, and Klamath estuary.
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ACTION 7
MODERNIZATION OF THE TRINITY RIVER FISH HATCHERY

.OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this action are to:
1. Modernize and expand facilities to produce sufficient numbers of high

quality outmigrants to mitigate for lost anadromous fish production that
occurred above Lewiston Dam.

2. Develop operating procedures and policies designed to minimize impacts
to natural fish.

DESCRIPTION

The Trinity River Hatchery began operation in 1962. However, it was soon
recognized that the facilities needed improvements to ensure consistent
production of high quality fish. Some of the most serious deficiencies were:
Inadequate aeration for the water supply; lack of predator fencing; earthen
raceways that resulted in frequent and serious disease problems; poor release
facilities to the river; and lack of adequate water temperature control.
Because of these deficiencies, modernization of the hatchery was one of the
Task Force's highest priorities.

Clair Engel Reservoir is located behind Trinity Dam and provides water to the
Trinity and Sacramento Rivers. Lewiston Reservoir is situated below Trinity
Dam and above the Trinity River Hatchery. Because of its location, Lewiston
Reservoir serves as a regulatory reservoir. Water temperature largely is a
function of diversions to the Sacramento River system and is critical for fish
culture at the hatchery. During periods of egg incubation, water temperatures
may be colder than ideal in the winter and on occasion too warm or too cold
for growout during the summer months. Undesirable water temperatures may
result in retarded growth, disease and mortality of eggs or fish. Temperature
curtains are being installed in the reservoir to temporarily alleviate this
situation while a permanent solution is being investigated.

It is essential that the operation of the hatchery be closely coordinated with
harvest management and restoration activities to minimize competition of
hatchery fish with naturally produced fish. Currently, hatchery production
constitutes the majority of the spawning escapement occurring within the
Trinity River Basin.

EXPECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY SEPTEMBER 30, 1995

Modernization of the hatchery began in 1987 and was completed in 1991.
Approximately S3 million of the total $8 million cost was provided by the
restoration program. Work included the following: New water supply piping
and aeration; predator fencing; concrete raceways; water heaters for improved
incubation of steelhead eggs, improved release facilities; fish food storage
facilities; and road and visitor improvements.
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ACTION 8
INTERIM USE OF ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this action is to use interim artificial propagation
techniques to accelerate restoration of depressed natural salmon and steelhead
stocks to fully utilize available habitat while minimizing adverse impacts on
existing fish populations. Emphasis will be on restoring declining and
depressed natural stocks.

DESCRIPTION

Interim artificial propagation is a management approach that includes
assessment of habitat conditions to determine its capability to support the
various life stages of targeted fish specias. Artificial propagation methods
are used when current fish populations are found to be significantly lower
than the capacity of the habitat to support fish.

The typical procedure is the following: Trap adults; take, fertilize, and
hatch eggs; and rear young fish to sizes appropriate for release into the
streams of origin. Hatching of eggs and rearing of young fish can either be
done at strearnside or in off-site facilities. Prior to release, fish are
marked with an adipose fin clip and code-wire tagged. This permits evaluation
of the contribution of each project to harvest and spawning escapement.

Care is exercised to refrain from interim artificial propagation unless there
is a high probability that existing natural populations will not be adversely
impacted. Projects can be carried out either by public or private entities,
or jointly.

This action is closely related to Actions 4, 5, and 6, and has not yet been
widely used in the Trinity River program because of the difficulty in
collecting adequate habitat and population data to justify application.

EXPECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY SEPTEMBER 30, 1995

The policy and procedures for use of interim artificial propagation under the
restoration program were developed in 1991. Prior to that only two projects
had received program funding. Positive results involving late-run fall
chinook on lower Trinity River tributaries were achieved by the Service and
the Hoopa Valley Tribe. By the end of September 1995 it is reasonable to
expect that 4 additional projects would be implemented.

To provide the technical basis for these projects the following measures will
have been taken: 1) Fish habitat assessments including estimates of juvenile
fish abundance will be available for target streams and 2) assessments of
watershed stability for the target watersheds will be made. Information from
actions 4, 5, and 6 will be utilized in project selection.
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ACTION 9
PLAN AND CONDUCT A WILDLIFE

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this action is to enhance selected wildlife habitats and
representative habitat indicator species to partially mitigate for advorse

, impacts caused by construction of the Trinity River Division and to asoiat in
designing fish habitat and watershed restoration projects that are compatible
with wildlife value*.

DESCRIPTION

Approximately 20,000 acres of riparian and various upland habitats were-
inundated by Trinity and Lewiston Reservoirs. Additional changes occurred
below Lewiston Dam because of flow modifications in the Trinity River. At the
time the restoration program was being developed, impacts to deer were of
primary concern. Mitigation efforts, therefore, initially focused on this
species.

Approximately 30 plant and animal species have now been listed as threatened
or endangered within the Trinity Basin since completion of the Project.
Protection of these species as well as those having potential for listing is a
prudent course of action and a factor in the development of wildlife projects.
The Endangered Species Act mandates that any fishery or watershed project will
fully consider impacts to these species.

Wildlife habitats have been divided into two broad ecological categories: 1)
Riparian (stream and river corridor) and 2) upland terrestrial^ The portion
of the Trinity River riparian habitat affected most by management of the
Trinity Division is the 40 miles of river immediately downstream from Lewiston
Dam. Year around controlled releases have reduced flood peaks, leading to
stable conditions ideal for riparian proliferation. Many miles of riparian
habitat were lost to inundation resulting from construction of Trinity and
Lewiston Dams.

Upland habitats inundated by Trinity and Lewiston Reservoirs have been
permanently lost to deer and other wildlife species. Consequently,
compensation for this lost habitat would have to come through management of
existing upland habitat.

Because of primary emphasis on the fishery and watershed stabilization
elements of the restoration program, development and implementation of the
wildlife component have languished. It took until 1992 to develop a
comprehensive plan to adequately assess compensation needs. Prior to this,
projects were developed individually and implementation was limited.

EXPECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY SEPTEMBER 30, 1995

An extensive survey of the riparian habitat extending almost 40 miles down
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ACTIOH 10
MONITOR ANADROMOUS FISH STOCKS AND FISHERIES

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this action are to monitor and evaluate:
1. The abundance of adult and juvenile anadromous fish populations in the

Trinity River Basin.

2. The various fisheries and their management as related to stock status.

3. The effectiveness of in-basin fiah habitat restoration and artificial
production activities.

DESCRIPTION

A consistent program of basic data collection and analysis in the mainstern and
major tributaries is being developed to achieve the above objectives.
Activities include the following: Monitoring the annual runs of fish in the
Basin and determining the contributions the various stocks maJce to the
commercial, sport, and Indian fisheries; estimating the timing and magnitude
of the outmigration of juvenile fish; determining and evaluating juvenile
salmonid life histories; relating fish abundance to habitat use; and assessing
the condition of natural stocks. These activities are used to evaluate the
responses of fish populations to the habitat improvements implemented under
other program actions.

Information developed under this action is also used to evaluate the fish
production contributions made by the Trinity River Hatchery and any other
artificial rearing operations that are established. Recommendations are also
made to the restoration program, hatchery management, and harvest management.
Management evaluation has included the following: Expanded and refined fish
marking; experimental hatchery releases correlated with flows from Lewiston
Reservoir to reduce competition with natural fish; predation reduction
measures; assessments of fish condition and survival during downstream
migration; harvest management; and other analyses to enhance the production of
natural fish.

The above data collection and processing effort is carried out by the
California Department of Fish and Game, the Service, and the Hoopa Valley
Tribe.

EXPECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY SEPTEMBER 30, 1995

An effective system of information collection, analysis, and evaluation has
been implemented that will be refined by the scheduled end of the program.
Data, analyses, evaluations, and recommendations will continue to be made to
restoration, hatchery, and harvest managers. In addition, the status and
responses of the fish populations partial implementation of the habitat
restoration actions will have been evaluated.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

OBJECTIVES

1. Maintain Program Features . •

2. Evaluate Effectiveness of Restoration Program
a. Fish population monitoring
b. Fish habitat monitoring

Funding for these objectives would be provided through Reclamation as part of
its O&M budget for the CVP.
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TRINITY RIVER FISH & WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

THREE YEAR ACTION PLAN

FISCAL YEARS
1994-1996

SEPTEMBER 1993

PREPARED BY THE

TRINITY RIVER TASK FORCE
TECHNICAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE



Explanation Sheet

As this action plan goes to press In September 1993. Congress Is deciding
whether or not to extend the authorization for P.L. 98-541 by five years and
21.9 million dollars. It was decided to show a fiscal year 1996 budget in
this action plan so that we would have a head start on the process should
Congress extend this program.
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TRINITY RIVER BASIN FISH AND WILDLlplBPrORATION PROGRAM - SUMMARY 3 YEAR BUDGET

ACTION ITEM

ACTION ITEM 1 - INSTITUTIONAL
ORGANIZATION

ACTION ITEM 2 - CONTROL GRASS VALLEY
CREEK SEDIMENT LOAD

ACTION ITEM 3 - REHABILITATION OF
MAINSTEM TRINITY RIVER

ACTION ITEM 4 - REHABILITATE MAINSTEM
TRIBUTARIES BELOW LEUISTON

ACTION ITEM 5 - REHABILITATE AND
MAINTAIN WATERSHEDS BELOW LEUISTON

ACTION ITEM 6 - REHABILITATE SOUTH FORK
TRINITY RIVER

ACTION ITEM 7 - HATCHERY MODIFICATION

ACTION ITEM B - INTERIM USE OF
ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION TECHNIQUES BELOW
LEUISTON

ACTION ITEM 9 - FORMULATE AND CONDUCT A
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

ACTION ITEM 10 - MONITOR ANADROMOUS FISH
STOCKS

TOTALS

CONSTRUCTION & REHABILITATION

ESTIMATED COSTS ($1000)
FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996*

OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
ESTIMATED COSTS ($1000)

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996'

152B

2100

600

400

765

496

93

110

432

0

1476 1470

1800 1800

630 780

215 115

540 40

520 155

102 0

30 0

230 207

0 0

200

270

235

20

50

50

0

0

10

1923

200

250

145

20

75

50

0

100

15

2010

200

250

135

30

75

50

0

100

20

2006

6524 5543 4567 2758 2865 2866

* Addtttonal authorization ts required for FY 1996 funding



Trinity River Basin Fish and Wildlife
Restoration and Evaluation

INTRODUCTION

In March 1982, the Trinity River Basin Fish and Wildlife Task Force
adopted an 11-point Trinity River Basin Management Program. This program
established goals to restore and maintain fish and wildlife resources of the
Trinity River Basin to levels which occurred prior to construction of Trinity
River Division, Central Valley Project (circa 1960).

In October 1984, Congress passed, and the President signed, Public Law
98-541. This act, commonly referred to as the Trinity River Basin Fish and
Wildlife Act, embodied the 11 items established in the 1982 program document,
and authorized the expenditure, over a 10-year period, of $57 million for the
execution of the 11 directives. The Act required the creation of a 14 agency
Task Force to assist in carrying out the program.

Shortly after its establishment, the 14-member Task Force directed its
working group, the Technical Coordination Committee, to develop a detailed 3-
year action plan. The first three year action plan was completed in January
1988 and covered Federal fiscal years 1988 through 1990. This document
updates the plan for fiscal years 1994, 1995, and 1996. These are the last
two years of the program as presently authorized and the first year of a
potential extension of the program.

The Technical Coordinating Committee was charged with the responsibility
to design the action plan to meet five major goals developed in the 1982
program document:

1. To improve a sub-standard hatchery facility at Lewiston,
California to meet its mitigation goals.

2. To restore natural salmon and steelhead production in the
Trinity River and tributaries downstream from Lewiston Dam.

3. To make fishery harvest management recommendations which are
compatible with the goal of restoring natural salmon and
steelhead production in the Trinity River and its tributaries
downstream from Lewiston Dam.

4. To provide compensation for deer and other wildlife losses
resulting from inundation of land by Trinity River Project
reservoirs and impacts due to streamflow reductions.

5. To recommend land management practices to restore and maintain
watersheds in the Trinity River Basin.



The following objectives support the five major program goals:

OBJECTIVES

1. Anadromous Fish: To restore and maintain Trinity River Basin anadromous
fish stocks to pre-Trinity River Division, CVP (circa 1960) levels.

1.1. Determine interim target levels.

1.1.1. Determine interim target levels.

1.1.2. Determine long-term target levels.

1.2. Determine what type and quantities of habitat needed to realize 1.

1.2.1. Determine types and quantities of habitat that currently
exist.

1.2.2. Determine what additional types and quantities of habitat
are needed.

1.3. Develop and execute habitat restoration and maintenance program
based on findings from 1.2.

1.4. Determine target levels for artificial production in both mainstem
and important tributaries.

1.4.1. Determine interim target levels.

1.4.2. Determine long-term target levels.

1.5. Determine what artificial facilities are needed to realize 1.

1.5.1. Determine capabilities and constraints of currently
existing facilities in the Trinity River Basin for
producing anadromous fish.

1.5.2. Determine what additional types and numbers of facilities
are needed.

1.6. Develop and execute artificial facility restoration and
augmentation programs based on 1.5. findings.

1.7. Evaluate program and effectiveness of restoration and maintenance
efforts carried out under 1.3. and 1.6.

1.7.1. Define levels of precision and frequency desired for
evaluation.

t



1.7.2. Identify data needs (kinds, amounts, quality) required to
meet defined levels and frequencies.

1.7.3. Plan and execute required data acquisition and analysis
needed to complete evaluations.

1.8. Develop a long-term operation and maintenance program to sustain
benefits achieved during the authorized program that ends in FY
1996.

1.8.1. Determine required activities.

1.8.2. Determine appropriate funding sources.

1.9. Support efforts of the various fisheries management agencies to
develop and implement effective and long-term harvest management
plans for the Trinity River Basin anadromous fish stocks.

1.9.1. Coordinate with the Klamath River Basin Management Program
and others to implement interim and long-term management
programs for anadromous fish stocks pursuant to Public Law
99-552 (Klamath and Trinity Basins Restoration Act).

2. Wildlife: To restore and enhance wildlife habitats and populations
within the Trinity River Basin.

2.1. Formulate a comprehensive wildlife management and enhancement plan
by primary ecosystems.

2.1.1.. Determine extent of riparian ecosystem loss or
modification due to the effects of the Trinity River
Project. Design and implement specific habitat
rehabilitation or population enhancement measures.

2.1.2. Determine extent of upland ecosystem loss or modification
due to watershed development, human encroachment, and fire
suppression activities. Design and implement specific
habitat rehabilitation or population enhancement measures.

2.2. Formulate and implement a deer winter range rehabilitation plan
through habitat manipulation.

2.3. Design and implement recovery plan projects for sensitive,
threatened and endangered species.

2.4. Coordinate with revegetation projects conducted under action items
5 and 6 (objective 3.2) to enhance wildlife habitat or forage
opportunities.



3. Watershed Management and Rehabilitation: To reduce the rate of
sedimentation into the Trinity River and tributaries in order to
accelerate the effectiveness of fish and wildlife habitat restoration.

3.1. Identify site-specific treatment areas by conducting watershed
condition assessments.

3.1.1. Inventory significant watershed erosion sites.

3.1.2. Design treatment prescriptions to reduce existing or
potential levels of sedimentation.

3.1.3. Rank treatments by site-specific cost effectiveness and by
evaluating benefits to fish and/or wildlife habitats, or
water quality beneficial uses.

3.2. Develop revegetation prescriptions for landslide and other barren
surfaces.

3.2.1. Enhance wildlife forage and habitat.

3.2.2. Increase forest resource productivity.

3.3. Prevent future excessive land-use sedimentation or resource
damage.

3.3.1. Assist federal and state land management agencies in
monitoring watershed development activities.

The Trinity River Restoration Program Action Plan is used as an
informational and budgeting document to inform the Task Force and the
Secretary of the Interior of work that is needed and the funding levels
required for each action item. Once Congress approves the annual budget for
the Restoration Program, the plan will then serve as the Program's Direction
for implementation by the Field Office at the approved budget level.

The program is administered by the Field Office in close coordination
with the Technical Coordinating Committee. Specific tasks are carried out by
various public and private entities under contracts and/or agreements with the
Field Office. Also, there is a Grant Program funded by the restoration
project but administered by Trinity County. This program is intended to
identify and accomplish worthy activities not already accounted for in the
existing overall plan.

The purpose of incremental annually revised action plans is to
prioritize restoration activities in a logical sequence, serve as a budget
document, function as a working guide to meet the goals developed by the Task
Force in the 1982 program document, and facilitate making program refinements
as additional information becomes available.
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Tasks under the various action items were developed in response to
actual restoration, habitat manipulation or data needs and in consideration of
estimated funds remaining in the program. Every effort has been made to
insure that no duplication of activities being exerted by other program
activities occurs.

This action plan is a dynamic document and is updated annually. Those
action items not accomplished in the current year will be re-evaluated for
funding and prioritized in subsequent years.



TRINITY RIVER BASIN RESTORATION PROGRAM
PRIORITY STATUS OF ACTION ITEMS

September 1991

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

CONSTRUCTION
AND

ACTION ITEM REHABILITATION

INSTITUTIONAL ORGANIZATION 1

CONTROL GRASS VALLEY SEDIMENT
LOAD1 2

REHABILITATION OF MAINSTEM
TRINITY RIVER1 2

REHABILITATION OF MAINSTEM
TRIBUTARIES BELOW LEWISTON 8

REHABILITATE AND MAINTAIN
WATERSHEDS BELOW LEWISTON 4

REHABILITATE SOUTH FORK

OPERATION
AND

MAINTENANCE

1

2

2

6

5

TRINITY RIVER

7. HATCHERY MODIFICATION

8. INTERIM USE OF ARTIFICIAL
PROPAGATION BELOW LEWISTON

9. FORMULATE AND CONDUCT WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

10. MONITORING ANADROMOUS FISH STOCKS2

11. STREAM AND LAND USE EVALUATIONS3

7

5

8

4

1 Action Items 2 and 3 have been given equal top priority.
2 All monitoring costs have been shifted to O&M.
3 Action Item 11 has been incorporated into the other action items.
* Not a restoration program responsibility.



A<*̂ B̂iEM i - INSTITUTIONAL ORGANIZATION

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COSTS ($1000)

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

1. Program Administration

A. Bureau of Reclamation

B. Fish and Wildlife Service

C. Technical Coordinating

Committee Chairman

Support

2. Information and Education

Program

3. Grant Program

Trinity River BOR Cor* coit* Include staff,

Basin Field building rental, travel,

Office materials and supplies,

equipment, other contracts for

administrative support, CPA,

Denver Office and Regional Office

Overhead.

Hone

Trinity County TCC minutes and

briefings position papers

Trinity River BOR Develop an information

Basin Field and education program for

Office schools and outside Interests.

Uork to be coordinated with

Klamath Task Force program.

Baalnwlde TC Implement a grant program to

allow funding for Individuals

or entitles with restoration

Ideas.

Klamath River Restoration

Task Force Educational

Program

None

800

587

11

100

800 800

590 609

11

25

50

11

2J

4. Klamath Symposium

SUBTOTAL

Baslnwlde Hoopa A symposium to discuss the

PVS challenges of restoring the

BOR fishery In the Klamath Basin

Is planned for the spring of 1994.

None

1528 1476 1470

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

I. Core CojtJ Trinity River BOR

Basin Field Office

Core costs Include staff,

equipment, materials and supplies.

None 200 200 200

SUBTOTAL 200 200 200



ACTION ITEM 2 - COHTROL CRASS VALLEY CREEK SEDIMENT LOAD

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

1. Buckhorn Mountain Debris Dam Crass Valley BOR Construct Buckhorn

Creek Mountain Data to control

Gca<* Valley Creek sediments.

Watershed management work

In Crass Valley Creek

Watershed! Sand Dredging

Program

Completed

2. Grata Valley Creek Coordinated Crass Valley TC

Resource Management Plan (CRMP) Creek RCD

Watershed SCS

BLM

Develop the CRMP Hone 100 100

A. Implement Selected

CRMP Options

BLM Implement options from

CRMP process

0 300

00

3. Stabllliatlon of Crass Valley

Creek

SCS

BLM

BOR

RCD

Designs and field work to

stabilise; decomposed

granitic materials.

None 2000 1700 1300

SUBTOTAL 2100 1800 1800



ACTION ITEM 2 - CONTROL CRASS VALLEY CREEK SEDIMENT LOAD

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT PY 199* FY 199i FY 1996

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

1. Sand Dredging Grass Valley DUR Removal of trapped sediments

Creek BOR from retention pool*

Watershed management work

in Gra*t Valley Creek

watershed) Crass Valley

Creek Debris Dam

150 150 150

2. Maintenance of Gr»»» Valley Cra** Valley

Creek Watershed Stabilisation Creek

Measures Watershed

SCS Maintenance of watershed

rehabilitation measures for

decomposed granite areas.

None 100 100 100

vo

3. Hamilton Property

Maintenance

Grass Valley DWR Complete long range plan

Creek BOR and annual maintenance

20

SUBTOTAL 270 250 2)0



ACTION ITEM 3 - REHABILITATION OF MAINSTEM TRINITY RIVER COSTS ($1000)

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT FY 199* FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION

1. Sid* Charm*1 Development Trinity River BOR Locate suitable sites for

Hatchery to PUS creation of optima flow for

North Fork BLM spawning end rearing channel*.

Trinity River CDFC Develop designs, specifications,

PS and Implement.

Hone 200 250 550

2. Spawning/Rearing Riffle

Reiteration

A. Suction Dredging Trinity River BOR Remove embedded decomposed

Hatchery to PUS granitic material through

North Pork auction dredging. Pilot

Trinity River ' project ha* been completed.

Trinity River Plow

Evaluation Study (PUS)

50 0 0

Riffle Restoration Trinity River BOR Replace (pawning gravel* and

Hatchery to PUS boulder*i create rearing/

North Pork DVR resting areas for adult* and

Trinity River PS juvenile* In Identified areasi

monitor results.

Stockpiling of gravel* SO 50

1. Pool Restoration and

Stockpiling Gravel

A. Dredge or Construct

Holding Pool* at

Deadwood, Old Bridge,

Peterson, etc.

Trinity River

Hatchery to

North Pork

Trinity River

DUR Dredge or construct sediment

BOR holding pool habitat aa

necessary.

Gravel stockpiling 50 50 50

Screen and Stockpile New

Gravel Source

Trinity River

Hatchery to

North Pork

Trinity River

DUR Locate suitable materials

BOR processing, and stockpiling.

Dredging 30 30 30



ACT^^^TEM 3 - REHABILITATION OF MAINSTEM TRINITY RIVER

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COSTS ($1000)

FY 199* FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION

.*. Selective Channel Modification

A. Implement Channel

Modification Project*

Trinity River FWS/ Implement viable project! on

Hatchery to DWR/ malnitea Trinity River luch at

North Fork BOR feather edge*. Project! may

Trinity River FS Involve chancing exlatlng

BLM riparian habitat to develop

rearing area. A**e** completed

project!. Include* biological

a**a**ment*.

Side Channel Development 200 250 300

S. Economic Analyd* of

the Trinity River

Trinity River TC Analysing the economic value Flov Maintenance Study

Ba*ln of the Trinity River to Trinity

County.

10

6. Install CIMIS/CDEC Station at

Lewlaton

DWR Thl* weather station'* Information

BOR will be uaed to update the Input

TC data for temperature model.

10

SUBTOTAL 600 630 780



ACTION ITEM 3 - REHABILITATION OP MAINSTEM TRINITY RIVER COSTS (51000)

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OP PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT PY 199* PY 1995 PY 1996

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

1. Sid* Channel Maintenance Trinity River BOR When damaged by high flows,

PUS replace or repair »ld«

channela.

Side channel development 15 15 15

2. Riffle Maintenance Trinity River PUS When damaged by high flowi

DUR replace or repair exlatlng

BOR riffle* by placement of gravel

and boulder*.

Screening and atockplLlng

of gravel and boulder*.

20 20 20

ro

3. Pool Maintenance

Sand Dredging Trinity River BOR Sand dredging of existing

DUR retention pool* to maintain

capacity for capturing

decomposed granitic material*.

Con*truction of Sediment

Retention Pool*

100 100 100

». Channel Habitat and Plow

Maintenance Development

Trinity River PUS A**e** viability of extensive

Hatchery to HVT channel modification and

North Pork BOR associated maintenance flow*

Trinity River in maIn*ten Trinity River to

increase rearing habitat.

Channel Modification*

Project*

100 10

SUBTOTAL 235 145 135



TEM 4 - REHABILITATE MAINSTEM TRIBUTARIES BELOW LEWISTON

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COS

Ft 199* FY 199S FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

1. North Fork Trinity River Basin

Salmon and Steelhead Habitat

Improvement

North Forki USFS Assess opportunities

East Fork North for restoring/Improving

Fork salmon and ste«lh«ad

habitat. Primary emphasis

will be placed on Increasing

natural production capacity of

anadromoua aalmonlds. Options

for modifying habitat will be

evaluated, and If determined

to be feasible, projects will be

designed and Implemented.

Assessements will also evaluate

opportunities for artificial

Interim propagation.

None 50 25

U)

2. Canyon Creek Basin Salmon and

Steelhead Habitat Improvement

Canyon Creek

Drainage

USFS Same as line Item II above None 80 50 10

3. Horse Llnto Creek Basin Salmon Horse Llnto

and Steelhead Habitat Improvement Creek

USFS Same as line Item *1 above Hone 20 20 20

4. Browns Creek Basin Salmon and

Steelhead Habitat Improvement

Browns Creek CDFG Same as line Item 11 above

and USFS

Tributaries TC

None 10 10 10

5. Willow Creek Basin Salmon

and Steelhead Habitat Improvement

Willow Creek USFS Same as line Item tl above

WCCSD

None 20 20 20

6. Assess and Implement Salmon and

Steelhead Improvement Projects

Mill Creeki HVT Same as line Item fl above

Supply Creeki USFS

Hostler Creeki

Soctlsh Creeki

Tlsh Tang Creeki

Campbell Creek

None 25 20



ACTION ITEM 4 - REHABILITATE AND MAINTAIN TRIBUTARIES BELOW LEWISTOH

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OP PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COSTS ($1000)

PY 199* FY 1995 PY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

7. A**e«* and Implement Salmon and

Steelhead Improvement Project*

Weaver Creeki

Rush Creeki

Indian Creeki

BLM

CDPC

USPS

TC

DUR

Same •• line Item II above Hone 120 30 20

8. A**e** and Implement Salmon and

Steelhead Improvement Project*

Manianlta Creek

Big Bar Creeki

Dutch Creeki

Reading Creeki

Price Creeki

Deadwood Creeki

Soldier Creeki

Conner Creek

USPS

BLM

Same at line Item II above Hone 70 25 25

9. Modify/Remove Migration

Barrier*

Coon Creek USPS Modify barrier at the

•ouch of Coon Creek

Hone 5 1} 0

SUBTOTAL 400 215 11)



ACTION ITEM ^ - REHABILITATE AND MAINTAIN TRIBUTATRIES BELOW LEUISTON

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OP PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COSTS ($1000)

FY 199* FY 1995 FY 1996

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

1. Maintenance of Malnstem

Tributary Rehabilitation Projects

Bailnwlde 90R EUhltat Improvement project*

Tributaries KVJS for anadrooous fish

will be oalntalned and

replaced as necessary.

None 20 20 30

SUBTOTAL 20 20 30



ACTION ITEM 5 - REHABILITATE AND MAINTAIN WATERSHEDS BELOW LEUISTON

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION 0? PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COSTS (51000)

FY 199* Ft 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

I. Stabilization of Deeoapoaed

Granitic* Excluding Crass Valley

Creek

A. Waterahad Stabilization Ruih Creak SCS Minimize Accelerated

USFS Eroalon

TC

Nona)

B. U»t«r»h«d Stabilization Hoadley Gulch SCS

BLM

TC

Minimise Accelerated

Ecoalon

Hon. 100

C. Watershed Stabilization D*adwood Creek SCS

BLM

TC

Minimize Accelerated

fro*Ion

None

D. Watershed Stabilization Indian Creek SCS

BLM

TC

Minimize Accelerated

Eroalon

Hone 250 2*0

2. Development of Revegetatlon Baalnvlda

Stock Suppllea

USFS Develop luppllei of vegetation Uatanhed Rehabilitation

itocka for u*e In vatarihed Projecti Bailnwlde

rehabilitation project*.

80 55

1. Coordinated Racouroa

Management Plan (CRKP)

Mill Creek HVT Develop and Ijnplement

vaterahad rehabilitation plan.
Won*

4. Aaae*<ownt and Implementation Weaver

of Uaterihed Stabilization Creek

BLM Evaluate watershed condition

USFS and problem* and identify

SCS rehabilitation need* iaplement

program.

None 20 25

5. Assessment and Implementation Ueat Weaver

of Watershed Stabilization Creek

BLM Evaluate watershed condition

SCS and problem* and Identify

USFS rehabllltatJ^^^fceds Implement

program.

Nona 0



t
ACTION ITEM S - REHABILITATE AND MAINTAIN WATERSHEDS BELOW LEWISTON

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OP PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COSTS ($1000)

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

6. Aaseasment of Watershed Horse Llnto USFS Implement rehabilitation oeaaurea None

Creek

18

7. Uaterahed Stabilisation New River USFS Implement rehabilitation meaaurea Hon«

8. CRMP - Willow Creek Willow Creek USFS Implement rehabilitation meaaurea None 51 35

9. CRMP - Tlah Tang Creek Tl»h Tang HVT

Creek USFS

Deilgn and implement atablllcatlo

projaeta.

None 13

10. Eroaion Control Tom Lang BLM

Creek SCS

Aaaeaa need for rehabilitation None

11. Eroaion Control Canyon Creek USFS

TC

Implement atreaabank

and road atablliaatlon

projecta

None 50 40

12. Eroaion Control Big French USFS

Creek

Implement atreambank

and road atablllsatlon

project*

None 10

13. Eroaion Control North Fork USFS

Trinity River TC

Implement atreambank

and road atabillzatlon

projaeta

None 40 35



ACTION ITEM 5 - REHABILITATE AND MAINTAIN WATERSHEDS BELOW LEWISTOH

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COSTS ($1000)

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

14. Eroilon Control Reading Creek BLM Implement streambank and

SCS and road stabilisation

TC project*

None 0 18

IS. Assessment and Implementation Browns Creek BLM Implement rehabilitation

of Watershed Stabilisation SCS ineasuraa

USFS

Hone 25 20

16. Hoopa Valley Sediment

Monitoring

HVT Tributaries HVT Sediment monitoring of spawning

habitat

None 0 0

CO

17. Mobile Sediment Study Baslnwlde USPS Mobile sediment study In 10

tributaries

None Completed

18. Rehabilitation Assessment Campbell Creek USPS Implement rehabilitation

HVT measures

None

19. Erosion Control Soctlsh Creek HVT Road culvert repair None Completed

20. Erosion Control Union Hill Rd.

Weaver Creek

TC Stabilisation of County Road None 0 0

21. Assessment and Correction

of Road Repair Work

Soldier Creek USFS Implement rehabilitation

measures

None 12 5

22. Assessment and Maple and Dutch USFS Inventory, plan, and loplment

Implementation of Watershed Creeks ' SCS rehabilitation measures

Control Measures Creeks

None 10 10

t



AmoN ITEM 5 - REHABILITATE AMD MAINTAIN WATERSHEDS BELOW LEWISTON

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEP DESCRIPTION OP PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COSTS (S1000)

199* FY 1995 PY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROJECT

23. Watershed Stabilization Little Browns USPS Implement Rehabilitation

Crack Projccta

Nona 10 18

24. Sediment Reduction Price Craak USFS Inventory and treat cost-

effectlve erosion »lte»

Nona

25. Sediment Reduction Rowdy Bar USPS Inventory and treat eoat-

affeotlva erosion sites

Nona

26. Sediment Reduction Sailor Craak USPS Inventory and treat cost-

effective erosion sites

None

27. Sediment Reduction Eagla Creak USPS Inventory and traat cost-

effective erosion sites

Nona

28. Sediment Reduction Connor Craak USPS Inventory and traat coat-

affect Iva aroalon altaa

Nona

29. Sediment Reduction Big Bar Craak USPS Inventory and traat cost-

effective erosion sites

Nona

30. Sediment Reduction Bidden Creek USPS Traat cost-effective

Mill Creek erosion sites

None

SUBTOTAL 765 5*0 40



ACTION ITEM 5 - REHABILITATE AND MAINTAIN WATERSHEDS BELOW LEWISTOB

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COSTS ($1000)

FY 199* FY 1995 FY 1996

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

1. Maintenance of Watarahed

Eroalon Control Meaauraa

Baalnvlde SCS Maintenance of eatabllahed

HVT eroalon control neaaurea.

USFS

Hone 50 75 75

SUBTOTAL 50 75 75

no
o



ACrHFlT 6 - REHABILITATE SOUTH FORK TRINITY RIVER

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COSTS (S1000)

FY 199* FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

1. Watershed Improvement Road 1S01 USFS/ Culvert Replacement and Slide Hone

(Klondike Road) HP Repair

2. Watershed Improvement Little Creek USFS/ Road Surfacing

HF

None 17

3. Uaterahed Improvement Wild Mad Road USFS/ Road Improvement

YB

None

I. Watershed Improvement Butter Creek USFS/ Stream Rehabilitation

HF

None lOi

5. Watershed Improvement Middle South USFS/ Road Obliteration, Closure,

Fork HF Site Reconstruction

None 16 100 0

6. Watershed Improvement Lower South USFS/ Road, Landslide and

Fork TrlbutarlesSR Riparian Rehabilitation

Hone 70 42 SO

7. Watershed Improvement Dark Canyon USFS/ Watershed Rehabilitation

Creek YB

None 10 12

8. Watershed Improvement East Fork USFS/ Watershed Rehabilitation

South Fork YB

None 10 12

9. Watershed Improvement Headwaters USFS/ Watershed Rehabilitation

South Fork YB

None 18 0



ACTION ITEM 6 - REHABILITATE SOUTH PORK TRINITY RIVER

ro
ro

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COSTS ($1000)

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION

10. Watershed Improvement

11. Watershed Improvement

12. Watershed Improvement

13. Tributary Improvement

1*. Tributary Improvement

1}. Tributary Improvement

16. Tributary Improvement

17. Tributary Improvement

PROGRAM

Prospect Creek

Upper Hayfork

Creek

Upper South

Fork

Happy Camp

Creek

Red Mountain

Creek

Hayfork

Upper Hayfork

Creek

East Fork

South Fork

USFS/ Watershed Rehabilitation None 15 -

YB

USFS/ Watershed Rehabilitation Hone 15

Y»

USFS/ Watershed Rehabilitation Hone 10 12

YB

USFS/ Habitat Typlo* Hone

YB

USFS/ Habitat Typlnc None 3

YB

USFS/ Riparian Planting Hone 15 12 -

HF

USFS/ Habitat Improvement None - - -

HF

USFS/ Habitat Improvement Hone - 12 -

YB

18. Tributary Improvement Penney USFS/ Habitat Improvement

YB

Hone

19. Tributary Improvement South Fork USFS/ Riparian and Gravel Bar

SR Planting

None 20 12



ACT^WTE

ACTIVITY

6 - REHABILITATE SOUTH FORK TRINITY RIVER

TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT

COSTS ($1000)

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

20. Watershed Improvement Tula Creek USFS/ Road Obliteration, Closure

HYFK and Reconstruction

RCD

Nona 20

21. Flih Habitat Improvement Tula Creek USFS/ Strata Channel Rehabilitation None

HYFK

RCD

42

22. Watershed Improvement Butter Creek USFS/ Road Closure, Obliteration and None

HYFK Site Reconstruction

RCD

60

ro
CO

23. Watershed Improvement

24. Fish Habitat Improvement

Upper South USFS/ Road Closure and Site None

Fork HYFK Reconstruction

RCD

Upper South USFS/ Stream Channel Rehabilitation None

Fork HYFK

RCD

30

35

25. Watershed Improvement Lower USFS/ Road Obliteration, Closure and None

Hayfork HYFK Site Reconstruction

RCD

65

26. Fish Habitat Improvement Rattlesnake USFS/ Channel Reiteration

Creek HYFK

RCD

None

27. Watershed Improvement and South Fork

Water Conservation on Private Area

Land

USFS Planning and Future Projects

SCS to be Determined.

RCD

TC

Pacific Watershed

Reports

50 150 100

SUBTOTAL 496 520 155



ACTION ITEM 6 - REHABILITATE SOUTH FORK TRINITY RIVER

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA ACEHC? BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT CQKPAHIOH PROJECT

COSTS ($1000)

199* ?t 1995 FY 1996

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

1. Watershed Erosion Control

Maintenance

2. Maintenance of Habitat

Restoration Projects on

Malm tern South Pork

South Pork USFS Maintenance of era*Ion control

Watershed CDPC measures Including culvert*,

vegetative plantings, slide

stabilisation, eta.

Malnstea South USFS Maintenance of reatoratlon

Pork CDPG meaiurea Including cover,

shelter, reaoval of

Activities under action

Iten 5 la appropriate

watersheds.

None

30 30 30

10 10 10

ro 3. Maintenance of Habitat

Restoration Projects on

South Fork Tributaries

South Pork USPS Maintenance of restoration

Tributaries CDPC measures Including cover,

shelter, end removal of

obstructions.

None 10 10 10

4. Gravel Ripping - Malnsteo Upper Reach

Hyampom Valley to Big Slide South Fork

Creek

5. Coon Creek to Mouth of South Lower Reach

Fork South Fork

SUBTOTAL

USPS Maintenance of fishery

CDPG spawning gravels through

ripping.

USPS Maintenance of fishery

CDFG ipkvaln* gitveVi through

ripping.

None

None

iO



ACT̂ H I'lTEM 7 - HATCHERY MODERNIZATION COSTSCS1000)1

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

1. Trinity River Hatchery

Modification-Phase I

Levlston BOR Modification of existing

CDFG aerator and aerator structurei

plunblng and sewer system

modification! new water supply

plpingl obliterate existing

raceways and construct new

concrete rearing pondsi

construct new flshway release

facility and access raopi new

hatchery access roadi predator

fenclngi guardrail.

None Completed

2. Trinity River Hatchery

Modification-Phase II

01

Lewlston BOR New hatchery access roadi

CDFG predator fenclngi guardraili

hatchery building Improvements)

rearing pondsi flshway extensions

traffic pattern controLi visitor

featuresi incubation heaters

Hone Completed

3. Trinity River Hatchery

Evaluation

Lewlston CDFG To evaluate the effectiveness,

USFUS operation and product of the

BOR Trinity River Hatchery steelhead

production. Includes an analysis

of fish health In the Trinity River.

93 102

SUBTOTAL 93 102

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE Not funded under Reiteration

Program



ACTION ITEM 8 - INTERIM USE OF ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION TECHNIQUES BELOW LEUISTON

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECTS

COSTS ($1000)

FY 199* PY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

1. Hoop* Valla? Reservation

Late Fall Chinook Run

Restoration

ro
en

Straami within HVT Trap, *pawn late fall chlnook,

boundaries of rear progeny to yearling

Uoopa Valley release else (10/lb), tag and

Reservation release at preselected sites

within square. Projeot will

restore late fall Chinook runs

In streams lying vlthln square

portion of Hoopa Reservation

using selected outplants of

yearling produced there.

Outplant location will be

Identified based on data

developed by Hoopa Fisheries

Department. Fish produced will

be marked (adipose fin clip

and binary coded-wire tag)

prior to release to assess

contribution to fisheries and

spawning escapements. Project

emphasis will be on the use of

natural stocks from streams

within the square as brood

stock sources.

Hone



ACTION ITEM 8 - INTERIM USE OF ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION TECHNIQUES BELOW LEWISTON

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECTS

COSTS ($1000)

FY 199* FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

2. Horse Llnto Greek Late Fall Horn Llnto

Chinook Run Restoration •** Creek

ro

CDFC Trap, spawn late fall chlnook,

rear progeny to flngerllng

(90/lb) or yearling (10/lb)

releaie, tag and release In

Horse Llnto Creek. Project

will restore late fall chlnook

run In Horse Llnto Creek using

flngerllngs and/or yearlings

produced there. Fish produced

will be marked (adipose fin

clip and binary coded-wire

tag) prior to release to

assure contribution to

fisheries and spawning

escapements. Project emphasis

will be on the use of natural

stocks from Horse Llnto Creek

as brood stock sources.

3. Bloenhancement Needs for South Fork CDFC

South Fork Trinity River Basin USFS

None

Project will assess needs for Action Item 6

interim artificial propagation Action Item 5

techniques in South Fork

Trinity Basin for fall/spring

chlnook. If needs are identified,

Implemention will be in

accordance with the polocles and

guidelines developed by the Technical

Coordinating Committee and approved

by the Task Force.

40



ACTION ITEM 8 - INTERIM USE OP ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION TECHNIQUES BELOW LEWISTOH

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DECRIPTIOH OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECTS

COSTS ($1000)

FY 199* FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

*. Bloenhancement Need*

for North Fork Trinity

River

North Fork CDFG Project will a***** need* for

Trinity River USFS Interim artificial propagation

and Canyon PUS technique* in the North Fork

Creek Trinity Baiin for fall/iprlni

Chinook. If need* are Identified,

Implementation will be in

accordance with pollolea and

procedure* developed by the

Technical Coordinating Committee

and approved by the Taik Force.

Action item 4 0 0 0

ro
uo

5. Bloenhanccment Need*

for New River Basin

Utilisation A*ae**aient

New River Ba*ln FWS Project will a***** need* for

CDFC interim artificial propagation

technique* in the New River

Ba*in for Chinook Saloon.

If need* are identified.

Implementation will be In

accordance with policlea and

procedure* developed by the

Technical Coordinating Committee

and approved by the Ta*k Force.

Action Iteei 0 0 0

t



ACTION ITEM 8 - INTERIM USE OF ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION TECHNIQUES BELOW LEUISTON

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECTS

COSTS ($1000)

ft 199* FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

6. Bloenhancement Needs

for Selected Minor

Trinity Basin Tributaries

Selected Minor CDFG Project will assess needs for Action item 4

Trinity Basin PUS Interla artificial propagation

Tributaries USFS techniques for fall/late fall

Chinook Salmon. If needs are

Identified, Implementation

will be In accordance with

policies and procedures developed

by the Technical Coordinating

Committee and approved by the

Task Force.

30 30

ro
vo 7. Bloenhancement Needs

for Malnstem

Selected Areas USBR Project will assess needs for

Lewlston to FUS Interla artificial propagation

North Fork CDFC for natural spring and fall

USFS chlnook in selected side-

channel*. If needs are

Identified, Implementation will

be In accordance with policies

and procedures developed by the

Technical Coordinating Committee

and approved by the Task Force.

Action Item 3

Action Item 5

40

SUBTOTAL 110 30
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ACTION

ACTIVITY

- WILDLIFE PROGRAM

TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT
^̂ ^̂ B)0

COMPANION PROJECTS FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

1. Management Indicator Species Restoration

A. Riparian Habitat of the Matnstem Hainstern USFS
Trinity

B. Upland Habitat Assessment Reservoir USFUS
Area USFS

C. Implement Restoration Projects Basinwide

2. Trinity Lake Bald Eagle Reservoir
Telemetry Study Area

3. Falcon/Bald Eagle Basinwide

4. Evaluate Vegetation Management Basinwide
for Deer Benefits

5. Assess Trinity River Project Riparian
Impacts to Fisher Areas

Mitigation projects for riparian
habitat indicator species adversely
affected by reservoir filling and
downstream changes to riparian
habitat.

Mitigation analysis for upland
habitat Indicator species adversely
affected by reservoir filling.

None

None

Hulti- Mitigation and enhancement projects None
agency Identified primarily from Item 1 (B).

USFS Telemetry monitoring of bald eagles None
nesting around reservoirs.

USFS Nesting success monitoring of bald None
eagle and peregrine falcon utilizing
Trinity River riparian areas downstream.

CDFG Evaluate short to long-term benefits for None
deer of routinely prescribed crushing
and burning of decadent vegetation.

USFS Evaluate population density and None
utilization of riparian areas by Fischer,
a candidate species for Federal listing
of endangennent.

20 20 20

48

40

35

40

35

50

35

6. .Hayfork Deer Herd Winter
- Habitat Project

South Fork CDFG
Trinity

Completion of telemetry monitoring
of individuals comprising the Hayfork
area deer herd.

None 0 0 0



UJ
ro

ACTION ITEM 9 - WILDLIFE PROGRAM

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

COSTS ($1000)

COMPANION PROJECTS FY 1994 FY 1995 FT 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

7.

8.

9.

10.

Characterization of Deer Habitat
East Trinity Lake

Spring/Wetland Developement

Deer Vegetation Management

A. Prospect Peak

B. China Bridge .

C. Burner Springs

D. Logan Gulch

Goshawk Population Inventory
and Habitat Assessment/Enhancement

Reservoir COFG
Areas

HYFK/ USFS
WVVL
RO

T33N R8-9U. BLH
Sec 7. 12

HYFK USFS
RO

T33N R10W, BLM
Sec 7

Big Bar USFS
Ranger
District

WVVL USFS
RD

Determine population size and migration
habitats of deer blocked from historic
migration routes upon reservoir filling.

Modifying natural springs and expanding
wetland areas to promote greater wildlife
carrying capacity

Crushing and burning decadent brush.

Oak Woodland Enhancement

Crushing and burning decadent brush.

Crushing and burning decadent brush.

Locate, evaluate and enhance habitat
for breeding pairs of Northern

None 20 0 0

None HYFK: 12 8 8
WVVL: 1 0 8 0

0 0 0

16 12 12

0 0 0

20 0 0

None 9 10 0

11. Furbearer Nest and Den
Construction

Lower Trinity USFS/
River SRNF

Goshawk and Willow Flycatcher.

Construct 37 den/cover structures
for fupbearing carnivors affected
by Trinity Division and Forest
Management. Monitor utilization.

None SO 30 30



CO

ACTION ITEM 9 - WILDLIFE PROGRAM

ACTIVITY TITLE

•tocosTHBoo;

PROJECT AREA AGENCY BREIF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECT FY 1994 FT 1995 Fr 1996

CONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM

12.

13.

14.

New River Deer Herd Management

Western Pond Turtle Habitat
Use and Distribution

Riparian Wildlife Inventories
and Vegetation Manipulation

Big Bar
Ranger
District

Mainstem and
South Fork

South Fork
Trinity

Multi Assess the utilization of historic None
habitat by the New River deer herd.

USFS Inventory and monitor existing populations None
of turtle; prescribed enhancement; coordinate
with fishery projects along mainstem.

USFS Evaluate the quality of riparian None
habitat along portions of the South

6 0 0

20 0 0

30 0 0

15. Yellow-legged Frog and Mainstem USFS
Western Pond Turtle Flow
Management Investigation

16. Upland Species Bird Forage
and Cover Enhancement

Trinity USFS
Lake/Weaverville
Ranger District

17. Peregrine Survey and Monitoring Trinity Lake USFS

Fork for avain and other wildlife uses.

Assess the Impacts that seasonal
high flow releases timing, temperature,
etc. have on these 2 species. Prescribe
flow management alternative.

Assess and enhance habitat areas
for upland wildlife around the denuded
areas of Trinity Lake.

Locate, monitor, and enhance existing
potential nesting ledges for peregrine
falcon.

None

None

None

35

10

10

30

10

10

30

10

18. Western Pond Turtle

19. Summer Fawning Condition
Survey

Trinity/Lewis USFS Inventory populations In small tributaries None
Lakes surrounding lakes. Prescribe management

changes.

Trinity Lake USFS Assess the condition of does and fawns None
Area in selected summer birthing areas. Prescribe

management Improvements and habitat
enhancement.

SUBTOTAL 43? 230 ?07



ACTION ITEM 9 • WILDLIFE PROGRAH

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BREIF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

COST ($1000)

COMPANION PROJECT FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

1. Maintenance of Habitat
Rehabilitation Projects

Baslnwlde USFS
BLM
SCS
CDF
CDFG

Repair as necessary, projects
Implemented for wildlife habitat.

10 IS ?0

co



ACTON IACTTON ITEM 10 - MONITOR ANADROMOUS FISH STOCKS

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECTS

COSTS ($1000)'

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

1. Salmon Spawner Surveys in

the Upper Trinity River Basin
Portions of
Trinity Basin
Between Lewiston
and North Fork
Trinity River

CDFG Project will generate annual
information on numbers and
distribution of Chinook and
Coho spawners in this portion
of the basin; data on the
age and size composition of
the runs, and incidence and
distribution of marked
hatchery fish will also
be determined each year.

None 211 221 233

CO
en

2. Capture and Coded-wire
tagging of Naturally
Produced Chinook Salmon
in the Trinity River Basin

Trinity Basin CDFG Project will entail the
Below Lewiston capture and coded-wire tagging
Dam of naturally produced presmolt

Chinook Salmon from selected
areas of the Trinity River
system. Recovery of returning
fish will be accomplished by
other investigations involved
with Harvest and Spawner
Escapement evaluation.

Annual Run Size, Harvest
and Spawner Escapement
estimates for Trinity River
Basin Chinook and Coho Salmon
and Steel head (DFG); other
OFG ocean and Klamath Basin
recovery programs (ongoing)

177 186 195

3. Life History, Distribution. South Fork
Run Size and Harvest of South Trinity Basin
Fork Trinity River Steel head

CDFG Project will determine life
history patterns; and annual
Run Size, Angler Harvest and
Spawner Escapements of Spring
and Fall Steel head returning
to the South Fork Trinity
System.

Life History. Distribution,
Run Size and Harvest of
Spring Chinook Salmon in
the South Fork Trinity
River Basin

207 217 228



ACTION ITEM 10 - MONITOR ANAOROHOUS FISH STOCKS

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECTS

COSTS ($1000)

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

OJ

4. Annual Run Size, Harvest
and Spawner Escapement
Estimates for Trinity River
Basin Chinook and Coho Salmon
and Steel head

Survival and Contributions
to the Fisheries and Spawner
Escapements made by Chinook
and Coho Salmon produced at
Trinity River Hatchery

Survival and Contributions
to the Fisheries and Spawner
Escapements Made by Steel head
Produced at Trinity River
Hatchery

Trinity Basin CDFG Project will generate annual
Below Lewlston run size, angler harvest and
Dam spawner escapement figures for

Chinook and Coho Salmon and
Steel head within the Trinity
River Basin.

Trinity River COFG Project will evaluate
Hatchery contributions to the fisheries

and spawner escapements of
Chinook and Coho Sal own
produced at Trinity River
Hatchery, based on releases of
recoveries of coded-wire
tagged fish at the hatchery.
Data for areas outside the
hatchery will be generated
by the elements of Action
Item 10, and by non-TRHP
programs.

Trinity Basin CDFG Project will evaluate
Below Lewiston contributions to the fisheries
Dam and spawner escapements of

Steel head produced at Trinity
River Hatchery, based on
released and recoveries of fin-
clipped fish at the hatchery.
Data for areas outside the
hatchery will be generated by
the elements of Action Item 10,
and by non-TRHP programs.

None 402 422 464

Annual Run Size, Harvest
and Spawner escapement
estimates for Trinity River
Basin Chinook and Coho
Salmon and Steel head
(CDFG); other OFG Klamath
Basin Recovery Programs

159 167 175

Annual Run Size, Harvest
and Spawner escapement
estimates for Trinity River
Basin Chinook and Coho
Salmon and Steel head
Basin (OFG); other OFG
Klamath Basin recovery
Programs

66 69 72



t
ACTION ITEM 10 - MONITOR ANADROHOUS FISH STOCKS

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECTS

COSTS ($1000)

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

7. Life History. Distribution. South Fork
Run Size and Harvest of Spring Trinity Basin
Chinook Salmon In the South
Fork Trinity River Basin

8. Run Size and Timing and
Harvest of Salmon and
Steel head In Selected
Tributaries.

Trinity Basin
Below Lewlston
Dam

CDFG Project will determine life
history patterns and annual
run size, angler harvest and
spawner escapements of spring
Chinook Salmon returning
to the South Fork Trinity
system.

CDFG Project will entail seasonal
operation of weirs on selected
streams to determine numbers,
composition, and timing of
annual runs of Salmon and
Steel head In selected
tributary basins. When
appropriate, fish captured
at the weirs will be tagged
to obtain estimates of angler
harvest In these areas.

Life History Distribution.
Run Stze and Harvest of
South Fork Trinity River
Steel head

195 205 215

Salmon Spawner Surveys
Above and Including the
North Fork Trinity (OFG);
Salmon Spawner Surveys In
Balance of Trinity Basin
•(OFG)

9. Salmon Spawner Surveys. Trinity Basin
balance of Trinity Basin Below North
(excluding Hoopa Square Fork Trinity
and New River)

COFG Project will generate annual
information on numbers and
distribution of Chinook and
Coho Spawners In these areas
of the basin. Data on the
size and age composition of
the runs, and incidence and
distribution of marked
hatchery fish will also be
determined each year.

None



ACTION ITEM 10 - MONITOR ANADROHOUS FISH STOCKS

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECTS

COSTS ($1000)

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

CJ
oo

10. Special Projects

11. Outmlgrant Trapping

12. Fish Monitoring on
Hoopa Valley Reservation

Trinity Basin- CDFG Provide for the compilation, None
wide analysis, write-up/editing of

multi-year accumulations of
previously collected file data
pertaining to Trinity River
Basin salmon)ds that are beyond
the scope of current project
actlvltes.

Trinity River FUS Evaluate production and timing of
at Willow Creek outmtgrant salmon and steel head

juveniles at the Willow Creek site
on the mainsten Trinity River.

Hoopa Indian HVT Chinook spawning surveys and DFG Monitoring
Tribe Square FVS Spring Chinook harvest monitoring

on reservation.

IDS

94

109

94

US

13. Fish Monitoring New River FVS Evaluate run size, timing.
distribution of spring Chinook
and summer steel head stocks.

None 166 174 183

14. Macro-Invertebrate,Analysts Trinity River FUS Develop baseline information and
and Tributaries monitor short-term and long-term

response to watershed restoration,
temperature control, and tnstream
habitat restoration.

Watershed Restoration 23 23

15. Fish Health Monitoring Trinity River FWS Monitor fish health of hatchery
Hatchery and released fish and emigrating
Trinity River naturally produced fish.

None 23 29 29



t
ACTION ITEM 10 - MONITOR ANADROMOUS FISH STOCKS

ACTIVITY TITLE PROJECT AREA AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPANION PROJECTS

COSTS ($1000)

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

16. Genetic Stock Identification South Fork. New FUS Evaluate spring and fall
Rtver. Trinity chlnook stocks.
River. Trinity
River Hatchery

None 23 I/

17. Temperature Mentoring Lewtston and
Trinity
Reservoirs

FUS Monitor temperatures of
reservoirs (vertical profiles)

None 10 10

co
10

18. Harvest Analysis (CUT) Trinity Basin- FWS Cooperative with Klamath Program, None
wide analysis of CWT returns to determine

harvest results.

19. Horse Unto Creek Basin Salmon Horse Linto
and Steel head Habitat Creek
Improvement.

20. Willow Creek Basin Salmon and Willow Creek
Steel head Habitat Improvement.

USFS Monitoring to evaluate natural None
production and effects of Interim
artificial propagation.

USFS Monitoring to evaluate natural None
WCCSO production and opportunities for

interim artificial propagation.

14

24

15 16

26 26

26 26

SUBTOTAL 1923 2010 2006



ATTACHMENT 8

COUNTY OF TRINITY AGENDA NO.
AGENDA ITEM
ATER MATTERS

TO: BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

or OiAl
FROM: /^n^'m^^y John Alan Jelicich, Planning Director

Meeting Date: | Subject: Trinity River Restoration Program Mainstem Fish
'Habitat Improvement Program

10/06/93 !

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Staff recommends that the Board authorize the Chairman to send letters to the Army Corps of
Engineers, California Department of Fish and Game, North Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency requesting assistance with, and review of, the
Trinity River Restoration Program Mainstem Fish Habitat Improvement Program.

Staff also recommends that the Board take a position that a combined Environmental Impact
Report/Environmental Impact Statement be completed prior to construction of any new side channels

nk feathers.

CUSSION:

Supervisor Arnold Whitridge and Associate Planner Tom Stokely floated the Trinity River on
9/28/93 from Ponderosa Lane to Steel Bridge. They examined the Browns Mountain complex of
side channels and feather edges. Both felt that as a result of the Trinity River Restoration Program
(TRRP) projects, there are existing and potential significant adverse effects on water quality and
wetlands in and adjacent to the Trinity River. The Browns Mountain complex is immediately,
adjacent to a very active spawning area for spring chinook salmon. Many dozens of spring chinook
were observed during the float trip, which was approximately 2 1/2 hours long.

Essentially, a bulldozer ran for approximately one mile adjacent to the Trinity River in an extremely
sensitive wetland area. In one area a large hole was excavated in a cattail marsh within a few feet
of the river. The side channel projects are considered an "accident" by staff of the Bureau of
Reclamation and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, who were supposed to oversee the project from
a biological and engineering basis. The Bureau of Land Management was the agency which actually
completed the project with funding provided by the Trinity River Task Force. Many tons of fine
silt from the wetlands are poised to enter the Trinity River, and there are already plumes of
sediment beginning to fill in holding pools downstream of the sites. Many active salmon redds have
been marked in the area by the Department of Fish and Game.

ACTION: Date: Approves [ ] Denies [ ] Accepts [ ] Rejects [ ]
Authorizes Signature: CH [ ] CAO [ ] PW [ ] PLN f ]

To.: SH [ ] Other
Crossfile: Refers to:
Ck Minutes: Res/Ord No. Roll Call Vote
Letter(s):
Copies: Other: .



BOS AGENDA ITEM/WATER MATTERS
Subject: Trinity River Restoration Program Mainstem Fish Habitat Improvement Program
Meeting Date: 10/06/93
Page Two

There is a need for an independent review of all TRRP side channel and bank feather projects for
the following reasons:

1. To determine if there are significant "loaded guns" which will impact beneficial uses of the
Trinity River this winter and in future years.

2. To determine if there is any mitigation which can be performed prior to winter which will
minimize adverse impacts to beneficial uses of the Trinity River.

3. To initiate a truly cooperative effort with both public agencies and the public in the review
and implementation of similar projects to ensure that there are not any more "mistakes".

In addition to the immediate concerns with existing projects, the Board of Supervisors has provided
a fee waiver for the as-yet unfinished Environmental Assessment/Environmental Impact Report for
the Trinity River Mainstem Fish Habitat Improvement Program. Planning staff was able to assist in
the release of a draft EA/EIR, with public hearings before the Planning Commission, but there is
not staffing available to complete the document. Based on the number and complexity of responses
to the draft EA/EIR it is evident that it will be a very time consuming project and could possibly
end up in court.

Given that the mainstem program has resulted in violation of the Clean Water Act, issuance of a
Cease and Desist Order, and possibly the issuance of a Cleanup and Abatement Order from the
North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board, it is clear that an Environmental Assessment
under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) will be legally inadequate. While the legal
technicalities are not clear to staff, the Board's approval of a legally inadequate document would not
only be a waste of General Fund staff time, but it could expose Trinity County to expensive
litigation by parties opposed to the mainstem program.

The Board of Supervisors should take a position that a full EIR/EIS be completed prior to
construction of any new side channels or bank feathers. Trinity County should be the lead agency
for the EIR/EIS (without fee waivers so that staff costs are covered), pursuant to the California
Environmental Quality Act. The Hoopa Valley Tribe and/or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
should be the lead agencie(s) pursuant to NEPA.

Trinity County should assume a position of leadership in this issue, since the other agencies in the
TRRP appear to have various objectives and perceptions which do not necessarily overlap with the
best interests of Trinity County and the Trinity River. The Browns Mountain complex of
"restoration projects" is an embarrassment to every agency involved in the TRRP. Every effort
should be made to fully comply with the law and ensure that this type of "mistake" never happens
again. t



CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
NORTH COAST REGION
5550 SKYLANE BLVD. SUITE A

ROSA, O 9S-«03
: (707) $74-2220

October A, 1993

Mr. Roger K. Patterson, Regional Director
United States Bureau of Reclamation
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, CA 95825

Dear Mr. Pattersont

As follow-up to my letter of September 17, 1993 we have accomplished the following!

On September 21-22 we met with some of the Trinity River Project staff and local
interests to review the river-side projects and their status;

Concluded that the projects violated several provisions of the Basin Plan and
Justify issuance of a Cleanup and Abatement Order; and

Laid the groundwork for a pair of meetings in Weaverville on October 28, 1993 (the
day before your next Technical Coordinating Committee meeting) for two purposeBI

o To provide a single place for the Task Force members to submit the report
required by our Cleanup and Abatement Order — along with any background
descriptions and supplemental photographic slides, etc. that may be helpful
in understanding the relationship of the 1993 work to the longer-term
objectives of the Project: and

o To provide an opportunity for the agencies which will regulate any future
projects to describe the steps which we will need to follow to regulate such
activities.

Wa will provide your office with a Notice of the finalized details for such meetings • as
soon as possible.

Enclosed is a copy of our Cleanup and Abatement Order Ho. 93-105.

If you or any of the Task Force members have questions, please give me a call.

Sincerely,

Benjamin D. Kor
Executive Officer

MSBiLnf/trinity6

cc: All task force members

Enclosure



North Coast Region .

CLEANUP AND ABATEMENT ORDER NO. 93-103

FOR

UNITED STATES TRINITY RIVER RESTORATION PROGRAM
AS IMPLEMENTED BY

TRINITY RIVER TASK FORCE
AS CHAIRED BY

U.S. BUREAU OP RECLAMATION

Trinity County

The California Regional Water Water Quality Control Board, North Coast Region, finds
that:

1. In 1984, implementation of Public Law 98-541 established the Trinity River
Restoration Program under the direction of the Trinity River Task Force (a
consortium of fourteen federal, tribal, state and local agencies). The U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation is the designated chair of the Task Force. The Program,
through its Trinity River Field Office and other offices of its member
agencies, has conducted a variety of investigations and pilot-scale
construction projects related to efforts to restore fisheries of tha Trinity
River. The Trinity River Task Force is hereinafter referenced as 'the
discharger'.

2. In a letter report dated June 16, 1995, the U.S. .Bureau of Reclamation's
Trinity River Basin Field Office described proposals to construct and/or or
contract to construct up to twenty-one side-channel and feather-edge projects
during the summer of 1993. The projects are located between River Miles 76.9
and 109.0 and are generally described in the letter report and in
environmental documents circulated by County of Trinity and Bureau of
Reclamation. These projects were to be constructed in conformance with the
provisions of tha vrater quality objectives adopted by the Regional Board in
its Basin Plan.

3. On September 16, 1993, the Regional Board began receiving a series of
complaints and reports regarding the discharge of sediments and
turbidity-producing wastes from side-channel and feather-edge projects being
constructed within and beside the Trinity River. The complaints and reports
alleged and documented the violation of water quality objectives and
prohibitions against discharge as adopted by the Regional Board.

3. On September 21 and 22, 1993 the Regional Board inspected side-channel and
feather-edge construction sites and observed eroding and erodible earthen
materials and other organic materials

which were discharged and probably will be discharged into waters of the
Trinity River. Similar discharges of waste have been documented to violate
•water quality objectives as adopted by the Regional Board. Unless corrective

t



uruer

action is taken, future erosion will result in further discharges of earthen
and organic materials to waters of the state. Such waste has been and
probably will continue to be discharged into the waters of the State, where it
has created or threatens to create a condition of pollution and nuisance.

4. The Board adopted the Water Quality Control Plans for the Klamath Fiver Baein
(1A) and the North Basin 1(B) on March 20, 1975. The Klamath River Bacin Plsr/
(1A) was combined with the North Coastal Basin Plan (IB) to form the Water
Quality Control Plan for the North Coast Region. The Plan for the North Coast
Region was adopted by the Board on April 28, 1988. The Plan includes water
quality objectives and receiving water limitations.

5. The existing and potential beneficial uses of Trinity River and its
tributaries include:

a. municipal and domestic supply
b. agricultural supply
c. groundwater recharge
d. fresh water replenishment
e. water contact recreation
f. non-contact water recreation
g. cold fresh water habitat
h. wildlife habitat
1. fish migration
J. fish spawning

6. Discharge prohibitions 1 and 2 of the Action Plan for Logging, Construction,
and Associated Activities of the Water Quality Control Plan for the North
Coast Region state:

"1. The discharge of soil, silt, bark, slash, sawdust, or other
organic and earthen material from logging, construction, or
associated activity of whatever nature into any watercourse in
the basin in quantities deleterious to fish, wildlife, or other
beneficial uses is prohibited.

2. The placing or disposal of soil, silt, bark, slash, sawdust, or
other organic and earthen material from any logging,
construction, or associated activity of whatever nature at
locations where such material could pass into any stream or
watercourse in the basin in quantities which could be
deleterious to fish, wildlife, or other beneficial uses is
prohibited.'

7. Section 13304(a) of the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act states:

•Any person who has discharged or discharges waste into the waters of
this state in violation of any waste discharge requirement or other order
or prohibition issued by a Regional Board or the State Board, or who has
caused or permitted, causes or permits, or threatens to cause or permit



Cleanup and Abatement -3-
Order No. 93-105

any waste to be discharged or deposited where it is, or probably will be,
discharged into the waters of the state and creates, or threatens to
create, a condition of pollution or nuisance, shall upon order of the
Regional Board clean up such waste or abate the effects thereof or, in
the case of threatened pollution or nuisance, take other necessary
remedial action. Upon failure of any person to comply with such cleanup
or abatement order, the Attorney General, at the request of the board,
shall petition the superior court for that county for the issuance of an
injunction requiring such person to comply therewith. In any such suit,
the court shall have jurisdiction to grant a prohibitory or mandatory
injunction, either preliminary or permanent, as the fact* may warrant.'

8. Pursuant to Section 15321, Title 14, California Administrative Coda, this
action is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act.

THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that pursuant to California Water Code Section
13304, the discharger shall:

1. Cleanup and abate the effects of waste earthen materials and other organic
materials die charged to Trinity River.

2. Cleanup and abate the effects of waste earthen materials and other organic
materials deposited where they probably will be discharged to Trinity River.

3. On or before October 28, 1993, submit to the Regional Board a
poet-construction review report describingi

a. The extent of turbidity and other water quality effects from the
projects!

b. Assessment of the management practices and controls which were and/or
should have been followed to minimize adverse effects from the projects; and

c. A plan, prepared by a professional experienced in erosion control, for
cleanup and abatement as specified in 1 and 2 (above). Said plan shall
delineate all intended compliance measures to control erosion and discharge
from disturbed earth areas, excess-material embankments, access roads and
temporary equipment tracks.

4. The cleanup and abatement activities specified in 1 and 2 above shall be
completed on or before November U, 1993.

5. On or before December 1, 1993, submit a final compliance report which clearly
delineates measures taken to comply with 1 and 2 above.

Ordered by
Benjamin D. Kor
Executive Officer

October 4, 1993



ATTACHMENT 9

Technical Work Group Report
October 6, 1993

by
Bob Rohde

Technical Work Chair

In response to the following Task Force direction:

"The Technical Work Group will investigate the impacts of
hatchery yearling releases on wild populations" (July 16, 1993)

The Technical Work Group spent an entire day discussing this
issue on September 22, 1993. Representatives from Pacific Power
and Light, California Department of Fish and Game, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and Klamath Management' Zone Fishery Coalition
were invited to provide information for discussion. A list of
people present during the discussion is provided as an
attachment. The Klamath Management Zone Fishery Coalition
representative was unable to attend.

The Technical Work Group decided that all Iron Gate Hatchery
releases were more appropriate for Technical Work Group
evaluation, rather than merely the impacts of hatchery yearling
releases. I posed the following question for Technical Work
Group response.

Do Iron Gate Hatchery releases have an impact on wild
anadromous fish populations?

The answer from the Technical Work Group was:

We don't know - but the following actions are needed to find out.

Migration patterns and life histories of all anadromous
fisheries and hatcherv released fish throughout the Klamath River
mainstem and estuary need to be evaluated.

To accomplish this goal adequate funds are needed to accomplish
the following tasks:

1. A complete literature review needs to conducted and
presented to the Technical Work Group for review;

2. A synopsis of all outmigrant trapping in the mainstem,
tributaries and estuary needs to be assembled and
presented to the Technical Work Group for review;

3. Coordinated outmigrant trapping efforts for natural and
hatchery fish need to be conducted simultaneously for
several years and expanded to provide a statistically
valid sample size for analysis; •

A. This information is especially needed on the



Trinity River to test the effectiveness of an existing
model. Model testing results on the Trinity could
better determine the potential utility of developing a
similar model on the Klamath River;

B. The topic of hatchery fish marking needs to be
thoroughly evaluated before outmigrant sampling on the
Klamath or Trinity River is expanded.

The following are additional topics that need to be thoroughly
evaluated:

Genetic mixing;

Productivity throughout the syst'em;

Carrying capacity;

High pre-hatch mortality at Iron Gate Dam;

Mitigation for Spring Chinook and Sockeye fish
populations lost as a result of dam construction.



TECHNICAL WORK GROUP ATTENDANCE SHEET
September 22,1993

ama

Jud Ellinwood

Carl Harral

Bruce Eddy

Bob Rohde

Curtis Ihle

Curt Waldvogel

Clair Stalnaker

Robert P. Com

Ron Garret!

Address

P. O. Box 4450, Arcala, CA 95521

California Depl. o( Fish and Game
601 Locust Street
Redding, CA 96001

USFWS
P. O. Box 1006, Yreka, CA 96097

USFWS
Ft. Collins, CO

US Forest Service
Klamath National Forest, Yreka

P. O. Box 595
Cloverdale. CA 95425

P. O. Box 417
Hoopa, CA 95546

Scott River CRMP
P.O. Box 277, Ml. Shasta ,CA 96067

1111 Forson Road
McKinleyville, CA 95521

USFWS
Arcata, CA 95521

California Dept. of Fish and Game
1416 9th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Pacific Power and Light
920 SW 6th
Portland, OR

Karuk Tribe, Department of Natural Resources
P. O. Box 282. Orleans, CA 95556

53 Kingston Road
Fieldbrook, CA

981 H Street
Crescent City, CA 95531

4512 McMurray Avenue
Fort Collins, CO 80525

S. H. Super
601 Locust Street
Redding, CA 96001

FWS/ERO
6600 Washbum Way
Klamalh Falls, OR 97603

Phone

(707) 444 - 8903

(916)225-2309

(916)842-5763

(303) 226 - 9402

(916)842-6131

(707) 894 - 2606

(916)625-4267

(916)926-2460

(707) 894 - 2606

(707) 822 - 7201

(503) 464 - 4671

(916)627-3446

(707) 839 - 3064

(707)464-4711

(303) 226 - 9333

(503) 883 - 6935



Technical Work Group Report
Basin-wide Planning and "Key Watersheds'

Attached for your review is a list, of people present during the
Technical Work Group discussions on September 23rd. Specialists
in Geographic Information Systems (GIS) were invited to
participate from the California Department of Fish and Game, the
University of California at Davis, William Kier Associates and
National Ecology Research Center. In addition, the CRMP
coordinators from the Shasta, Scott and Salmon River's were
invited to share with us their perspectives.

Each GIS specialist provided us an update on their work. Paul
Veisze,' from the California Department of Fish and Game, provided
us an update on the 1:100,000 scale EPA reach file system
currently under development for California. Tex Lee, from the
University of California at Davis, described the work he is
engaged in at Tule Lake. Jan Derksen, from William Kier
Associates indicated that he is working on the database
development for the Shasta River. Duane Asherin, from the
National Ecology Research Center, Fort Collins, Colorado provided
us an update on the newly established National Biological Survey.

Starting October 1, 1993, the National Ecology Research Center
will become part of a new branch of government called the
National Biological Survey. The National Biological Survey will
have the following structure.

NATIONAL BIOLOGICAL SURVEY
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i
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1
i

!
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It was recommended by Duane Ashefin that a letter be drafted
requesting assistance from the National Biological Survey.
Asherin further recommended that this letter be followed by a
more detailed letter describing specific work later.

After the CIS specialist updates, I provided a slide show
presentation of the Klamath River Basin, followed by CRMP
coordinator updates.

i
The consensus of the group was that specific funds should be
identified for the development of a Coordinated Resource
Information System (CRIS) for the Klamath River Basin. This
information system should be readily available to the Technical
Work Group for restoration planning.

Specific funds need to be targeted for:

1. Coordinated Resource Information System Development;

2. Technical Work Group Coordination;
'•4

3. Project Implementation;

4. Research and Monitoring;

5. Program Adminstration, separate from existing funds.



TECHNICAL WORK GROUP ATTENDANCE SHEET
September 23, 1993

Name

Jud Elllnwood

Tex Lee :
!

i

i

Carl Harral

I
i

Julie Perrochet

Jan Derksen i
i

Jim Welter !

i
Dave Webb !

i
.1

Ron Iverson '
i
i

Linda Radford i
i
i

Robert Franklin
i .
) .

Ronnie Pierce!

Bruce Halstead
i
i

Duane A. Asherin

Paul Veisze (Vaze)

Tricia Parker

Address

P. O. Box 4450. Arcata, CA 95521

Agronomy and Range Science
University of California
Davis, CA 95616

CDFG
601 Locust Street
Redding, CA 96001

US Forest Service
Klamath National Forest, Yreka

Bill Kier Associates
Redway, CA

KMZE Coalition
404 Pacific Avenue
Brookings, OR 97415

Scott River CRMP
P.O. Box 277
Mt. Shasta ,CA 96067

USFWS
P.O.Box 1006
Yreka, CA 96097

P. O. Box 595
Cloverdale, CA 95425

P.O. Box 417
Hoopa, CA 95546

1111 Forson Road
McKinleyville, CA 95521

USFWS
Arcata. CA 95521

USFWS
Ft. Collins, CO

CADFG
1416 9th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

USFWS
P.O.Box 1006
Yreka, CA 96097

Phone

(707)444 - 8903

(916)752-5642 work
(916) 758- 1095 office

(916) 225 - 2309

(916)842-6131

(707)923-2707

(503) 469 - 7044

(916)926-2460

(916)842-5763

(707) 894 - 2606

(916) 625 -4267

(707) 894 - 2606

(707) 822 - 7201

(303) 226 - 9402

(916)654-7631

(916)842-5763


